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The University Calendar 
1923 
Spring Recess begins Friday March 30. 3:30 p. m 
Spring Recns ends Tuesday April 10. 7:30 a. m. 
Memorial Day (Holiday) Wednesday May 30 
Final Examinations Tuesday-Friday June 5-8 
Baccalaureate Sermon Sunday June 10 
Graduating Exercises of Doanc 
Academy Monday June 11 
Alumni Day Tuesday June ii 
Meeting of Board of Trustees Tuesday Jiinc 12, 3.00 p. m 
President's Reception Tuesday June 12. 8;oo p. m. 
Commencement Day 
Alumni Dinner Wednesday June it 
SUMMER VACATION-June   ^-September   11. 
Opening of First Semester 
Registration of New Students 
Registration of Old Students 
Classes Begin 
First Convocation, Baptist Church 
Armistice Day 
Thanksgiving Recess 
Christmas Recess begins 
1924 
Christmas Recess ends 
Mid-year Examinations 
First Semester ends 
Opening of Second Semester 
Washington's Birthday 
Founders' Day (Holiday) 
Spring Recess begins 
Spring Recess ends 
Memorial Day (Holiday) 
Final Examinations 
Commencement Day 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Thursday 
Sunday 
Thursday 
Wednesday 
Wednesday 
Tuesday-Friday 
Friday 
Monday 
Friday 
September 11 
September 12 
September 13 
Sept. 13, 11:30 a. m. 
November 11 
Nov. 29 
Dec. 19. 12:00 
Jan. 2. 12:00 
Jan. 29-Feb. t 
February   1 
February 4. 7:30 a. m 
February 22 
Wednesday April 2, 12:00 
Wednesday April 9. 7:30 a. m. 
Friday May 30 
Monday-Thursday June 9-12 
Monday June 16 
Board of Trustees 
OFFICER-   UF   THE   BOARD 
AllBROSr SWASEY. Sc.I)., President. 
COL. EDWARD A. DEEDS, B.S., Vice President 
Mn.LARD BRELSFORD, D.I) . Secretary. 
MEMBERS 
Ex-Ofieio 
CLARK W. CHAMBERLAIN  AH, PH.D., I.I.I) Gnnville 
President of the I 'nivfrrity 
Class I—Term Expires June, 1923. 
FREDERICK P. BEAVER, ESQ. Dayton 
BURTON CASE, ESQ Granville 
Pnori --OR ALFRED D. COLE, A.M Columbui 
WALLACE H. CATIICART, B.S Cleveland 
PROFESSOR OSIIAN C. HOOPER, A.M., L.H.D Columbua 
WILLARD D. CIIAMBERLIS, ESQ Dayton 
COL. EDWARD A. DEEDS, B.S Dayton 
DAVID E. GREEN, B.S Cleveland 
GEORCE H. OLIISTED, ESQ Cleveland 
REV. HORACE T. HOLT Granville 
REV. FRANKLIN W. SWEET, D.D Cleveland 
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Class II—T/rm Expires June, ign- 
JACOB R. DAVIES, A.M Newark 
BENJAMIN F. MCCANN, A.M    Dayton 
AMBROSE SWASEY, SC.D Cleveland 
TORRENCE HUFFMAN, ESQ Dayton 
VINTON R. SIIEPARD, A.M Cincinnati 
REV. HERBERT F. STILWELL, A.M., D.D Cleveland 
JOHN M. SWARTZ, A.M Granville 
REV. JOHN F. HERGET, A.M Cincinnati 
LEWIS R. ZOLLARS, ESQ Canton 
REV. J. LORING CHENEY, A.M., PH.D Cleveland 
FRED D. BARKER, PH.B., M.D Dayton 
JOHN C. HASWELL, ESQ Dayton 
Class III—Term Expires June, 1925 
EDWARD CANBY, ESQ Dayton 
CHARLES H. PRESCOTT, ESQ Cleveland 
HARRY W. AMOS, B.L Cambridge 
REV. MILLARD BRELSFORD, A.B., D.D Cleveland 
JULIUS G. LAMSON, ESQ Toledo 
FRANILIN G. SMITH, ESQ Cleveland 
CYRUS S. EATON, A.M Cleveland 
REV. TILESTON F. CHAMBERS, A.M Granville 
REV. HENRY T. CRANE Cincinnati 
THOMAS W. WARNER, ESQ Toledo 
HOWARD LEWIS, A.B Toledo 
Committees <>f the Hoard of Trustees 
Extct ■ utee 
CLARE W. CHAMBERLAIN, Chairman 
JACOB R  DA VIES MILI.ARD BRELSFORD 
JOHN M. SWARTZ BENJAMIN K. MCCANN 
/ : ■   .      f I ■   ittti 
BENJAMIN 1   MCCANN  Chairman Term expires 1927 
11 IX CHAMBERLIN Term expires 1923 
I P. Bl ivu Term expires 1924 
EDWARD CANBY Term expires 1925 
JOHN C. HASWELI  Term expires 1926 
in -  El ." . •     ittft 
TORRENCE  III! !' WILLARDI).   CUAMBEKUN 
/:■■.-    jnd Laboratories 
C"n VK 11 > II   PRESCOTT, Chairman 
FRANKLIN G SMITH HARRY \V. AMOS 
JULIUS G. I w JOHN F. HERCET 
Inunction 
WAI UCI  II   CATHCART, Chairman 
HERBERT I MILI.ARD BRELSFORD 
CTRUI S. i ALFRED D. COLE 
f
 ""    • '      -'  ■' *   of Music 
OsMAN I     I! R, Chairman VINTON R. SHEPARD 
LEWH R. ZOLLARS I-RED I). BARKER 
imfvj and Buildings 
V DEEDS, Chairman 
AMBROSI SVI HEY EDWABB CANBT 
BENJAMIN 1    M I CLARK W. CHAMBERLAIN 
Con millte on Doane Academy 
DAVID 1 . GREEN, Chairman 
TILEITON P. CHAMBERI ALFRED D. COLE 
8 
The Faculty of Instruction 
CLARK W. CHAMBERLAIN, A.B., PH.D., LL.D., President 
Professor of Physics on the Eugene ]. Barney Foundation 
GEORGE F. MCKIBBEN, A.M., PH.D., 
Professor Emeritus of the Romance Languages 
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS, A.M., L.H.D., 
Professor Emeritus of English Literature and Rhetoric 
H. RHODES HUNDLEY, A.M., Sc.D., 
Dean of Doane Academy 
WILLIS A. CHAMBERLIN, A.M., PH.D., 
Professor of Modern Languages 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A.M., 
Professor of Botany 
PAUL BIEFELD, A.B., PH.D., 
Professor of Astronomy and Director of the Swasey Observatory 
FORBES  B.  WILEY, A.B., PH.D., 
Benjamin Barney Professor of Mathematics 
CLARENCE D.  COONS, M.S., 
Henry Chisholm Professor of Physics 
THEODORE S. JOHNSON, M.S., C.E., 
Professor   of Civil   Engineering 
(On Ltavc 1912-23) 
THOMAS A. LEWIS, A.B., PH.D., 
Professor of Education 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A.M., D.D., 
Professor of Philosophy 
WILLIAM CLARENCE EBAUGH, B.S., PH.D., 
Professor of Chemistry 
WALTER LIVINGSTON, B.S., 
Professor of Physical Education 
10 Dl NltOM   I MVIRMTY 
KIRTUY F. MATHER, U.S., PH.D., 
/'• ■enor of Geology 
KARL II. I -l HM \\. A.M., 
Professor of At mil and Director of the Conjmalory 
ROLLIN H. TANNER, AM., I'll.I)., 
/'■ '.-     '    ' tkt Grttk Language and Literature 
Dean  of Granrtlle College 
CHARLEJ P. Ci IRK, B 1  ,M.S., 1.I..P... COL., D.O.L., U.S. Army 
!'•  v     •     '   MUiiat     •   :.'-..e   and   Tactics 
FREDERICK G. DETWEILER, A.M., PH.D. 
Pro/t     rgj  S   tology 
L RICHARD DI m, A M., Ph.D. 
/.:.";  /..   Barney Professor of Latin Language and Literature 
LTT KNOX, B.S., 
Professor of Christian  Education 
W ) -i.i v MARSH GEWEHR, A.M.. PH.D., 
Pt '      '      History 
ARTHI K WARD I INDS I I . \! S., PH.D., 
Professor of Zoology 
ANNA B. PECKHAM, A.M., 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
r ODI BRECHT, A.M., 
Associate Profeuor of Modern Languages 
ANNIE M. MACNEILL, A.M., 
Associate  Professor of English 
EVERETT P. JOHNSTON, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of Public Speaking 
C. HENRY DICKERMAN, A.B., 
Assistant Professor of English 
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EM J. SHUMAKER, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of English 
W. ALFRED EVERHART, A.B., 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
ROWLAND A. SHEETS, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
EVERETT E. BROWN, CAPT., D.O.L., U. S. Army 
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics 
MIRIAM AKERS, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of Classics 
FANNIE J.  FARRAR, 
Assistant Professor of Piano 
J. HORACE NUNEUAKER, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
JOHN J. GEORCE, JR., A.M., 
Assistant Professor of Political Science 
ELIJAH LAWRENCE JACOBS, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of English 
JOHN W. DARLING, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of English 
RUTH ATWELL, A.M., 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
EDSON C. RUPP, A.B., 
Instructor in Mathematics 
DWIGHT M. MOORE, M.S., 
Instructor in Biology 
RICHARD H. HOWE, B.S., 
Instructor in Physics 
ALICE ROSEMOND, A.B., 
Instructor in Modern Languages 
RSITY 
A: M v  B   SciMNI K. I'II.H., 
Instructor in .1/ itr% Languages 
HER* HEI U  LI M -.. B S . 
n'l Utvktn 
STERLING ABI LL, B .-.. C I  . 
It "   .lot in Engineering 
III I RING, A.H . 
-■:■:•.   I 
I H  UAS 1   MCMAHON, B.S., 
Instructor in Physical Education 
FRANI 1 i   BABCOCE   CRI ISI V. A li 
tractor in Latin 
BLANCHE S TAYLOR, PH B . 
Instructor  in   English 
■   IENKIK     I; - . 
' ■ ' ' ■    Pn       I    / . , ation 
IRET CHI IMEY, 
Instructor m Pn i lucalion 
i l   SMITH, 
Instructor ir.  Violin 
MART R   FITCH, 
/    tructor in Voice 
kR \ tITII, 
Instructor in I'oier 
Rowi IND P. DOWMINC, Mus.B., 
Instructor in Organ 
MARTHA  I ■     H. 
Instructor ,„ Public  School Mutic 
WILLIAM M  WELLS, 
Instructor in   Violoncello 
Officers of Administration 
CLARK W CHAMBERLAIN, A.B., PH.D., LL.D., 
President of the University 
CLARENCE M. EDDY, A.B., 
Secretary of the University 
ROLLIN H. TANNER, PH.D., 
Dean of Granvi/le College 
H. RHODES HUNDLEY, SC.D., 
Dean of Doane Academy 
CLARA T. BRUMBACK, PH.B., 
Principal of Shepardson College 
ELMER E. HOPKINS, A.B., 
Treasurer 
CLARENCE D. COONS, M.S., 
Business Manager 
KATE S. HINES, A.M., 
Librarian Emeritus 
ASHER K. MATHER, B.S., B.D., 
Recorder 
JOSEPHINE DARROW, PH.B., 
Assistant Librarian 
MARTHA GEACH, 
Assistant to Treasurer 
MARY K. GEACH, PH.B., 
Assistant to Secretary 
CLARISSA C. ARNDT, 
Secretary to  President 
LAURA K. SELLERS, PH.B., 
Assistant Librarian 
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ALICE K. DERRICK, 
Matron of Shtpardson College 
MM. J. M. SWARTZ, 
Dirtctor of Shtpardson Commons 
RACHEL T.  PLUMB, 
Sktpardson College Sursr 
MRS. MINNIE MILLER, 
Assistant to ike  Treasurer 
MRS. N. H. OVERTURE, 
Assistant to the Recorder 
Committees of the Faculty 
Executive Council 
C. W. CHAMBERLAIN 
C. M. EDDY C. T. BRUMBACE 
R. H. TANNER 
K. F. MATHER 
Committee on Absences 
B. SPENCER 
C. T. BRUMBACE. 
R. H. TANNER 
B. SPENCEB 
A. B. SKINNER 
R. H. ATWELL 
Committee on Advanced Degrees 
F. G. DETWEILER W. A. CHAMBERLIN 
B. SPENCER R. p. MATHER 
Committee on Athletics 
C. D. COONS W. LIVINGSTON 
W. C. EBAUCH K. p. MATHER 
Committee on Catalogue 
W. A. CHAMBERLIN L. R. DEAN 
F. B. WILEY A. K. MATHER 
Committee on College Life Course 
G. P. KNOX W. M. GEWEHR 
C. W. CHAMBERLAIN R. A. SHEET* 
Committee on Community Service 
VV. C. EBAUCH W. A. CHAMBERLIN 
G. P. KNOX A. ODEBRECHT C. B. CLARK 
Committee on Curriculum 
K. F. MATHER R. H. TANNER 
T. A. LEWIS F. G. DETWEILER 
Committee on Debate and Oratory 
B. SPENCER E. P. JOHNSTON 
L. R. DEAN A. M. MACNEILL 
Committee on Health 
A. W. LlNDSEY W. LlVINCSTON RuTH ATWELL 
W. C. EBAUCH A. K. HERRICE        MARCARET CHESNEY 
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• Library 
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F. B. WILEY 
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C. IV ^ 
K. F. MATHi K 
W. C. I ■ ■. 
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V. B. PECI 
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i Rrstarth 
T. A. LEWIS 
F. G. Dnwiim 
M. R. FITCH 
P. (;     DhTWEIl.EE 
A   K   MATHER 
A  W. I.inJsey 
F. B. WILEY 
M on /Ju/r» aii/ Regulations 
L R. Di v- M. E. STICKNEY 
A. M. MACNCILI \Y  A. F.VERHART 
A  K   MATHER R. H  TANNER C. D. COONS 
idtnl A fairs 
<■   W C   T. BRIMBACK 
P- B. '• A. B. PF.CKIIAM 
■.udent Aid 
R. H. TANNEI            C. T. BRUUBACK I    I'.. HOPKINS 
CM. EDM                 H. R A. K. HF.RRICK 
I!   Sri NCEI i 
'••.udent   Publications 
CH  DICEERUAN      A. M. MACNEILL W. A. F.VERHART 
■•ir.ee on Teaching Appointments 
T.A. LEWIS A. K. MATHBI C. D. COONS 
Committee on   Vocational Guidance 
G. P. KNOX T. A. LEWIS 
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DENISON UNIVERSITY 
HISTORY 
The foundation of Denison University was laid in deep reli- 
gious convictions. The institution dates back to 1831, an event- 
ful year in the moral and material progress of the central west. 
The leaders of the Baptist denomination in Ohio, recognizing 
the need of well-educated men in that era of rapid advance, were 
inspired to organize the Ohio Baptist Education Society, with 
the express purpose of founding a "Literary and Theological 
Seminary." At the Society's first annual meeting, held at Lan- 
caster on May 26, 1831, it was voted to locate the new institution 
at Granville, a town favorably known for its New England spirit. 
A site was secured and the actual work of instruction began in 
December of the same year. The purpose of the founders, as 
expressed in an address of the next year, was "to furnish the 
means of obtaining a thorough classical and English education, 
which shall not be inferior to what can be obtained in any insti- 
tution, of whatever name, in the western country." 
The enterprise embraced at first some features of an agri- 
cultural college, occupying a farm one mile southwest of town. 
But these features were soon abolished as impractical in con- 
nection with collegiate instruction. The theological depart- 
ment was also subsequently abandoned. 
In 1856 the present site on the hill north of the town was 
secured and the college was moved to the new location. This 
was the beginning of more rapid growth. A small endowment 
fund was raised, and the name was changed to Denison Univer- 
sity. The College was fortunate in having the service of some 
educational enthusiasts in the Faculty and the Board of Trustees, 
who brought it successfully through the trying experiences of the 
early years. 
In the period following the Civil War the institution grew more 
rapidly. The endowment fund was doubled, reaching the sum 
of $100,000, and several buildings were added to the equipment. 
'7 
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tinction. The aim of the University is to provide a thorough 
college education under such influences as strengthen Christian 
faith and build up Christian character. 
During the nearly one-hundred years of its existence, the 
Univenity has been true to the religious and scholastic purposes 
of its founders. Its religious influence is marked by the large 
number of graduates who have given their lives to the Christian 
ministry and to the cause of Home and Foreign Missions. In 
leaching and in the other professions, as well as in commercial 
and industrial pursuits, Denison is worthily represented by many 
alumni. 
Denison'i record in the. World War reflects the loyal spirit 
which has always characterized the institution during times of 
national stress. The University and its equipment were put 
at the service of the Government, and the work was adapted to 
military ends. Scores of students left the college halls for mili- 
tary camps, and hundreds of graduates entered into all branches 
of the Army and Navy. The record of their service forms an 
honorable chapter in the history of the University. 
LOCATION 
Granville, the seat of Denison University, is known as a place 
of rare natural beauty. It is situated in a fertile valley, encom- 
passed by hills of moderate altitude. From College Hill the viewt 
of the country-side are most pleasing and inspiring. The town 
is 28 miles by road east of Columbus. It lies on the Toledo and 
Ohio Central Division of the New York Central Railway, and on 
the Ohio Fdectric Line. It is reached by the Pennsylvania Lines 
and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad at Newark, 20 minutei 
distant by interurban service in electric car or auto-bus. 
Auto-buses maintain half-hourly services with Newark and 
hourly service with Columbus. 
Granville is one of the oldest towns in the state, having been 
settled by colonists from Massachusetts in 1805. From these 
pioneers it received the best features of New England life.    High 
20 DEMSON   UNtVBMm 
moral and intellectual ideals have always marked the place. Al- 
though small, the town enjoys many of the advantages of city 
life. It has well-equipped churches and modern civic activities). 
In material equipment it enjoys a pure water-supply, a modern 
tern, pave,! trie lighting for public 
and domestic pur: 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 
ENDOWMENT AND PROPERTY 
The total amount of property invested in Deniton l'niversity 
is in excess of three and one-half million dollars. Two and one- 
quarter million dollars of this sum is in income-bearing endow- 
ment. The grounds, buildings and equipment are valued at one 
million two hundred and fii iiand dollars.   Fourteen major 
buildings are owned and occupied for purposes of instruction and 
residence. 
GATES AND WALKS 
College Hill, the site of the main buildings of the l'niversity, 
is approached by a winding avenue from the town, At the east 
entrance to the grounds is an ornamental terrace of brick, with 
walks leading on either side to the various halls and to the Li- 
brary. From She] impus the entrance is through two 
colonial gateways of brick at either end of a semi-circular walk 
which leads to the Plaza on the south slope of the hill. These 
adornments and convei | the campus were supplied 
through the beneficence of Mr. I.. J. Barney, I.I. I). 
Tin. CAM; 
.    ' ' 
!
 rsa„ area of 350 acres, 
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1
   Deed.,Vi e-Pre.ident of the Board of Trw 
'"'   ,   '■ ■ " ny, it extends one mile to the 
north, including hillside and valley, woodland and fields.    The 
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main axis is formed by a ridge of hills rising 1100 feet above sea 
level and affording a prospect unrivalled for beauty in the State. 
This enlarged campus provides amply for the extensive building 
project! of the University, and furnishes adequate space for all 
forms of outdoor recreation. It is being developed according to 
plans made by landscape architects of the highest standing. 
In addition to athletic fields a path three miles in length has been 
constructed, winding through woods and meadows, with rustic 
houses and equipment at different places for outdoor diversions. 
An open-air theater is a part of this equipment. In all seventy- 
live acres are set aside for recreational purposes. 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
Dormitories for Men—Two dormitories, Marsh Hall and Tal- 
bot Hall, together furnish accommodations for about one hundred 
and fifty men. They arc four story brick buildings, with modern 
conveniences, including lavatories on each floor, and are supplied 
with heat and light from the central power plant. Marsh Hall, 
which was partially destroyed by fire in 1918, has been fully 
reconstructed and is leased as the residence hall of the Denison 
Commons Club. 
Sbepardson Dormitories.—Burton Hall, King Hall and Stone 
Hall, located at the foot of College Hill on the Shepardson quad- 
rangle, facing Broadway, furnish accommodations for one hun- 
dred and twenty-eight young women, together with reception 
parlors, reading rooms, and apartments for Shepardson officers 
and faculty members. The conservatory building and four 
additional houses near the campus, owned or leased by the Uni- 
versity, accommodate about sixty more. These, together with 
certain selected private homes in the village, are employed temp- 
orarily, pending the erection of new residence halls at the east 
end of College Hill. All the halls, houses and homes are super- 
vised by teachers and matrons under the same rules, and all the 
students, wherever housed, board together in Shepardson Com- 
mons on the Campus. 
2 2 11   s:     \   1  -.: \ 
Ac \[>i MIC HALL* 
Barney Memorial Hall.    This   hall   was  built   ami  equipped 
for i: Eugene I. Barney, LL.D., of the Board 
of Tl !   :.,::: I     Barney, who was 
one of the most ten of the institu- 
tion  in  if early   layi      I I  fireproof structure 
to irtn enti  of 
Physics, ( 
Doane Academy Hall,     l the gift of the late Dr. W. H. 
1> ane,  member of the   B   .■ I     I Trustees.    Although  erected 
primarily I - \  ..     my, much of its space is devoted at pres- 
ent to the C 
The Officer     I \       nistration, including the President, the 
Seen ■ 1 ■       • •   ■     Dean of the College, 
■na the D \                                                 first and sec- 
1 ibly room, 
• too. 
Swasey Observatory.     I      I 11   ervatory was erected in  1909 
raaey, Sc.D., President of 
th« B ard I Tru tei [til f white Vermont marble and is 
equipped  with mical   instruments  of  the   best 
quality. 
Doane Library-  -The main  university  Library is at  present 
I in I I   me Hall, a I . resented by the late Dr. W. 
Howard D      e in 1879.    It is open to instructors and students 
■' ith free access to the shelves.    The over- 
n   ent building  has  brought  about 
the est '.lections and reading rooms  in 
Latii .  Greek,  English,  Modern 
1 icientific departn 1 
Men's Gymnasium.    Cleveland  Hall is a modern  structure 
" Itional  needs of the men.    The  main 
I by a gymnasium, containing a 
'""••■   Bco'   '':  Mhletic   games  and  exercises,  a  running  track, 
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swimming pool, and large space for locker rooms. The second 
floor contains the assembly room of the Young Men's Christian 
Association, the Trophy Room and Reading Room. The halls 
of the Franklin and Calliopcan Literary Societies are located 
on the upper floor. 
Women's Gymnasium.—The Doanc Gymnasium for the 
young women of Shepardson College was donated by Dr. Doane. 
It is equipped with swimming pool and has a large floor for class 
athletics and sports. 
Conservatory of Music.—The large residence of former Pro- 
fessor A. U. Thresher is used as the main building for the Con- 
servatory of Music. 
Recital Hall.—Adjoining the Conservatory is the Recital Hall 
arranged for the public musical recitals. It contains a pipe organ 
and grand pianos, and is furnished with stage and curtains, and 
a lantern  for motion-pictures. 
Baptist Church.—The Auditorium of the Baptist Church is 
used three times weekly for the assembly of all the students of 
the University for Chapel Service. 
Central Heating and Lighting Plant—The University is 
equipped with a modern system of lighting and heating. The 
Yaryan system of hot-water heating is employed. There are 
two large boilers for generating steam, and one auxiliary boiler 
for hot water. Two duplex pumps cause the circulation of hot 
water to all the college buildings. 
Two dynamos of 75 and 50 Kilowat capacity respectively, 
furnish lights for buildings and grounds, with a modern switch 
board for central control. 
The service of the Ohio Power Co. is available in case of 
emergency. 
SWABBY CHAPEL 
This edifice, the gift of Dr. Ambrose Swasey, President of the 
Board of Trustees, is now in process of erection, the corner stone 
having   been   laid   November   4,   1922.    The   Chapel   will   cost 
M DE! \ UNIVERSITY 
S3 It U coloi ial . 1 portico faced with six 
1 by a tower.   The c instruction 
r e auditorium has 
; v. of cl imea will be 
Stand   -  in the center of 
For the nest   Denisonf 
Si * faith  in  the 
1 
Bi ink FIELD 
Throug rosity of F. P   Beaver, a member of the 
Boar.;   [Trust f the first athletic 
be   . ed fur the 
trdson Collej 
I n 'r, Colonel 
.lion   been 
s
.        ber 4. 1923.   The foot- 
•  the -lulier of 
I '   wards the east, 
aity of 6000 people. 
' IS to enclose a 
r-baths,   lockers 
yen.    A   cinder   track 
re o    ent walks, with 
concrel »n i iri iring teams. 
Furthei .■.;:; be carried on, with a 
i orts. 
1 a baseball fii Id, practice fields 
W hen  il  it completed 
the I Diversity to take part 
PLANS roa FUTURE BUILDINGS 
1
    r sevei of architects and landscape experts 
has been engaged up r the ground* and buildings of the 
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University. Construction has been delayed on account of the 
high cost of materials and labor. Among the most immediate 
and pressing needs of the institution are a new library building, 
which would add at once very materially to the effectiveness of 
every department of instruction, a chemical laboratory, dormi- 
tories for men and women and an administration building. Funds 
are in hand for the erection of the Helen Arnett Whisler Memorial 
i 1    ■ iial. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS. 
DenilOD is selected by the U. S. Government as one of the 
institutions in which a military department is established, by Act 
of Congress, June 3, 1916, for the training of Reserve Officers of 
the Army. Officers of the regular Army are stationed at Dcnison 
and a course in military science and tactics is established, cover- 
ing four years of theoretical and practical work. Attendance 
at a summer training camp under actual military conditions 
may be included, the Government furnishing transportation to 
and from the camp and clothing and subsistence while there. 
I ni forms and equipment arc furnished by the Government. 
Commutation of rations at the present rate of 30c per day is 
allowed, and an additional allowance during attendance at camp 
ia paid CO all students during their third and fourth year in this 
course, making a total compensation of about #220.00 for the 
two years. 
A student who successfully completes this course and accepts a 
commission in the Officers' Reserve Corps may, at his option, be 
appointed and commissioned by the President of the United 
States as a temporary second lieutenant of the United States 
Army for a period not to exceed six months, during which time 
he will receive the allowance of a second lieutenant and pay at 
the rate of $100.00 per month. 
DEPARTMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
Denison is a college of liberal arts and sciences. During the 
past twenty-five years the growth has been rapid in the scientific 
departments.   Without   competing   with   technological   schools 
:6 DENIS N I si> i RSITV 
the science department! have been developed to that degree 
that they serve admiral a ho are looking ahead 
i"  technical prol Dm   .•   the lame  period additional 
•nces 
have I K> that the < irriculum embraces the subjects 
sun ey i »f the ph) ii< al equip- 
• he College 
■ 
I'm III - 
T      Department        P the first  and second 
floor- ne rooms are devoted 
to a^i .':x>scs.     Photo- 
mctr:. tanl temperature 
vaull S    eral l    mi are fitted 
up for i il lines.   A complete 
set ol ap| iral u f r the reception and 
trail-- recently I   en installed.    A 
■■ i undei the call WJD, is 
n .-ii.il  and educational  matters. 
i II 
•■ third floor of Barney 
Hall.    1 «rith stereopticon and screen, 
and a collection of ;oco slides. The geographic laboratory con- 
tains an unusually tine equipment of maps and relief models and 
a special case in which are filed several hundred of the topograph- 
ical iheel the 1 - Gi logical Survey More than 300 
drawers of mineral specimens and fossil collections are available. 
The tal library, named in honor of the late C. K. Gil- 
bert, com , •'"lection of books and pamphlets pre- 
sented in recognition "f the valuable contributions to geology 
made at Dei 
CIVIL ENOIMCBMMQ 
1
' 'leering  occupies   the   upper 
Hall.   It ■ full equipment of instru- 
'  field  work.    For illustrative purposes there is a well 
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selected supply of drawings and specifications of bridges, water 
systems, and all forms of modern high way construction. The 
drafting rooms are well lighted by large sky lights and furnished 
with the usual requirements. 
CHEMISTRY 
The Chemistry Department has lecture room and laboratories 
provided for it temporarily in the basement floors of Doane Aca- 
demy. There are nine rooms, including laboratories for general 
and advanced Chemistry, stock rooms, office and department 
library. The equipment is ample for the needs either of the 
general student or for those looking to special training in medicine, 
pharmacy, industrial chemistry, and chemical engineering. 
BOTANY AND ZOOLOCY 
These two departments arc located in Talbot Hall. The 
arrangements include lecture rooms and laboratories for general 
and advanced classes and facilities for research work. There is 
opportunity for bacteriological and genetic studies. 
The Herbarium embraces representative collections from the 
United States and Mexico and is especially rich in local flora. 
The department library includes several botanical and zoological 
journals, which are accessible to students, besides the regular 
exchanges of the Denison Scientific Association. 
ASTRONOMY 
The equipment of Swasey Observatory is intended both for 
teaching and also for research work in special lines. The equip- 
ment consists of a nine-inch Equatorial of the Standard Warner 
and Swasey type, with optical parts by Brashear. a Warner and 
Swasey position micrometer and a wedge photometer, by Cooke 
and Sons, England. The transit room contains a combined transit 
and zenith telescope of four-inch aperture. Mean time and side- 
real clocks by Riefler are connected by means of a chronograph 
with both the equatorial and the transit. The library is furnished 
with standard astronomical periodicals both American and 
European. The Observatory is equipped with a wireless receiv- 
ing station. 
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MATHEMATICS 
Well-lighted clasi Sees arc occupied by this de- 
partment in Doane ; ecial library contains nu- 
merous mathematical journal I a   rkl  available for advanced 
itudenu. 
LANGUAGES 
The departments of English, MoJern Languages,   and  Latin 
occu; ) the first and si        : tlonrs of Talbot 
Hall.    Special  '. . taining  valuable 
|scts of puhlic.it    :.- .. ol reference are included in their 
[equipment.     The essential general literature arc found 
in the main   library. 
(ik! i K 
The class-room is fitted up with special tables and chairs at 
the lal \   antern and views of Greek scenes 
and archai '.he equipment. 
PBILOSOPHT AND EDUCATION 
1
 led in this work to meet the professional 
| requiretni;.' leal and practical side for teach- 
ers in Ohio An                                             ractice teaching.    A 
Committee n  \                       • -help intending teachers, is main- 
tained. 
Ili^r IM AND POLITICAL SciBMCI 
1
   ' Medieval and Modern Kuropean 
Hist ■ Alton's Americai  History Maps have 
recent illustrating political 
nt.    The main 1 ■  will-selected stock of 
field, and the supply is increased each 
the put 
CHI        -.   I DUCATIOR 
The facilities of the department include a series of modern 
wall maps, an increasing library equipment, and the opportunity 
for practical religious service in local churches. 
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JOURNALISM 
In 1919 instruction in journalism was authorized by the 
Faculty, and the work was begun in the same year. The journal- 
ism room is equipped with desks and typewriters, and receives 
the most important daily papers. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
The Armory is located for the present on the lower floor of 
Barney Science Hall. Students of this department receive 
regulation O. D. woolen uniforms and the complete equipment 
of an infantry soldier of the U. S. Army. The armament con- 
sists of Springfield rifles of modern type, together with the follow- 
ing weapons developed during the World War: 4 Browning auto- 
matic rifles, 2 Browning machine guns, 1 3-inch Stokes mortar, 
1 37-mm. one-pounder cannon, and hand and rifle grenades. 
A conveniently located outdoor range affords opportunity for 
smallbore target practice. A target range, with a limit of 200 
yards, is soon to be constructed for the use of the service rifle, 
the automatic rifle, and the machine gun, also for pistol firing. 
SOCIOLOGY 
This department, recently organized, occupies an office and 
class-room in Talbot Hall. Material for laboratory and field 
service is available. 
DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
The Dcnison Scientific Association, organized by the late 
Professor Clarence Luther Herrick in 1887, is not only the oldest 
departmental organization, but is also the most inclusive in its 
activities and interests. The Association maintains the Bulle- 
tin oj the Scientific Laboratories, a journal of research, founded 
by C. L. Herrick. Its merit is recognized by learned societies in 
all parts of the world, many of whom receive the Bulletin in ex- 
change for their own publications. By this means the Associa- 
tion has built up a valuable collection of scientific works from the 
leading scientific societies of our own and other countries. 
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D ind other institu- 
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i try, Mai    matict, I ngineering, 
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Languagi        I to pre- 
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• 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
\ tained by the itu- 
denti     They exist foi ea,  which   may  be 
\ trative, Religious, 
Litei • Recreal Social     Tl    e  organiza- 
■•• in any public way, 
1 of Faculty members 
am! student rith the collegiate 
  
i    VDIIISISTKATIVI 
I I A I Gi inville College, and a similar 
inder the 
•   I and the  Faculty of Denison 
1 ment.   They include 
I:' v eleel theif own 
nrith  few  restriction*,  the 
Thi   Stu lent Councils, com- 
oi various student or- 
the  Faculty,  n        enl  the  association!  in  an 
the Honor Systei       i        I in all classes and examinations, 
It is adn inistered by thi ciation, 
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2. RELIGIOUS 
These include the Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the Student 
Volunteer Band, tlie Ministerial Association and Student Fellow- 
ship for Christian Life Service, all of which co-operate in main- 
taining the high Christian standards and the wholesome atmos- 
• 1 >f the college. They maintain a comprehensive scheme of 
Bible and of mission study in connection with the Sunday Schools 
of the local churches.    They furnish  opportunity  by means of 
devotional meetings, of gospel team deputation work, of aid in 
V ericanization work and various other forms of community 
service for exercising and developing the students' capacity for 
Christian work They aid in the financial support of a Denison 
representative on the mission field in West China and have re- 
cently completed arrangements with the Baptist Foreign Mis- 
sion Hoard to assume the responsibility for supplying as many 
as possible of the workers needed for the West China Field. 
3.  LITERARY 
The Calliopean and Franklin Literary Societies for the young 
men date back to the early days of the college and have assembly 
rooms on the upper floor of Cleveland Hall. Otherorganizations 
offer like opportunities for literary training. 
The Society of Debate and Oratory is composed of students 
who show excellence in public speaking. The Society holds 
public debates with other colleges. 
The Dcnisonian, the weekly college paper, and The Adytum, 
the college annual, arc published by the students. 
The Masquers is the college dramatic club. Modern dramas 
are studied and several public performances arc given during 
the year.    Admission to membership is by competition. 
4. MUSICAL 
The Denison Glee Club for men, the Shepardson Glee Club 
for women, the College Band, the University Orchestra, the Eng- 
werson Choral Society and the chapel and church choirs furnish 
large opportunity for the exercise and development of the stu- 
.;: I'I NISIIM L'NIVIMITY 
1   r fuller description see under Con- 
f M 
;    RECREATH INAI 
The Si ' for men am! I   i  Shepardson Ath- 
letic   I tudents, are in 
■port*.    They 
al athletic contests, 
bul also general gal the recreational 
■''■'• tudents.   Gn iti • facilities in this 
rig of Deeds Field. 
'     S   >CIAL 
I raten : here more than fifty 
i Di            Coi             Club,  and  the 
Club, all ling represent the so- 
cial side and in I men,provide living arrangements. 
11
                                        the < tan Club, reflect the varied 
SCHOLASTIC AWARDS 
I. Pm  BETA  KAPPA 
The Phi B | ounded nearly one hundred 
and fifty  \ purpose of recognizing and encour- 
aging   scholarly  ideals  among  college  students.    The chapter 
at Denison, known at 1 Ohio, was instituted in January, 
1911, upon the granting of a charter by the Senate and National 
Council of the Society. New members are elected each year, 
principally from the seniors, but a few from the juniors, from 
those who have the highest standing in scholarship in their 
live classes. 
2. HONORABLE MENTION 
Seniors and juniors, who have gained an excellent record for 
scholarship in the preceding two years, may under certain condi- 
tions carry on work for Honors in some selected department of 
study. The work selected for this purpose must be carried on 
undcrthesupervisio., of the professor in charge of the department. 
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It may consist of advanced elective courses or of special assign- 
ments, equal in amount to a 3-hour course for the year. It shall 
not be counted as a part of the requirements for graduation and 
must not interfere with the student's regular courses. Students 
who successfully complete such work shall have this fact stated 
on the records of the University, and shall receive honorable 
mention on Commencement Day and in the annual catalogue. 
3. RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS 
Men who have completed their sophomore year at Denison 
University are eligible to compete for the Cecil Rhodes Scholar- 
ships, tenable for three years at Oxford University, F.ngland, with 
a stipend of £1500 each year. These scholarships are awarded 
• on the combined basis of character, scholarship, athletics, and 
leadership in extra-curriculum activities. Further information 
may be obtained from the Secretary of the Rhodes Scholarship 
Committee of Selection for Ohio, Professor Leigh Alexander, 
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. 
4. PRIZES 
(a) The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. These prizes were 
given to the Franklin and Calliopean literary societies by Mr. 
Charles T. I,ewis, former president of the Board of Trustees, and 
arc now continued by his sons Howard Lewis and F'rank Lewis 
of the classes of 1900 and 1902, respectively. The prizes are as 
follows: $40 to the best debater, $30 to the best orator, $io 
to the best essayist, and £10 to the best declaimer. 
(b) The Samson Talbot Prize Reading. This is an endowed 
prize for the best reading of Scripture and is open to seniors and 
juniors.   The prizes are #40 and £20 respectively. 
(c) Lake Laboratory Scholarship Prize. The University 
offers as a prize to students in the departments of Botany and 
Zoology a scholarship in the State University Lake Laboratory, 
for the summer session following the award. This prize is awarded 
on the basis of general excellence in the work done in these two 
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'     ''"'"  '' Thatchei  Fund, $1,500, available for minis- 
. • or Doane Academy. 
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7. The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund, $500, for students in 
Granville College or Doane Academy. 
8. The Shepardson Scholarship, $1,000, for students in Shep- 
ardson College. 
9. The Luse Scholarship, $1,000, for students in Shepardson 
College. 
10. The Bostwiclc Scholarship, $1,000, established by A. F. 
and A. A. Bostwiclc, of Seville, Ohio. 
n. The Griswold Scholarship, $5,000, the gift of the late 
G. O. Griswold, Esq., of Warren, Ohio. 
12. The Lewis Scholarships, contributed by Charles T. Lewis, 
Esq., of Toledo, affording free tuition annually to two students. 
13. The Doyle Scholarship contributed by John II. Doyle, Esq., 
of Toledo, Ohio, affording free tuition annually  to one  student. 
14. The Gilpatriclc Scholarship, endowed by a fund contri- 
buted through the Society of the Alumni by former students and 
friends of the late Professor John Lord Gilpatriclc. 
15. The Wells A. and Cynthia Aldrich Chamberlain Scholar- 
ship, $2,750, endowed by their sons and daughter, for the aid 
of students of Dcnison University. 
16. The Edward Le Grande Hustcd Fund, $1,000, endowed 
by Jessie I lusted Chamberlain, the income to be loaned to stu- 
dents of Dcnison University. 
17. The Maria Theresa Barney Fund, from which the Presi- 
dent of the University has a varyinR amount at his disposal each 
year to be loaned to students at his discretion, without interest. 
18. The Ohio Baptist Education Society has at its disposal 
free tuition scholarships for its beneficiaries to the number of 
forty, if necessary. 
19. High School Scholarships. An endowed scholarship to 
the highest honor student (boy or girl) in the graduating class 
each year is offered to a selected list of secondary schools. This 
is worth $50.00 for each of four years, and its use must be begun 
during the year of graduation. 
20. Music Scholarships. The sum of $200 is awarded by 
the Board of Trustees, upon the recommendation of the Director 
of the conservatory and the President of the University. 
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ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Fifteen units distributed as indicated below are required for 
entrance, and no student is admitted to freshman rank who 
has not completed at least fourteen units. A unit is defined as a 
year's course of study of a given subject, with 4-5 forty minute 
periods of recitation per week, in an approved secondary school. 
1. The following toyi units are prescribed for all: 
English, 3 History, 1 
Mathematics, 2 Science, % 
Foreign language, 4 (at least 2 in the same language) 
Candidates for the B.S. degree  may substitute  2 units of 
Science and Mathematics, as listed in paragraph 2, for the third 
and fourth units of foreign languages. 
2. At least iyi additional units must be selected from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will be accepted in any subject: 
English, 4 Physics, 1 
Latin, 4 Chemistry, I 
Greek, 3 Phys. Geog., 1 
French, 3 Botany, 1 
German, 4 Zoology, 1 
Spanish, 3 Physiology, I 
History and Civics, 4 Agriculture, 1 
Mathematics, 3 (Algebra and Geometry only) 
In this group may be included the following subjects with the 
respective  amounts  noted,  upon   the   recommendation  of  the 
college departments specially concerned: 
Bible, I Psychology, yi 
Economics, l/i Sociology, }6 
Theoretical Music, 1 
3. Not more than two units may be presented from the 
following subjects: 
Mechanical Drawing, 1 Manual  Training    or   Shop 
Freehand Drawing, 1 Work, I 
Domestic Science, 1 Commercial Law, 1 
Stenography (if a full unit), 1 Commercial Geography, 1 
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total of fifteen units is presented), a request for a limited amount 
of excess entrance credit partly to counterbalance the deficiency 
will be given consideration by the Secretary. 
ADVANCED STANDING 
Students who have completed a part of their course at other 
colleges may apply for admission with advanced standing. They 
should present a certified statement of their preparatory course, 
I 1 lie work completed and the credit gained at the former 
institution, and a certificate of honorable dismission. Equiva- 
lent credit will be given for the work they have successfully com- 
pleted, so far as it applies to the courses at Dcnison, but an 
examination may be required at the discretion of   the Faculty. 
REGISTRATION OF STUDENTS 
New  students  will  present themselves  at the office of the 
Secretary on the opening day of the semester, for registration; 
Otherwise a fee of J5.00 is charged for late registration.     In the j 
first semester former students will defer their registration until 
the second day. 
ADVISERS 
Each student chooses as early as possible the department 
containing the line of study which he wishes to emphasize in his 
course. The professor in charge of this department becomes the 
student's adviser in his course of study and must be consulted at 
each subsequent registration. 
SUBJECTS OPEN TO FRESHMEN 
Courses 1-2 in English, 1-2 or ib-2b in Mathematics, and 
1-2 in Physical Training arc required of all candidates for de- 
grees and must be taken in the freshman year. Neither sub- 
ject may be deferred to a later year except with the consent of 
the Secretary, on recommendation of the adviser. Students 
competing for the degree of Bachelor of Arts will take Latin or 
Greek, or both, during the freshman year. Students looking for- 
ward to advanced courses in Mathematics, Physics, Astronomy 
or Engineering, are advised to take Mathematics ib-2b, a five- 
hour course, in the freshman year. 
4° 1 )l SISON   I Ml 1 K~11 V 
Stu lenl •■'"■'   of   Bachelor   of   Science will   usu- 
ally take two Subjects in science during the freshman year.    Stu- 
■':.:• degree "f Bachelor of Philosophy will take a for- 
eign language in the freshman year, in addition to the common 
irementa. 
I       . •    n of t!ic freshman schedule, in addition to the 
subjects mentioned in the preceding paragraph, will be determined 
by the student in consultation with his adviser from the follow- 
ing  subject-: 
\ •• .   ia-:a Military Science 
y 1-2 History 1-2, 3-4 
:.istry 1-: Music 1-2,   3-4 
^ 1-: Political Science 1-2 
Civil Engineering 1-:. 4 Public Speaking 1-2 
Physics 1-2. la-2a /        gy 1-2 
Geology 1-2, 4 
. to freshmen, or more 
[advanced the elementary work has been done in the 
pre: aratOI 
ADDITI  >V M.   Rn.ft-VTIONS 
A   rn .   A'       \rat\ I   ■   average   number   of   credit   hours 
1' 1   redit for 1 I    ir recitation period or 2 houra 
■    luring the semester, to make up the 
for graduation    Thii i- the amount 
• 1 lecure beat results. 
I matriculant i* l(  hours, and this 
1 ol 
/i 1 tudenta, more than 16 houra 
is txctn a- red except by consent of the Secretary 
i:>  < the  Faculty.    A fee of £2.00 
shall be c). 1 red hour in excess of 18.    Without 
special permission from the Secretary's office, 13 credit hours shall 
be the minimum ai       1   f registration. 
' ' ■ n > changes arc allowed 
in reg rittration card has been filed with the 
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Secretary. For every change that is allowed, a fee of $1.00 
will be charged, unless remitted by the Secretary for satisactory 
reason. 
Late Registration. All students must complete their regis- 
tration and settle with the Treasurer on the days set apart for 
this purpose. Failure to do so will be counted as late registration 
entailing a special fee of 85.00. 
Dropping Work. Work for which the student has once regis- 
tered cannot be dropped except by formal permission secured 
through the office of the Registrar. A course abandoned with- 
out such permission will be counted as a failure and so recorded 
on the permanent record; likewise (under certain conditions) 
a course in which the student is failing, if he asks to drop the 
same after the first seven weeks of the semester. 
Dismission. Students leaving before the close of a semester 
will not be regarded as having honorably terminated their con- 
nection with the University unless dismissed by the President or 
the Secretary. 
Chapel. All students are required to be regular in attendance 
upon the Chapel exercises and the College assemblies. 
CLASSIFICATION or STUDENTS 
For Freshman Standing 
No student will be classified as freshman who is deficient 
at the beginning of the year in more than one unit of pre- 
paratory work. 
For Sophomore Standing 
All entrance deficiencies must be removed. 
At least 24 hours of college work and 26 points (including 
F.nglish 1-2, Mathematics 1-2 (6 hours' total) and Physical 
Training 1-2. 
For Junior Standing 
At least 62 hours and 68 points (including Physical Train- 
ing 3-4 and all preceding requirements). 
For Senior Standing 
At least 96 hours and 105 points, and all preceding require- 
ments. 
■»•: DFNISON I MVI asm 
REQUIREMENTS  FOR  BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
legreet of Bachelor of Arts, Bache- 
upon the satisfactory 
tudy  indicated  in the 
II   ir;>artmcnts of study 
I under two divis- 
Diviiion Two 
nomy 
-try 
i- vi. ! ngineering 
I 
atics 
Military Science 
.1 Training 
P 
/ 
<     ■ 
1 : . 
i 
1 
i     If 
I 
S Econoi 
MI.   BACCALAUIU *rF.   DKGKEES 
I Dglith, courses 1-4; 
ter credit* in the department of 
1
' rn 1 inguage and 4 semes- 
1*1 .::: ire lit allowed in 
•'' y 
Sf*El ■■    ■ R THE DEGREI   "l   BACHBLOB 
Km 
• above, the candi- 
date must • mtingto not less than 31 
•emetter credit* bined departments of Latin and 
1(1 10 semester credits in Division 
Two. Elementary Creek c. 111 es, wnen taken in college by in- 
dent may be counted in fulfilling this require- 
ment.     (    urte*   offered   in   the   Greek   and   Ijtin   department! 
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not requiring a knowledge of these languages, and Courses A and B 
in the department of Latin, may be counted for this requirement, 
but not to exceed 8 credits in all. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DECREE OF BACHELOR 
OF SCIENCE 
In addition to the common requirements (second paragraph 
above) the candidate must take a principal sequence of courses 
amounting to not less than 20 semester credits in some one of the 
departments listed under Division Two (third paragraph above) 
and a secondary sequence of not less than 12 semester credits 
from studies in the same Division. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DECREE OF BACHELOR 
OF PHILOSOPHY 
In addition to the common requirements (third paragraph 
above) the candidate must take a principal sequence of courses 
aggregating not Icsi than 20 semester credits in some one of the 
departments listed under Division One (fourth paragraph above) 
and a secondary sequence for not less than 12 semester credits 
from studies in the same Division, and an addition of at least 10 
semester credits in Division Two. Applicants for this degree 
may reckon Mathematics as under Division One for either the 
principal or the secondary sequence. 
The term "sequence," as used in the preceding paragraphs, 
must be so interpreted as to insure a genuine logical relation 
between the courses of which the sequence is composed. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF CREDITS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION 
The granting of any of these degrees requires the completion 
of at least 12R semester credits of scholastic work, including 4 
ertditl in Physical Training, the unit of credit being I hour per 
mmk "I !'•' tUN <>r recitation, or 2 hours per week of laboratory 
wurk, tkfOHgh <'»e semester. In addition to credits a certain 
•'•• 1     1     '      1    lanltln, estimated as "points," is required.    A 
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total  of 140 "points" must be earned,  being reckoned on   the 
student's standing, as follow*: 
"A"   Excellent I'.arns 2 points per credit hour. 
'     " (G Kams 1'. points per credit hour. 
" ."' (Fair)   . I irni 1 point per credit hour. 
' . •"   Patting I intt. 
"F"  is a failure ai :::ust be taken over in class. 
By the dote of th< - ring recess previous to graduation, the 
candidate for a degree must have accumulated at least 110 semes- 
ter credits and 111 "| I mutt have paid all University 
bills including the diploma fee. 
SPECIAL PRE-MEDICAL PROVISION 
Any itudenl • ,: letet all the specific re- 
quirements for the B. S. degree at Deniton and all the specific 
requirements for admission to an A grade Medical School, with 
a total credit of 98 temetter hours and 110 points, shall receive the 
B.S. degree from Denison upon successful completion of the first 
year'- work in such A grade Medical School. 
Till   MAST1 R'S DEGREE 
Denitoi   hi aduate department, but provision 
is ma ement for a limited number of students 
to pursue gradi...' eading to the degree of Master of Arts 
or Ma :ice. 
Admission to candidacy for the master's degree is granted 
only on application to the Committee on Advanced Degrees, 
(See Faculty Committee , | 1 j . an I l| ; roval by the Committee 
of the work to be undertaken. 
The graduat ig to the second degree must be a 
year'- ■>   • emeater hour-, taken in residence 
at the > A   •..      ne at other institutions and offered to- 
war. I will be subject to an examination, at the option 
of the Committee, but at least 10 hours of work must be taken 
at Deniton Not more than half of this work may be taken 
in the undergraduate course, and the master's degree will not be 
c inferred earlier than one year after the bachelor's degree. 
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The course shall consist of one major, comprising advanced 
work of graduate nature and amounting to at least one-half the 
required course, and of one or more minors, one of which is in a 
department of study allied to the major subject. 
Ability to read one foreign language is prerequisite to all 
graduate courses. 
Conditions regarding the thesis and the final examination may 
be learned by application to the Committee on Advanced Degrees. 
Student! in graduate courses are subject to the same tuition, 
incidental and laboratory fees as others. The diploma fee for the 
master's degree is f> 10.00. 
EXPENSES 
MATRICULATION FBB« 
For students entering as Freshmen .     $2 .00 
For students entering as Sophomores       3 .00 
For students entering as Juniors     4.00 
For students entering as Seniors     5-°° 
For students entering as Graduates      5 .00 
This fee is remitted in case of graduates from Doane Academy. 
TUITION AND GENERAL FEES 
Tuition, per semester $25 .00 
Incidentals, per semester   32-5° 
Athletic Ticket (optional with Shepardson Students)     2.50 
Student Activities     2.50 
Tuition in Conservatory of Music, (See page 79). 
DIPLOMA FESS 
Bachelor's Degree $ 5.00 
Master's Degree    10.00 
EXTRA CHARCES FOR CERTAIN COURSES 
The fees indicated below are in all cases for a single semester. 
In some cases the fee is not a fixed amount, but depends upon 
special circumstances.    Such cases are not included in this table. 
ASTRONOMY 
Course 2a $2.00 
Course 4     2.00 
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4.. 
6.. 
8.. 
10 . 
12. . 
18... 
$ i 00 
.     3.00 
.     4.00 
■ 4SO 
1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
BOTANY—Course 1   . £ 3.00 
I 3.00 
5 4.00 
: 4-5° 
9 1 00 
II 2.0O 
17 I   OO 
CHEMISTRY— 
le 1 (6.00 
;   .'>.oo (or £9.00) 
')■ ■ ..5.00 
11 ..( 'ructor 
13. .Consult instructor 
15 J6.00 
17.      No fee or deposit 
19.   Consult instructor 
Deposit, or breakage ticket, for each course unless 
illy mentioned, £4.00. 
Civ. EN ,:\I I K:-. 
1,    £6.00 (or £9.00) 
6 6.00 (or 9.00) 
10    5.00 
12.. Consult instructor 
14. . Consult instructor 
16 6.00 
18. . . No fee or deposit 
20. . Consult instructor 
I I 1 .00 
1.00 
2.00 
1 00 
2  £ 1.00 
4     2.00 
10. 
12 
1.00 
2.00 
Other courses, each      1.00 
I 
Music   Course!    5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10   12.00 
11, 12, 1;. 14, 15, |6, 17, or 18     8.00 
1. :. "..    r 4   except to students paying 
a)     8.00 
Pianoforte, \ Org I  \      in  (no college credit.) 
; ei week  40.00 
Oni                       a per week  22.00 
PHYSIC*—Course 11                        200          2a  2.00 
300         4  3.00 
3 .00        6  3 .00 
9     3.00       10  3.00 
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ZOOLOGY Courses  5, 6, no fee. 
All other courses per credit hour 1.25 
BOARD AND ROOMS 
SheparJson College Room $45 00 
Board in Commons  90.00 
Granville College Room 20.00 to 30.00 
for each student. 
Board is not furnished to young men by the College. Stu- 
dents of Granville College must make private arrangements for 
ihcir meals. 
Semester Bills, including dormitory room-rent (and board 
in case of Shepardson students) are payable in advance. All 
payments, even if deferred by permission of the Dean, must be 
completed by December first and April fifteenth in the respec- 
tive semesters, in order to avoid suspension from classes. 
SPECIAL FEES 
Excels Registration.    For conditions and amount, see page 40. 
Partial Registration. Students taking less than 10 hours per 
week will be charged as follows: #5.00 per semester hour; $2.50 
for athletic ticket (optional with women); $2.50 for Student Ac- 
tivities.    See exception in Conservatory (p. 85). 
Students in Granville and Shepardson Colleges taking part of 
their work in Doane Academy pay no extra charge for that work 
unless it makes the total number of hours exceed 18 per week. 
Doane Academy students taking one or more studies in college 
will pay regular college semester bills. 
Late Registration.    See page 41. 
A fee is charged for a special examination: $2.00 in case of a 
final and $1.00 for a mid-semester, 1 hour examination. 
Refunding Semester Bills. All registrations are for an entire 
semester and no money is refunded to a student who leaves be- 
4~ DIM. IN   l"\:\ i K-I rv 
iter,  with «lic following exceptions: a 
collegl '   u" of the semester, and 
• • the lime of His actual enrollment 
at the I ite I .-: 00 ; et ireek, c lunting from the first of the se- 
mester to the date of dismission. The remainder of the semester 
charges will be refunded, athletic and Denisonian fees being 
adju-' 
REGULATIONS RESPECTING DoMsrroaJU 
Ifn1     /' rmil rit     R I     men in the dormitories may 
be -•■ ire I ["real irer, by paying a retaining 
fei    •'>:  o on 01 i     If the room it occupied, this 
fee will be held suhje^- to I ad regulation! governing the 
uac of the  i irmii  r is I  ricited. 
N i room can be w rter time than one semester. 
If a room il ise before December I of the first 
f the second, only one-third of the 
room rent will be refuti le       N   rent will be refunded after these 
dates. 
K :n and  bed-room 
£exce| I \) and are supplied with dresser, 
id, mattresses and springs. 
Bedclothing        •   • by the student.    The rooms 
are lighted by electricil ted  by hot  water, and are in 
close proximity to lavatories on the same floor, where shower 
bath- in rith hot and       I water. 
" men' D ■■ ire provided fur young women 
On the l pus in Burton Hall, Kinjj Hall 
and Si ;;■■ Hall L'ntil the erection of other residence halls, ad- 
ditional rooi .T'-,l in cottages owned or leased by the col- 
lege in  the immediate vicinity of the college ground*.     Rooms 
may I  ipplication fee of £;.    This  fee is 
credit- -:i is occupied; otherwise it 
is forfeited      I   • ition concerning admission, 
V  ■  ■ ■ ach fh/or, which have baths 
with   hoi   and   cold   water.     Single   iron   bedsteads,   mattresses, 
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springs and rugs are provided in all room1. All rooms and halls 
arc lighted by electricity and heated by hot water. All bedding 
and toilet appliances are furnished by the students, whether in 
dormitories or cottages. Breakage or other damage to furniture 
of rooms is charged to the occupants. 
Refunding of Charges.—Xo rebate can be made in the room 
ran of women, but to students leaving on regular dismissal 
before the December vacation of the first semester, or the spring 
vacation of the second, a charge is made of #8.00 per week for 
board.     No rebate is granted after these dates. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
A limited amount of remunerative employment is furnished 
by the University, including stenography, typing, mimeographing 
and other office work; library and laboratory and departmental 
assistance; messenger and telephone service, hall duty, janitor 
and carpenter and farm work. A total of about $25.00 per 
semester is usually possible for new students. Apply to the Stu- 
dent Aid Committee for such employment. 
Departments and Courses of 
Instruction 
The I main a statement of the courses offered 
in all the department! of instruction in the College. The depart- 
ments appear in alphabetical order. The odd-numbered courses 
are given in the BrM semester, the cvcn-numbercJ in the second 
semester. The title and general character of each course are 
given, folk ired by a statement of the prerequisite subjects. The 
Reman numerals indicate the period in the daily schedule at 
which the class meets and the hours refer to the units of credit 
for the course. For a tabular view showing the schedule of days 
and hours when each course is given, see insert at end of Cata- 
logue. 
ASTRONOMY 
PROF! ISO*  IIIKFELD 
The courses are planned with reference to their cultural value 
and to their forming a sound basis for further study in the science. 
Euan*       i   tmoaotrr.    Four recitations •  week haied  upon study 
■ration on the part of the student) 
iJy and the demonstration 
VI, 4 hours. 
'■'     Eisassasraas Pa* n u  \-i.        n      I   i coune introduces itudents 
* ria| nudent. who wi.h to 
■MIUSMSU is solving practi- 
Prcrcquisiu, la.     Fee. Ii.oo. 
" VX 4 hours 
I      "'     USTIVI   Uri v     A ilandar' trat i, uied toother with lantern 
..••!'• of the observatory.    I'rercquiaitc. 
h
" ■  I I i sdvised 1,4 hours. 
irss (or  the solving of 
radsioo that the modern initrumenta of the ob- 
ny land Physios).   Fee. (a.oo. 
4 hours. 
'      
M,:
" Unset! (or atudent taking Astronomy a. 
1 2  hours. 
5° 
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7-8. ADVANCED OBSERVATIONAL WORK. Measurement of double stare and 
position of celestial object! differentially with position micrometer. Stellar Photo- 
metry with naked eye and wedge photometer. Prerequisite. Astronomy 3. Hours 
to be arranged. 3  hours. 
9-10. INTRODUCTION TO CELESTIAL MECHANICS. A standard text is used 
taking up the fundamental principles of the subject. Application to determination 
of ephemerides and orbits of planets and comets. Prerequisite, Astronomy 3 (may 
be taken the same time as 9) and the Calculus, including, preferably, an introduc- 
tion to Differential Equations. IV, 3 hours. 
BOTANY 
PROFESSOR  STICKNEY 
MR.   MOORE 
The courses are designed  for the systematic development of 
this branch of science and to emphasize training  in  observation   , 
and deduction. 
1-a. GENERAL BIOLOGY. Introductory to all other courses in the depart- 
ment, and designed also for students in other departments who desire a general 
acquaintance with biological laws and theories. A general consideration of living 
organisms and life processes, and a study of the origin of individuals and races 
through reproduction and evolution. The course does not follow the lines of 
elementary botany of secondary schools and is designed equally for those entering 
with or without such course. Three credits. Fee. $3.00. Lectures and quiz 
Tuesday and Thursday. 10:30. Laboratory, two sections, Monday or Wednesday 
9:3011:30. 
3-4. PLANT MORFBOLOGT. A very general survey of the plant kingdom, 
with a study of type forms from the lowest to the highest orders. One all-day 
field trip and several shorter ezcursions each semester. Alternates with courses 
5-6.   Prerequisite. Botany 1-2.   Fee, $3.00.   Four credits.   Offered in 1923-24. 
HI, 4 hours, and IV. 2 hours, 
5-6. PLANT HISTOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY. The study of cells, tissues and 
organs of higher plants, and of the relation of these structures to life processes. 
Special attention is given to the technique of microscopic study during the first 
semester, and to experimental methods during the second. Alternates with courses 
3-4.   Fourcrcdiu.   Prerequisite, Botany 1-2.   Fee.S4.00.   Not offered in 1923-24. 
HI, 4 hours, and IV, 2 hours. 
7-8. BACTERIOLOGY. An elementary course, introducing the student to the 
nature and activitiea of bacteria, and to the technique and methods of bacter- 
iological study. Elementary chemistry is advised in addition to Botany 1-2, the 
regular prerequisite for this course.   Three credits.    Fee. $4.50.       I-II. 3 hours. 
\$Y 
;: DIHUOM UmvBMiTt 
J      I'IAM   1'AIH ■:     ' tbc  more important diseases of useful 
plants, their rccognit ' meth J» of control1!   The work 
of state ii      — • ■ emphasized in thesis work. 
Alterr.. ; I-;.    Two credit*.    Fee. $1.00. 
VI-VII, 2 bout. 
10. FoitmiT. \ ■ ■ f tbc forest as an economic 
resou- .-■■■;; and utiliza- 
rithin mack form a part of the 
labor a: r)    *    • I ■    13     Two   credit*.    Prerrijuisite, 
Botar.v   i       ■ Fee. $i.00.       UlTcred in 1923- 
1924. VIA II. z houra. 
11. GSKMLAL B r*m T fl >wering plants, 
based cr, ((*■ IctlU who with 
tocc\-: 'ay litany, either as an introduc- 
t      to I tctnatc* with course 9.   Three 
Fee. %1XC     Sotofl |-i ti4 VI-VII. 3 hours. 
is     SVSIFUATIC BOTARTV    The CJAN G ■•   n   f the ft ireriii| plants, and the 
identification of r.a:  ire wild I MM Attention given 10 
methods of collecting and ; IDU, and the making of herbaria.    Four 
all-da-. versions take the place of a part of the 
laborat .ry   *   rk.      Alternate*   «;th   course   10.     Three   credit*.     Fee.   $1.00. 
N   * 1913-1924. VI-VII. 3  hour*. 
14     BJ 1 Dl   KASI      A lecture course dealing with fferm diieaaea. 
from the ii rgtene.   The nature of pathogenic 
bacteria and  I f infection* d *ea*e  resistance and immunity, 
and  the use of pn tCCtivc and   preventive   measures.     Two credits.    Open  to 
general dec- II. 2 houra. 
17-lS. BOTANICAI StMIHAft, The Itttdv of special topics with reports in 
class upon assigned readings. Either or both semesters may be taken. Ability 
to use French or German is desirable. Open to juniors and seniors only. Pre- 
requitite, I*. uo) 1-: and an additional year's work in the department. Two cred- 
it*.   Hours to he arranged     Fee. Xi.co. 
rAWl      S[ ccial  work on assigned  problems leading to 
re*e*t This course may be taken only by competent students, and 
with consent of the head of the department.    Two to five credits.    Hours arranged 
.ally. 
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CHEMISTRY 
PROFESSOR  EBAUG1I 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EVERHART 
Chemistry 1-2 is a fundamental course open to all student! 
and is required of students who expect to specialize in engineer- 
ing, medicine, nursing, home economics and allied subjects. 
1. GsMlftAL CHEMISTRY. (Non-metals). Principles and theories of chem- 
istry, the quantitative aspect of the subject and the solution of problems in chem- 
ical arithmetic. It Is recommended that a student complete a course in elementary 
chemistry or physics as a preparation for Chemistry I. Fee, £v°° per hour of 
laboratory credit, and breakage deposit. £4.00. Section A; recitation or lecture 
M nday and Wednesday, II period, laboratory Tuesday and Thursday. I and II 
period.    Section H: recitation or lecture Monday and Thursday. VII, laboratory 
Friday. VI   and VII.    Section C: recitation or  lecture Tuesday 
■nd Thursday. IV. laboratory Wednesday and Friday. Ill and IV. 4 hours. 
2. GtNtRAL CHEMISTRY, (Metals and Qualitative Analysis.) A continua- 
tion of Chemistry 1. The close connection between chemistry and industry it 
emphasized, Common blowpipe tests, reactions of metallic and non-metallic 
ions, and the analysis of mixtures of increasing difficulty. Prerequisite, Chemis- 
try 1, Fee, $3.00 per hour of laboratory credit, and breakage deposit. $4.00. 
four or five credits.    Sections and hours as in Chemistry 1. 
5-6. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Simple salts, alloys, minerals, ores, etc., 
are analyzed. Acidimetry, akalimctry. volumetric methods of various kinds. 
and the application of electrolysis receive attention. Constant drills in chemical 
calculations and underlying theories. Prerequisites, Chemistry 2 (as outlined 
above). Fee. S3.00 per hour of laboratory credit, and breakage deposit. $4.00 
per course. Recitation, Monday IV. laboratory. Monday and Wednesday. 
01 Tuesday and Thursday. VI and VII. 3 btmn. 
9-10. ORGANIC CIIKUISTRY. A study of carbon compounds is accompanied 
by the preparation of typical organic substances, determination of physical con- 
stants and chemical properties, and practice in the use of tests employed in special 
branches of chemistry. Prerequisite, Chemistry 2. Fee, $5.00 per hour of 
laboratory credit, and breakage deposit. $4.00 per course. lecture or recitation 
Monday and Wednesday, I period, laboratory. Thursday or Friday. I and II. 
3 hours. 
11-12. CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS. Methods of preparation employed in 
organic and inorganic research. Open only to juniors and seniors who have com- 
pleted two years' work in chemistry.    Fees, credit and hours to be arranged. 
13-14. ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Special methods of analysis in 
the following groups: (a) mineral and ore analysis, (b) water analysis, (c) gas 
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ifl ftUi)n ft,    C   metallurgical analysis, (f) technical  analysis 
for tpedfic industries: < n, Chemistry 6.  and. for  (d). Chemistry 10. 
Fees  cred't and hours to be arranged 
IJ-H      PavtICAl    »--D   '    T    ROCRMIIBTRT     M.xlern   theories   of   solution. 
■1  equilibrium, thermochemistry, and the application of the 
current of   organic  and  inorganic 
chemka tea. Chemistry     and I \   u '. Calculus    Fee. 
J6.00 per hour of laboratory' credit, and breakage deposit. $4.00 per course.   Mon- 
eriod to be arranged. 
I7-IR     Hirrom ■»      Prerequisite. Chemistry  10.    Hours to be 
\ III). 1 hour. 
D chemistry are offered 
to adv.. St    I  1 3, and Physics 4.    Frrv 
irs to be arra' | 
CHRISTIAN  EDUCATION 
PROn "MR   KNOX 
1   ' the Bible and in Religious Kducation offer 
cultural and educational values to the general student while 
affording an adequate I | ecialization on the part of those 
v.:   1 (lre 1c! to cl */ork ai their life service. 
1-2     Bin t      \ -id student! to know and love and use 
theii Bible.    The entire Bible will be included in the year's work, the Old Testa- 
:    lament in the spring        Tin-  Bible text 
■    D to authorship,  historical  setting and 
■ individual books,       \"a- I Bible study will be under- 
||, to a' tu fit  the student 
■ 
IV I >r advanced students. VI for freshmen. 3 hours. 
4a.    HISTORY AM. GtocaAMnr or Bimr LAMBS.   TO secure a more sympa- 
theii<   1 f the Bible and hi message, the topography. 
ind manners and cuitomaof Bible lands are stud- 
li  in sand and plastic 
Prerequisite, Christian Kducation I. 
V11. ) hours. 
11---     I*1 I rhc principles, problems and  program of 
* ecial reference to Sunday school, vacation and week 
H| and training the religious life as carried 
' >• nervation, demonstration and practice work included. 
if size of classes permits. II. 3 hours. 
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23. MISSIONS. The history and present day status of church mission work. 
Statistical and other information fresh from the field, with inspirational treat- 
ment. VII. 3 hours. 
27-28. SEMINAR. Open to advanced students in Christian Education with 
consent of instructor. Individual assignments to problems in research work 
and field work. II. 2 hours. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PROFESSOR   JOHNSON 
MR.  ABELL 
The courses offered in this department are designed to cover 
the work of the first three years of civil engineering courses as 
offered in the technological schools, emphasizing the need of a 
thorough training in the fundamentals of science and mathe- 
matics, a broad cultural training along with the technical training. 
1. MECHANICAL DRAWING. Klementary and advanced drawing. Fee. $i. 
Students may register for two. three or four hours. 
I and  II. 2 hours; VI and VII. 2 hours. 
2. MECHANICAL DRAWING. A repetition and continuation of course I. 
Second semester.    Hours, fees, and credits as for course i. 
3. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. Problems in the point, line, and plane, warped 
developed surfaces, intersections and patterns. Prerequisite. Civil Engineering 
I or a.    Fee. $1.00. III. 4 hours. 
4. PLANE SURVEYING. Field and class-room work. Prerequisite, Civil 
Engineering 1 and Mathematics I or lb. Fee. $1. During twelve weeks of the 
semester, field work requires six hours per week with one hour of recitation. 
VI, 4 hours. 
5. RAILROAD SURVEYING AND EARTH-WORK. Reconnaissance, preliminary 
location, and cross-section surveys. Maps and profiles are plotted, earth-work 
computations made and prohlems in transition curves and turnouts are assigned. 
Prerequisite, course 4. Fee. $1. (Periods for field work will be at 9: a. m., un- 
less otherwise arranged.) I. 4 hours. 
6. RAILROAD ENGINEERING AND ECONOMICS. Study of the economic theory 
of railroad location, locomotive operation, train control, locomotive rating, with 
additional problems of railroad location and construction.    Prerequisite, course 5. 
I, 4 hours. 
7. APPLIED MECHANIC!. The principles of mechanics with reference to 
their application to engineering. Prerequisite. Mathematica jb-4b, and Physica 1. 
Physics 3 should precede or accompany the course. IV. 4 hours. 
8. APPLIED MECHANICS. Strength of materials and their action under 
bending, torsion, and shear, with studies in beams, columns, slabs and hooks, and 
analysis of stress in simple structure.    Prerequisite, course 7. IV, 4 hours. 
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9. AKALTSII or > I term D ol srorkia| stress in roof and 
• :ructures.  by analytical  and graphical 
Prercqutsii , < -     Fee. St 
VI, 4 h.mrs with  two drawing periods  to be  arranged. 
10. A f COUIK Cj The design of roof 
and hrid.'c .-irdcri and tru " structures, with preparation of 
draw...'-: rtheuoM     !'■ 1     rce,$t, 
II.  1 I MMgned« 4  hours. 
12.   MATERIAL* or COKSTI     no»     Study meat, wood. ttod, iron, and 
concrete.    All v.     Fee. $2. 
HI. 4 hours. 
i j.    Hi ten vt   ' ■ '■' trued A. repair 
and BuinteoAOCC of roadi aid streets,    Pren -  1 and 4. 
II, ; hours. 
1;.    Puui ic I tributioa of 
water.    Prerequisite,! -'4-        VI. 3 hours. 
16.    Siwi v jjtion of course 15. 
'       .        aod disposal  plants. 
Preroquu VII. J hours. 
EDUCATION 
Pi I EWIS 
The courses in Education give students who expect to teach 
:\ some knowledge of the science and art of 
that vocal ! Training is now required of teacheri 
in a':: requirement being usually 
about fifteen .,  are listed in the 
Dei College  students  who 
« hool certificate 
11 course at   least 
ll" work.     The purely 
.... 
\ gi f fifteen hours in Psychology, History 
of Education, Hi| la,  Observation  and  Practice 
, Educational Pychology, and School 
... 1 .    . . 
The rei '.-four may consist of further 
credit mentioned or be obtained in Ethics, Soc- 
I r P ry and Hygiene. 
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1. HISTORY or KDUCATION. A general survey of educational practice and 
theory from ancient timei lo the present: subject matter, method, discipline, 
organization. The influences of social conditions upon education. Special 
emphasis on the work of modern educational reformers.   Prerequisite, Philosophy I. 
IV, 3 hours. 
a. SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. The historical develop- 
ment of American middle schools: grammar school, academy, high school, and 
normal schools. Comparison with foreign systems. Present tendencies. Pre- 
requisite. Philosophy 1 and Education I. IV, 3 hours. 
5. Hi<.11 SCHOOL METHODS. The choice and presentation of subject matter, 
the handling of the different subjects with regard to studying and to teaching, 
school routine and management.    Prerequisite, Philosophy I. VI, 3 hours. 
6. PRINCIPLES or KDUCATION. An introduction to the fundamentals of edu- 
cation, from the side of psychology and sociology. The processes of learning; 
instinct, habit, memory. Educational development in relation to social life. 
IVrr juiiitr, Philosophy I. VI, 3 hours. 
7-K. (>n-i RVAIinN ANO PRACTICE TEACHING. Open only to seniors who have 
had Philosophy 1 and Education 5 and 6. Students in this course will visit sec- 
ondary school classes as observers and make reports. They will also teach under 
supervision, beginning this latter work some time after they have begun making 
observations.    Time schedule to be arranged.    May be taken either semester. 
3   hours. 
12. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION. This course is intended 
for students who wish to acquaint themselves with the larger problems of the 
school: school funds, grouping of pupils, eitension of school activities, stand- 
ardization, systematic study of the curriculum, health supervision.        II. 3 hours. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND RHETORIC 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MACNEILL 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DICKERMAN 
ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR SIIUMAKER 
ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR DARLING 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  JACOBS 
MISS TAYLOR 
Students whose major work is in this department will elect, 
in addition to the regular requirements for all degrees, a minimum 
of twenty hours from the courses in English and Public Speaking. 
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Among these courses should be included  English 5-6  and   cither 
English 11 or 17. 
The following courses are given: 
i-j FnuBHAJI 1V.M-.II Recitations, themes, conferences, and the itudy 
of m -J<-r:i prose « ntrr».    Required for all degrees 
Sectioni at   peri«ds  I.  II.   III.  VI.  and VII.   3   hours. 
NOTI -Students *'. i-t f wad deficient in preparation for this course will 
be pi. ■ theil  deficiencies      Mo 
college credit ■.* . 
lb-lb EM ■• > >* \ HUMON STVDKim, Practice in speak- 
ing and wril Designed lor students 
native language 1 not En| lirin| credit in Freshman 
Eng of 1 nglish 1-: For those not 
requir if furee, *nd 
must be taken of I nglish is not fluent. 
5 hours. 
3-4 EM IUM LrriUTVai A survey of the history nf English literature. 
with  ; p etry      Required   K>l   a!!  decrees.    Prerequisite. 
English l-a II, III. IV. and VII. 3 houra 
;      SBABUPI »ai     Prers ,. 1 te, ! 1 - Wn 1-4 
I. 3 hours.    Miss MacN'eill. 
7. MILTON. En M ■ it's v'r" and prose* and in the history 
of the form* u«rd by Milton. Prerequisite. Fnglish 1-4. Alternate* with course 
19 and is not offered in 1923-24. III. 3 hours.    Miss MacN'eill. 
8. STUDIES IN  EIGHTBEMTI CKMTVUT ROMANTICISE.   Some attmtion will 
(ierman literature of the period, as well as to English. 
Prerequisite. Fniflish 1-4. IV.  3  hours. 
o.. A STI*DT OF Pa-.,r FICTION. Selected readings, and lectures. Prerequi- 
aite. English I-4. IV. 2 houra. 
10   jTlOMiQi •:   SrOKT     Critical analysis of the best modern 
writers English 1-2. IV. 2 hours. 
11. ANGLO SAXON BI jht'i (faf/o-Sauoa Rt^dtr. with special study of the 
phonology of the language in its historical relations to German and English. Pre- 
requisite. English 1-4 IV. 3 houra 
II, THE EKOUSM CamCAL EaSAT. An extensive reading course in the 
critical essay, with reference to the history of the form, the periodical essay, and 
present tendencies  in criticism.    Prerequisite. English   1-4. IV, 3 houra. 
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1 ia-14* THE DRAMA FROM THE BEGINNING TO 1642. A siudy of the work* 
of the chief Elizabethan dramatists from the point of view of origins and types. 
Prerequisite. English 1-4.    Alternates with course 13b- 14b and is offered in 1923-24. 
Ill, z hours.    Mr. Darling. 
tjb-i4b. THE DRAMA FROM 1660 TO THE PRESENT TIME. An historical sur- 
vey emphasizing the development of technique and criticism of the drama. Pre* 
requisite, English 1-4. Alternates with course 133-143 and it not offered in 1923- 
24- IH>  2  hours.    Mr.  Darling. 
15. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH. A course for those who expect to teach 
English in high schools.    Designed especially for juniors and seniors. 
VII, 2 hours.    Mr. Shumalccr. 
16. AMERICAN LITERATURE.    Prerequisite, English 1-4. I, 3 hours. 
17. MIDDLE ENGLISH. Special attention to Chaucer and the development of 
the language.    Prerequisite, English 1-4.  (Not offered in 1923-24).      IV, 3 hours. 
18. ADVANCEDTHEME WRITING. Expository writing and criticism of original 
work.    Prerequisite, English 1-4. II, 2 hours. 
19. VICTORIAN POETS. A study of Tennyson, Matthew Arnold, Swinburne, 
and other poets of the period. Prerequisite, English 1-4. Alternates with course 
7 and is offered in 1923-24. Ill, 3 hours.    Miss MacNeill. 
20. BROWNING. An intensive study of the shorter poems, together with the 
reading of selected longer poems. The poet's relation to his age and his contribu* 
lion to the thought and spirit of his time will be given special attention. Open 
to juniors and seniors. Ill, 3 hours.   Miss MacNeill. 
21-22. NEWS WRITING. The course will cover the writing of news articles, 
the methods of obtaining news, and the journalistic principles of selection. Prac- 
tice in typewriting will be given. Open to juniors and seniors who have taken 
English 1-2. VI, 3 hours.    Mr. Dickerman. 
23-24. EDITING. Primarily copy desk work, leading up to the work of assis- 
tant city editor, telegraph editor, and feature editor. Practical exercises in editor- 
ial writing and dramatic criticism.    Prerequisite, English 21-22, 
III, 2 hours.    Mr. Dickerman. 
26. SPECIAL ARTICLES. A study of the preparation and marketing of special 
feature articles. Prerequisite. English II. Alternates with course 28 and is 
offered in 1923-24- * hours.    Mr. Dickerman. 
28. PUBLICITY AND THEORY OF ADVERTISING. Designed for students inter- 
ested in the relation of publicity or advertising to the business or profession they 
intend to enter. Not a course in writing advertising copy. Prerequisite. English 
i-a.    Alternates with course 26 and is not offered in 1923-24. 
2 hours.    Mr. Dickerman. 
tO Pi NISON    I   NIVULSITY 
G1 OLOGY 
PROPESftOlt MATslEB 
l,      ■       I ;- recommei. irho   can  take  but  one 
51 ; ecitilting in Geology should take 
in Chemistry and Physics. 
1. Feature* of the earth, their 
ima, claciers. atmos. 
pherc. e:c.    Recil trip! on Satur. 
III. 4 hours. 
2. HltTOi ~v of the earth and iti in- 
sJMfka*     Recitation 
Prerequisite. Geo- 
III. 4 hours. 
3. ' ' 1 MDOfl  minerali  and rocks; their 
..,-....'.  n of  igneous  rocks; 
1  .'>' i and 2.  and a 
I IV. and two additional 
labor j'   ry hours I I in i'>25-1924.)       3 hours. 
4 Ipplcmented   by   library   assipn- 
:.malic environment upon 
human affaire.   Fee. I I. 2 hours. 
5-    N                          *     lectures, ditcuaw r.i and assigned readings concerning 
the reiirf features and natui ■ •    ■ \t. their influence upon the 
;'» inhabitant* ■•■-   1  and 2.    Fee, 
Si.oo                           I9>3-I924 IV. j hours. 
won       Gi 1     Ore    lepoaitij   their   irenesis.   geologic   relations. 
alterations, and di-;- metalliferous deposits, coal, petroleum, natural 
pas. salt. potash, etc.    Prerequisite, • >■      .■;.   I, ;.  and  3.    Offered in alternate 
yean     Fee. Jl  ■      (Offered in 10*3-1914.) IV. 3 hours. 
7 IsrviartaaATi I -tt DIVBLOWEITT, TV origin of life upon the earth; 
the iw j'e faunas.    Fee, Jtt.oo,    Prerequisite. Geology   1-2, 
' 11 ■   1  -1 01 V       .•■■■ 1-2. I. 3 hours. 
8. VaRTsasUTi LIPI DivaioncinT, Tb* oriajn and evolution of the 
rerttbratea; historical geology studied on the life side. Fee. Si.oo. Prerequisite. 
1
 -■ I. 3 hours. 
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9. ANTHROPOLOGY. Primitive man and hit environment. The "Stone 
Age" in Kurope and Alia. Pre-Columbian civilization in America. (Not open to 
freshmen.)    Fee. $1.00. I. 2 hours. 
10. PETROLEUM GEOLOGY. This course is intended to serve as an introduc- 
tion to the technique of the petroleum geologist as developed in plane-table map- 
ping and reconnaissance surveys. It will also include a review of the oil and gat 
fields of North America. Prerequisite. Geology 1-2, and Civil Engineering 4 
Second semester in alternate years.    Fee, #1.00.    (Omitted in 1923-1924.) 
IV, 3 hours. 
n-12.    GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION. 
13-14.    GEOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION. 
15-16. PALEONTOLOCIC INVESTIGATION. Open to seniors. Students should 
not register for these courses without consultation with the professor in charge. 
Fee,  {1.00 per hour of credit sought.   Hours  to  be arranged. 2-5   hours. 
GREEK 
PROFESSOR TANNER 
ASSISTANT   PROFESSOR    AKERS 
FOR STUDENTS WHO DO NOT STUDY THE LANGUAGE 
Ai. GREEK CIVILIZATION. A topical study of the different elements which 
entered into the Greek civilization of its best period, together with a study of the 
Contribution which that civilization has made to our times. The course does not 
require a knowledge of the Greek language.    Open to all students, first semester. 
IV. 2 hours.    Miss Akers. 
Bi. THE GREEK IN ENGLISH. A special course for those who do not study 
the Greek language, designed to give such an acquaintance with the Greek ele- 
ment which is found in the English language as will enable students better to ap- 
preciate the meanings of words derived from Greek which they find in their daily 
reading, and in the technical terminology of their scientific studies. Open to all 
students, second semester. IV. 2 hours.    Mr. Tanner. 
FOR STUDENTS OF THE LANGUAGE 
L THE GREEK LABORATORY. The Laboratory method is used for the ele- 
mentary portion of the instruction in Greek. The courses comprise the elements 
of Greek Grammar, the translation of selected portions of Xenophon's Anabasis. 
composition exercises and reading at sight. Students may begin these courses 
in either semester. They will ordinarily register for 8 laboratory hours per 
week, s of which will come the second period, and the other 3 will be arranged 
with the instructor on registration day.    No student may register for less than 6 
6a DBNISOM l Nivsfttm 
eroUMloa   from  the  Head  of  the 
i make the progress necessary to earn 
-f.jiiirrj to aJd from two to (our 
laiimum ercdll ol i; semester hours may 
be cam- d in 
j.  EASI   Paoai      - \-     pboa'l   Hellenics   and   Cyropaedia. 
to read ra| idly.    Prere- 
D t;;r»ircck : 
VI, 4 h lure.     Mi" Akers. 
4   How .   1 meter, lectures on the develop- 
I'rerequiiite. at least   io 
■ww*t< VI, 4 boon     Miss Akers. 
I       Hw IC i   t-year  cycle  in  secular  literature 
and a 2-year cycle in the Greek New Testament.    Courses 3-4 arc prerequisite 
f^r ar.v ursrs 
5. GREEK TKAUEDT. Sophocles' Antnone; EoriptoW Ipkigtnia among tki 
TsMriamsi collateral reading in Lucian; itmcture ol the Greek tragedy; lectures 
on the origin and development of tragedy. Hours to be arranged. lOffered 
l*M 3   boura,    Mr. Tanner 
6. THE GREEK THE MER. Development of the theater and scenic antiquitiea 
studied from the b**t *.     ■-•. m  ra and from the ancient sources; collateral read- 
tfiC drama; lectures,  conferences and  reports.    Hours  to  be  arranged. 
1 - 3   hours.    Mr. Tanner. 
" "    Ni N • :   Gospels  and   the 
of        portioai read.    (Offered 
19*1-1 III. a Mr. Tanner and   Miss Akers. 
M     '-' ■•  H     UII rr.   Select | John, the Acts. Epis- 
-'
:
 red 1914-15.) 
III. 2 h wrs.    Mr. Tanner and Miss Akert. 
II,    PHILOSOPHY.    P ' .   and   Crito.    Xenophon's   Memorabilia, 
collateral reading in othei Plato, lectures on development of Greek 
I r-red in  1923-1924.) 
3 hours.    Mr. Tanner. 
12 HirrORT II" : • .• and Thucydides; selections and collateral reading 
in Plulai : resume* of the principal events in Greek history; crii- 
i£a' « Hounio be arranged.    (Offered in 1923-1924.) 
3 hours.    Mr. Tanner. 
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13. ORATORY. Selection! and collateral reading* from the Attic orators. 
Study of the development of Greek oratory. Hours to be arranged. (Offered 
in   1925-1926.) 3   hours.    Mr. Tanner. 
14. HOMER. Selection and collateral readings from the Odyssey. Study of 
life in the age of Homer. Lectures on the Homeric question. Hours to be ar- 
ranged.    (Offered   in   1925-1926.) 3   hour*.    Mr. Tanner. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PROFESSOR  GEWEHR 
ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR   GEORGE 
HISTORY 
1-2. HISTORY or WESTERN EUROPE. Introductory course. Prom the fall of 
the Roman Empire to the present. The first semester covers the history of the 
Middle Ages, the second semcsier. Kurope since the Reformation. Intended dis- 
tinctly for freshmen. I and II, Mr. George; IV, Professor Gewehr, 3 hours. 
3-4. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES SINCE THE COLONIAL PERIOD. In- 
tended for sophomores and juniors and should be taken as a prerequisite for the 
advanced courses in American history. HI, 3 hours. 
$a-6a. HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A general course dealing with the political, 
social and cultural history of the nation and of especial value to students of liter- 
ature and those expecting to take up law. Not open to freshmen except by per- 
mission. IV.  2 hours. 
7b-8b. RECENT HISTORY OF EUROPE. From the Congress of Vienna to the 
present. Emphasis is placed on the great democratic and national movement 
of the nineteenth century, the progress of social reform, the expansion of Euro- 
pean civilization and institutions, the Great War and problems of reconstruction. 
Prerequisite. History I and 2. Alternate with courses 19 and 20 and are not 
offered  in  1923-24. I,  3  hours. 
11. THE EXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY SINCE THE REFORMATION. A brief 
survey of the events leading to the Protestant revolt of the sixteenth century, the 
formation of modern denominational groups and the history of missions in modern 
times.    Not open to freshmen.    Not offered in 1923-24. 
13-14. CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OP THE UNITED STATES. 1776-186;. An 
advanced course for juniors and seniors in which it is aimed to study the great 
constitutional problems and controversies in American History through the Civil 
War. Prerequisite, History 3-4. Alternate with courses 15a and 16a and are 
not offered  in   1923-24. II, 3 hours. 
64 umr 
151    THI   VUKUCAU COI   mi       The col nutation ol North America, the 
ind the life of the people are 
Alternate* with course 
1 1 II. 3 hour* t 
i' 1 e in the shaping of Amer- 
winent of the fron- 
tier.     I \ to the Pacific it traced 
11 national life.    Alternate* 
II. 1 hours. 
i -     : 'the period 
eol of Latin. 
!.  1 }   iara      Pi ifcaaoc Dean. 
1 ,     ■ leati 1 rimarily with the 
The ooahuj 
mpire, development of the 
■ .1     Stress it placed 
History I and 2 or equivalent.     Al- 
-      ■ :..::( I, 3 hour*. 
:        ["m   H Dotation   by Spanish 
nsfinwi the wars of 
tioni and their relations 
finhmrn.    Alternates with 
course i   .    . 1 I, 3 hours. 
POI II.'   VI   5CII I 
r A NT PI    PI       )■ Gl OROI 
I.   All phaitf ii placed on the legislative, 
esc mc attention 
Constitution.   No pirrequisite. 
Ill  and  IV,  3 hour*. 
2a. 1   jti  thi* course  is 
similar to thai 1. C   trie  1. 
I ■        tiona.UI a'„l IV, ) hours. 
' tioni "f the  kMvcrnment 
of An municipal aJministrati-.n it rmphasized.    Prere- 
quisite^ . VII. 3 hours. 
4'     P ptnent. ooenpoaitson. func- 
tions.ai the 1     ted States     Prerequisites. Course* 
r and aa      Ko[ 1.1 VII. 3 hour*. 
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5a. GOVERNMENTS or EUROPEAN STATES/JTIIC governments of the leading 
European states ate studied, and frequent comparison made both inter se and with 
the American Federal Government. VII. 3 hours. 
6.    INTERNATIONAL LAW.    Prerequisites. Political Science 1. History 1 and 2. 
VII. 3 hours. 
LATIN 
PROFESSOR  DEAN 
MRS.  CRESSEY 
Students taking Latin with a view to the degree of Bachelor of 
Arts, or taking a Latin sequence for cither of the other bachelor's 
degrees, will take courses 1 to 4 in order, and such advanced 
courses as may be desired thereafter. 
All courses in the department are open as electives to any 
student who, in the judgment of the instructor, has had sufficient 
Latin to pursue the work with profit. Of the language courses, 
1-2 must precede any of the more advanced work. Courses 
11-12, on Roman Life, are open to all college students. 
A. Selections from the Orations of Cicero, or from Ovid's Metamorphoses. 
Intensive work in form and syntax; prose composition; sight translation. Open 
to students who have had 2-3 years of secondary Latin. 
First semester. II. 4 hours. 
B. VIRGIL. Selections from the first six books of the Aeneid; supplementary 
work as in course A.    Prerequisite, course A. or 3 years of secondary Latin. 
Second semester, II. 4 hours. 
1. Livv.    Selections; drill in Latin syntax; practise in sight reading. 
I and III. 4 hours. 
2. HORACE.   Odes and Epodes.    Notes on Roman Poetry. 
I and III. 4 hours. 
3. LATIN COMEDY. Plautus and Terence, three or more plays. Notes on the 
history of Ancient Drama.    Sight reading. IV. 4 hours. 
4. RHETORIC AND LITERARY CRITICISM or THE ROMANS. This course ia 
based on Books X and XII of Quintilian's work on Oratory, with some 
collateral work in the rhetorical   writings of Cicero, and the Dialogus of Tacitus. 
IV, 4 hours. 
5. THE ROMAN EPIGRAM AND ELEGY. Selections from Martial and the Ele- 
giac poets.   Alternates with course 7 and is offered in 1923-1924. II. 3 hours. 
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6.    TACITI III OP ClCUO ARV PlIRT.     Kmphaiit it 
placed on  MM .... < .ted   by the  text. 
Alternates iritl '-■•:■■■.  i .:;  i«j:a. II, j hourt. 
- - and their \ lac« in the hittory 
of litr                                        view ; **i7cJ in the preparatory 
. IfatcJjr.    Ktpecially 
idviied                                  l tnihrr* (if I^tin in tccondtry tchoolt. 
■  !r*i than three temettert' work 
in   thii    * irnate with 5-6  and are  not offered in 
1 ,:    I ;. 4 II. 3 hourt. 
Q-IO.    LATIN WuTiMC      \ ;'tn to itudenti who have 
had Freihmiii Latin, rho*e who are preparing to teach 
Latin II, 2 hour*. 
11  u      K MAN   I   I the mire important phates of  Roman 
[Tie tell        - ■ - 1 .. ■ temenud by notet And 
irtnin portion! of the 
work. VI. 2 hourt. 
MATHEMATICS 
PROFESSOR  WILEY 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  PF.CKHAM 
IMISTANT PROFESSOR SHEETS 
MR. LEMON 
1
 n  '.men must register for   course   I   or   ib.    Those   who 
have   had   trig /•.  school  must register for fresh- 
man mat IV 
["hose \iry algebra is in- 
.  will be required to take, in ad- 
diti n to the 1 n i.-credit course in 
revil ■ :>ra. 
!.:.;. 4. : f rm a sequence l    lo courses lb, 2b, 3b, 
4b.     I Ivised by the heads of the depart- 
ments of A ti I ngineering,  Mathematics,  and  Physici 
forstuden' .■ their major work in any of these 
departmei. uld be elected by students who have had 
trigonometry  in  high  school or were otherwise strong in high 
■ 
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I.    PLANE  TRIGONOMETRY. I. II. Ill, IV. VII,    3 hours. 
I.   COLLEGE ALGEBRA. I. II. III. IV. VII.   3 hour*. 
ib-2b.    PLANE  TRICONOUETRY,   COLLEGE   ALGEBRA,   ANALYTIC   GEOMETRY. 
Twelve weeks of etch.   This course coven the ground of courses  1.  2 and 3. 
IV, 5 hours. 
3. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. This course is a continuation of courses 1-2. 
Sophomore year.    Prerequisite, six hours of credit in freshman mathematics. 
II. IV. 4 hours. 
4. DEFERENTIAL CALCULUS. An elementary course designed to follow 
course 3.    Sophomore year, second semester.    Prerequisite, course 3 or 2b. 
II, IV. 4 hours. 
5. INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Designed to follow course 4. Prerequisite, course 
4orjb. Ill, 4 hours. 
3b-4b,    DIFFERENTIAL   AND   INTEGRAL   CALCULUS.    (Extended   Course). 
Designed to follow course ib-2b.    Prerequisite, course 2b or 3. I, 5 hours. 
8. THEORY or EQUATIONS. This course covers the theorv of the algebraic 
equation and other selected topics in algebra. Prerequisite, course 3b or 4. Alter- 
nates with course 10 and is offered in 1923-24. Ill, 4 hours. 
10. MATHEMATICAL THEORY or INVESTMENT. An introduction to the Alge- 
bra of certain forms of investment, and to the fundamental principles of life insur- 
ance. Prerequisite, course lb or 2. Alternates with course 8, and is not 
offered in 1923-1924. HI, 3 hours. 
12. THE TEACHING or MATHEMATICS. This course is designed for those 
preparing to teach secondary school mathematics. IV, 2 hours. 
15. SYNTHETIC PROIRCTIVE GEOMETRY. An introductory course. Prere- 
quisite, course 2b or 3.    Alternates with course 17 and is not offered in 1923-24. 
II. 4 hours. 
17. ADVANCED CALCULUS. The content of this course will vary somewhat 
from year to year to meet the needs of the students electing it. Alternates 
with course   ic and is offered in 1923-24.    Prerequisite, course 5 or 4b, 
II. 4 hours. 
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|8. 1 ■■-.{.■   -v B 'irse.    Prerequisite course 
is 1913-14, II. 4 hours. 
10. V*CI   '    UlALTHl     A COOCtM treatment of the fundamental principle* 
o( the - ■ -netry and mathematical phyiici. 
v itk c ur*e i- and is nut offered in 1913- 
14. II. 4 hours. 
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
PROFESSOR COLONEL CLARK 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CAPTAIN BROWN 
The department offers a Basic and an Advanced Course each 
being of two years duration. A commission as Second Lieu- 
tenant of Infantry in the Officers* Reserve Corps with assignment 
to a Reserve Corps organization where desired is tendered to each 
student who successfully completes the Advanced Course. 
14 BAW COURSI \ ' •■•' pi .-ressive course, the first year of which is 
planned to include the essentials of the training of the infantry soldier, including 
infan:r rifle  marksmanship, scouting   and  patrolling,   physi- 
cal tra irtesy. *rd signalling.    The  work  of  the second   year 
is int-■ ■ f the 11 iantry non-commissioned officers and all 
student      I    l  ■ as such in the training of new students. 
year are map reading and military sketching, bayonet 
comt.i" Be. and hand  rifle grenades,   musketry, military 
amand and   leadership. 
I •   male  studrnts   who  are  American eii- 
■     :   The  freshman   year  by  all 
reserve . ommission which is 
for the full four years.    A student 
to complete the  two-rears'work as a prcfs> 
liege authorities upon rcommenda- 
•■   and Tactic*.    2 hours credit each se- 
Monday VI or VII, Wednesday VI-VII. 2 hours. 
A StWURR Caur :•-ncin? abrmt June 17th. conduc- 
10 all students of this department 
Attendance   is optional. 
■   Eo CoUMI     Prs •   r. of the subjects of course 1-4. 
Student continue to serve aed officers and later as officers in 
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the instruction and training of student* in the Basic Course. The work of the 
third year includes military field engineering, use of the machine gun. the one- 
pounder cannon, and the light trench mortar, military law and the rules of 
land warfare, and command and leadership. During the fourth year are taught 
military administration, military history and policy of the United States, tactics, 
command and leadership, and pistol marksmanship. Tina course is open to 
those who have successfully completed courses 1-4 and who have showed such fit- 
ness therein as to cause their selection by the President of the University and ac- 
ceptance by the War Department. Students permitted to enroll in this course 
sign government contract to pursue the course for two years, if they remain in col- 
lege, and to attend one summer camp. This contract places no obstacle in the way 
of the signer withdrawing from college or changing to another college. Camp 
attendance is normally in the summer between the junior and senior years, but 
for satisfactory reasons may be taken after graduation, 4 hours credit each 
semester, 5 hours per week. 
5-6. Mon.. Tues.. Wed., Thurs.. Fri.. Ill or IV. 4 houra. 
7-8.    Mon.. Tues.. Wed., Thurs., Fri., I. 4 hours. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
PROFESSOR    CHAUBERLIN 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ODEBRECIIT 
ASSISTANT   PROFESSOR   NUNEMAKER 
MISS   ROSEUOND 
MRS.    SKINNER 
Two years' work in Modern Languages, in addition to what- 
ever work may have been taken in secondary school, is required 
as a prerequisite for graduation. 
GERMAN 
1-2. BEGINNERS' COURSE. Essentials of Grammar; oral and written repro- 
duction of German expressions; reading, including tome favorite lyrics; 
IV. 4 houra. 
3. NARRATION. NovtUen, by modern authors; review of grammar, with daily 
practice in the oral and written use of the foreign idiom. Prerequisite, 1-2, or 
2 years of German in secondary school. I. 4 hours. 
4. NARRATIVE AND DRAMATIC LITERATURE, including one of Schiller's Dramas. 
Prerequisite, 1-3. I. 4 hours. 
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11-11. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN Courses (or students who «ish to acquire 
ability to rraJ scientific m  rki       G rman.   General woriu of KWOCC are firat 
chosen. Iead;ru-     Jical literature and special articles. 
Prcrequ lite, i  :    i 11. 4 hour*     Prof  Birfeld. 
FRENCH 
I-;.    BsGIMKtM* C the essentials of grammar, pronuncia- 
lion, composition, translation; practice in speaking French.     II, III. VI, 4 hours. 
3. NARRATIVE Rei litlOO and dicta- 
tion, daily use of French. Reading lelcci ich vorft it: Krckmsnn 
Chatrian's Le Conscrit de 1813. Dau Jet's Stlttted Stories, Maupassant's Short 
Stones, Dumas' La Tulipe Noire. Prerequisite, courses I-a. or 2 years French in 
secondary ten                                                                       II. IV. VII. 4 houn. 
4. MODERN PROSE AND DRAUA Continuation of course 3. Reading of 
modern works of literature, such as: Bazin's Lei Oberl'e. France's Le Litre de men 
Ami. Buffum's French Short Stories. Pailleron's Le Monde osi Con s'ennuxe. Pre- 
requisite, courses 1-3. II.  IV, VII. 4 hours. 
5. NmrraftMTI CF.NTURY LITERATURE. Reading of masterpieces of French 
literature, such as: Balzac's Eugenie Crandet, Hugo's Let Mxterables, Loti'a 
Pecheurflslande. France's Le Crime; ie Sybestre Bonnard. Resumes, dictations 
and theme*.     Prerequisite. Courses 1-4 I. 3 hours. 
6. THE CLASSICAL DRAWA. Cateiul study in class of several plays of Cor- 
neille and Racine; versification and dramatic technique; written reporti. Prere- 
quisite, courses 1*5. I. 3 hours. 
7. MOLIERE. A study of the life and works of Molten in their relation to 
French society of the 17th century. Reading of plays in class; written report* 
on outside reading.    Prerequisite, courses 1-6. Ill, 3 hours 
8. SURVET or FRENCH LITERATURE. Brief review of French literature from 
Middle Age* to the present. Historj : r r-nch Literature. Readings from 
Saintsbury's Specimens of French Literature or Vreeland and Michaud'i 
Anthology of French Prose and Poetry. Supplementary readings and reporti. 
Prerequisites, courses 1-6. HI. 3 hours 
ITALIAN 
PROFESSOR   ObEBRECHT 
I. ELEMENTARY COURSE Grammar; pronunciation and reading. Written 
exercises. Grandgent's Italian Grammar. Amicis' Cuare, or Wilkins and Altroc- 
chi's Italian Short Stories,    Prerequisite. Frencht-2 or Spanish 1-2.     IV. 4 hour*. 
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2. CONTINUATION or COURSE I. Manzoni's / Promessi Sposi; Goldoni'i La 
Locandiera. II Veto Amico. IV, 4 hours. 
SPANISH 
PllOrESSOR   NuNEMAKER 
Miss ROSEUOND 
1-2. BEGINNER'S COURSE. Hill and Ford's First Spanish Course; reading, 
conversation, composition and grammar. I, IV, VI, 4 hours. 
3. SHORT STORIES. Complete review of grammar; oral and written use of the 
loragn idiom; reading from such texts as Alarcon's El Capitan Veneno. Galdos' 
Marianela.    Prerequisite. 1-2. Ill, 4 hours. 
4. MODERN NOVEL AND DRAUA. Assigned and collateral reading of such 
works as Alarcon's El Sombrero de tres picos, Percda's Pedro Sanchez, Valdes' 
Jose; composition continued.    Prerequisite. 1-3. III. 4 hours. 
5. INTRODUCTION TO SPANISH LITERATURE. Padre Isla's Gil Bias, Fit/- 
maurice-Kcllry's History of Spanish Literature; Spanish themes,     Prerequisite. I 4 
II, 3 hours. 
6. DRAUA AND LYRIC POETRY, selected from the following or similar works: 
Ix>pe de Vega's La Mota de Cantaro and El Nuevo Mundo, Tirso dc Molina's 
Don Gil de las ealzas verdes, Alarcon's Las Paredes Oyen, Calderon's La Vida es 
sueno and El Alcalde de Zalamea, Moratin's El Si de las ninas; ballads and lyrics. 
Spanish themes.    Prerequisite, courses 1-5. II. 3 hours. 
MUSIC 
PROFESSOR ESCHMAN 
Miss LOUGH 
Courses in this department are open to all students of the 
University without prerequisites. For students taking a princi- 
| .11 sequence in Music, it is recommended that courses 1-2 and 
3-4 be taken in the freshman, 7-8 in the sophomore, 9-10 in the 
junior, and 13-14 in the senior year. Courses 5, 6, II, and 12 
may be taken in any year. 
1. APPRECIATION OP MUSIC.    Fee, *8 for Conservatory students.    Student, 
paying full college tuition may elect the course without extra charge.  VII, 2 hours t 
2. PHYSICAL BASIS OP  MUSIC.    Fee. $8   for Conservatory students.    Stu- 
dents paying full college tuition may elect these courses without extra charge. 
VII. 2 hours. 
7= Pi NIS   N   UNIVI RSITY 
;a HAUIOKI      Fee,   *•*   each   semester   to   Conservatory 
Itudcnl       Studenl I        may elect the*e coursr* without 
i »■ 11, IV. 2 hourt. 
5-    Hi- rout ' 012. VI, 3 houra. 
6.     Hi '1;   !i:tis:n  ClMTURT TO THE   PRESBXT 
TIME.    A nay be elected separately.    Fee, $11. 
\'l. 3 hour*. 
7-8.    ADVAJK I:> II ^> U   -v      Foe. ,<i: each semester. IV. 3 hourt. 
9-10.   CoUHTERPOlNT.    Fee. 5;; each semester. Ill, 3 hourt. 
11-12.   MUSICAL POUI     ! ee, .<- each semester. III. 2 hourt 
13-14.     STRICT CourOtmOM.     Fee. $i each semester. II, 2 hourt. 
15-16.    FRLE COUI ich semester. I, 2 hourt. 
1--1-    PUBUCSCBOOLMusicMsraoM ter   I. 2 hourt 
11-22. Choral  ir enten | boon of choral 
or ensemble trainu g arc 1                     .-■ credit.   This course may 
be repeated in successive >•'•-• .    t      an may be applied tnwarda 
any college degree. 
PHILOSOPHY 
PROFESSOR   SPENCER 
PROFESSOR   LEWIS 
!■    Hi study of the different  func- 
tions of the mind a- .: ">. based on the results of 
introipective and n; Open I   juniors and tenion, with 
exceptions in the case of s: in Education. 
II.  III.  3  hourt. 
(As far as possible all studentt not ranking as high as junior should enroll in 
the S ; 
:a. ADVANCED PlYCBOUMY, Menial procettet will be studied in considerable 
detail and some attend m given 10 rcceni extension of psychology in a practical 
«J;       Parallel reading including current literature.    Prerequisite, Philosophy 1. 
Ill, 3 hourt. 
j.    F.LEMI.NTAVV PHILOtOPBT,    The aim is to introduce the student to the 
cr
"
c
'  problem! *-atn him in accurate thinking and to enable 
■ I     Open tu juniors and seniort. 
Ill, 2 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
*     li: ■ 0MM1   important  systems of  philosophy 
ancient, mediaeval, and modern times.    Special emphasis will be 
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placed on Greek  and  modern  philosophy, including present  tendencies.   Open 
to seniors, others with permission of instructor. Ill, 2 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
6. LOGIC. DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE. The subject is treated not merely 
as a system of mental gymnastics but as a method of practical training for philo- 
sophical, scientific and judicial investigation. Open to sophomores, juniors and 
seniors. VII. 3 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
7. ARGUMENTATION. A careful study of the subject matter and form of 
propositions, the definition of terms, the analysis of the contentions, the discovery 
of the main issues, evidence, persuasion, and refutation. Brief-making, plead- 
ing, and debating followed by judicial criticism. Open to sophomores, junior*, 
and senior*. VII. 3 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
8. ARGUMENTATION APPLIED. Students taking part in the inter-collegiate 
debating teams may enroll in a regular class, under the instruction of the Pro- 
fessor of Ix)gic. who is also Chairman of the Faculty Committee on Inter-collegiate 
Debating.    When the work is satisfactorily done, scholastic credit is given. 
1  to 3  hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
9. EVIDENCES or CHRISTIANITY. The view of the world from the standpoint 
of ihe Christian compared with conflicting philosophical theories; the character 
of Jesus Christ; the evidence of Christian experience; early and later historical 
testimony, and the fruits of the Christian religion. Open to sophomores, juniors, 
and seniors. VI. 3 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
10. ETHICS. A discussion of the principles that obtain in moral conduct, 
and of thrir application. Open only to juniors and seniors, with exceptions as 
noted under course 1. Ill, IV. 3 hours.    Mr. Spencer. 
11. SURVEY OP PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS. The purpose of this course is to 
investigate and classify the outstanding philosophical theories and principles 
which have created great interest and have exerted an abiding influence. 
Prerequisites, Philosophy 3 and 4. 2 hours. 
12. PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION. HOW are these related? Is there any 
necessary antagonism between them? Have the great philosophers been relig- 
ious? Have the great theologians been philosophers? How does Christianity 
affect Philosophy? How has Philosophy affected Christianity? The foregoing 
arc some of the questions to be taken up in this course. 
There will be lectures, selections, and carefully prepared discussions by mem- 
bers of the class.    Prerequisites, six hours of Philosophy."*'   *.   f* \'\*    2 hours. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PROFESSOR LIVINGSTON 
MR.   MCMAHON 
MR.    JENKINS 
A progressive course in systematic and rational physical edu- 
cation is given, covering a minimum of three hours per week in the 
freshman and sophomore years, for which one credit per semester 
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is allowed. A careful physical examination of each student is 
made at the bceinninjt of each year, of which an accurate record 
is kept, an -t the individual in maintaining a 
healthy body. Physical efficiency tests are given at the end of 
each semester and a satisfactory grade must be made. 
1-2.   F*I*HUEN.   K' I  for  ■   .ir.-:cr    Gj trade   baseball. 
basketball* tennis, nrinning. football, daw games, elementary tumbling and 
apparatus m irk, .-imn. redlt     : hours. 
3-4.   SOPHOMORES. .   : i-.aitics.   track, 
baseball, basketball, tennis. boxing, wrestling, advanced swimming, football, 
class games, advanc m Jit.     \ hours. 
5-6. JuMOft*. Elective Theory and Practice of teaching Physical Educa- 
tion. Some of the subject red are gymfsUtics, apparatus work, ph/sical 
diagnosis, games, boiinn. wrestling, urimmii D usage, athletic coaching. Three 
credits. Minimum of 6 hours. 
7-8. SENIOR ! sctivc Intensive study in the Theory and Practice of 
teaching Physical F.ducation. Three Minimum of 6 hours. 
SHEPARDSON COLLEGE 
ASSISTANT   PROFESSOR   ATWELL 
MISS CUES NET 
A course in physical education is required of all freshmen 
and sophomores, 3 hours per week, each course earning 1 credit 
hour per semester. A physical examination of each student is 
made at the beginning of the year, the results of which are filed 
and used in assigning students to classes according to their 
respective needs. 
1-2. FREtHatSM Re | tin I for a tegree. In the fall and spring seasons. 
3 hours outdoor work in or/., track, archery, baseball, field hockey and 
tennis; in the winter season. indoor work: 2 hours, (a) gymnastics, or (b) correc- 
tive <>r remedial work, if the physical eaaminaiion indicates the need of special 
work in these lines  I boui | elective*! elementary and 
advanced swimming, folk-dancing, elementary and advanced interpretive and 
aesthetic dancing, elementary basketball. One credit. 3   hours. 
3-4. SOPHOMORE*. Required for a degree. Advanced work on topics as 
in course 1-2.    Prerequisite, !-2 or its equivalent. One credit, 3 hours. 
5-6. ORGANIZED SpOHTI Am AovaNCtO CWMNASTICS. Open to juniors and 
seniors who have completed courses 1-2, 3-4. No credit, 2 hours. 
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7-8. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF PLAY ACTIVITIES. A study of the funda- 
mental theories of play, and practice in their application to the teaching of play 
ICtivittet* folk-dancing, and athletics. Open to juniors, seniors, and sophomores. 
2 hours lecture and 2 hours in practical application per week. Prerequisite, 
courses 1-2. and Zoology 5. 3 hours. 
PHYSICS 
PROFESSOR COONS 
PROFESSOR  CHAMBERLAIN 
MR.  HOWE 
The major sequence consists of courses I, 2, 3 and 4 with six 
additional hours in Physics. Students preparing for graduate 
work should elect courses 9, 10, 15 and 16 in addition to the 
above. The minor sequence consists of courses I, 2, 3, and is a 
minimum preparation for students planning to teach physics in 
secondary schools. 
1. GENERAL PHYSICS. Lecture demonstrations and recitations covering 
the more important principles of mechanics, sound and heat. Prerequisite, 
one year of high school physics. Mathematics 1 or lb should accompany 
or precede  this  course. I. VI,  3   hours. 
2. GENERAL PHYSICS. A continuation of Physics 1. Electricity, magnet- 
ism and light.    Prerequisite. Physics 1. Mathematics I or lb. I. VI.  3 hours. 
la-2a. GENERAL PHYSICS. Laboratory courses paralleling the work of 
courses 1 and 1. Elective for students who are registered for Physics I and 2 and 
desire a less extensive laboratory training than is offered in Physics 3 and 4. Fee, 
I2.00. I-II.    2    hours. 
3. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The essentials of mechanics, molecular physics 
and heat.    Prerequisite. Physics 1-2. and Freshman Mathematics.    Fee. J3.00. 
II1-IV. 4 hours or VI-VII.  4  hour.. 
4. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The more fundamental experiments in sound, 
light, magnetism and electricity. Prerequisite. Physics 1-2 and Freshman 
Mathematic.    Fee. «3.oo. III-IV. 4 hour, or VI-VII. 4 hours. 
5. EXFERIUENTAL PHYSICS. An advanced course in Electrical Measurements. 
Prerequisites. Physics 1-4. and the Calculus.    Fee. J3.00. VI-VII. 3 hours. 
6. EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS. An advanced course in light, consisting of 
mea.urementa in diffraction and interference. Prerequisite. Physics 1-4, and 
the calculus.   Fee, *3.co. VI-VII. 3 hours. 
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7. THEORETICAL PHYSICS. A lecture court* presenting the kinetic theory 
and elementary thermodynamics.    Prerequisite. Physici 1-4 and the calcului. 
III. 3 houra. 
8. THEORETICAL Panic*. A lecture course in physical optJci covering 
•elected topic* in diffractiofl and interference. Prerequisite. Physics 1-4 and the 
calculus. HI, 3 houra. 
9-10. ELEMENTS or ELECTRICAL Emiiuma A lecture and laboratory 
course presenting the general theory of direct and alternating current circuits 
and their ftp] peel lod llteraatin| current machinery.    Prerequisite. 
Physics 1-4 and the calcului.    Fee, $3.00. 
Ill, a hours, with one 4-hour laboratory period. 4 hour* credit. 
II. HISTORY -r PHYSICS. A lecture and library course treating the develop- 
ment of , Prerequisite. Physics 1-4. 
VII, 2 houra. 
15-16. THESIS IV PHYSICS. Elective for seniors who take their major work 
in Physics.    Students who have shown al I : by such a course will be 
assigned a problem f « individual ini to j boure. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR  JOHNSTON 
This department affords training in expression by finding 
and applying principles for developing the voice, mind, and body 
in reading and speaking. The work is in no sense a mere coach- 
ing for occasions, but a personal, cultural training which aims at 
helping the student gain command of his own creative powers. 
1-2.    FUNDAMENTALS OF  EXPRESSION.    A general preparatory course in the 
•rt of ielf-expre»iion through speech and action.    The aim i> to enlarge the stu- 
dent's nativ, 1 awakes hii intereft in oral inter- 
'■"i- IV.  VII.   j   houra. 
la-aa. ExTluroM SPEAKING. Practice in thinking in the prescni' of other! 
an<l an ] .•■-'..■ rous and attractive manner.   The more 
common forms of occasional ipeech will be studied, with appropriate criticism 
by the instructor and class members. Parliamentary drill. Prerequisite, course, 
'•
; VI. 3 hour,. 
5a. DRAUATIC READING. This course aims to develop the ability to express 
priv»t< "■«■ of the greatest thoughts of the world's great 
minds.    Study of the tone qualities, gestures, and  attitudes employed by the 
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reader as distinguished from the orator.    Preacntation of short scenes from stand- 
ard plays.    Prerequisite, course 1 or 2. Ill, 3 hours. 
6a. ADVANCED READING, A course intended for those who have a special 
Talent or liking for dramatic expression. Portions of the poetry and prophecy of 
the Bible will be studied for public reading, also scenes from one or two Shakes- 
pearean tragedies.    Prerequisite, course $a. Ill, 3 hours. 
SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS 
PROFESSOR  DETWEILER 
la. SOCIAL PROBLEMS. A review of certain outstanding and distressing facts 
in modern social life together with the attempted solutions. Open to all above 
freshman rank. I, III, 3 hours. 
za. SOCIAL EVOLUTION. The history of the origin and growth of the principal 
social institutions.    Prerequisite. Course la. I. Ill, 3 hours. 
3. GROUP BEHAVIOR. An approach to a scientific social psychology based 
on actual social situations. Prerequisite, one course in Sociology and Philoso- 
phy 1. IV, 3 hours 
4. MAJOR SOCIAL PROBLEMS. This work is an advance upon Sociology la in 
that problems more fundamental are attacked and more intensive work is done. 
Considerable time is given to race problems in the United States. Prerequisite. 
Sociology ia and 2a. IV, 3 hours 
5. POVERTY AND ITS RELIEF. A study of the causes of poverty, its 
relief and prevention; intended as a preparation for family case work (formerly 
called "charity"). Textbook, discussions, field work. Prerequisite. Soc. 1, 2, 
and Econ. 1. 2. II, 3 hours. 
6. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION. Definition of the community, rural, vil- 
lage, urban. The social survey or analysis of social forces. Community 
needs and programs, business, health, recreation, education, religion. Field 
work or observation in Granville and Newark. Textbook, lectures, and the pro- 
ject.    Prerequisites. Sociology I, 2, and 3. II, 3 hours. 
7. HISTORY OF SOCIAL REFORM TO 1848. Philanthropy, movements for 
social betterment, and accompanying theories of society. A brief survey of the 
more important tendencies in ancient and mediaeval times followed in 
the second half of the semester by the history of reform and humanitarianism in 
England and Western Europe from the Reformation period to the birth of modern 
socialism.    Prerequisites, Sociology I. 2; History I, 2. II, 2 hours. 
8. HISTORY OF SOCIAL REFORM SINCE 1848. The rise and develop- 
ment of sociology, the growth of socialism and related movements in Europe, 
reform and social work in the United States, the beginnings of international human- 
itarianism.    Prerequisite, Sociology 7. II. 2 hours. 
;s DltflftOM   IMVKRSITY 
ECONOMICS 
i-i.    EUMEMTAJU A careful consideration is given to the basic 
.... mankind      Not      eo to freshmen. 
Ml.VI.jhourt. 
I   Pui '   VM   *\:    BAREIHO      M   MUTT  and   hankinR  systems 
of the '   . IfWI   1-2. I. 3 hours. 
4   LAI A\:> PftOBLIatS.    The industrial revolution, the develop- 
ment    : eoooomtc and tocial problem! in- 
•  riatitm. leguUtBon.   Pre- 
requisite, oaurw i - I. 3 hours. 
f the business 
man. '.:       . the plant involved in the 
production and sale of .■    .:•     Pn MM \ II. 3 hours 
'     PRIHCIPLB* OF AccOUimMG       I IfM will be to Rive the 
college student instruction in advanced accounting theory and practice.    Pre- 
requisite, cou---   :  1 VII, 3 hours. 
7-8. SEMINAR. Open to advanced students whose aims and abilities may 
justify the giving of the course. Prerequisite, twelve hours in economics and 
political science beside the consent of the head of the department. 
Hours to be arranged.    3 hours. 
ZOOLOGY 
PROFESSOi   I [NOSEY 
Cour •   1 . red to meet the needs of students 
requiring only  . traction   and  as an  introduction  to 
advanced work.    C   irse 15 has been planned to meet the need 
fur popular instruction in a ratood subject.   The 
1 plan to make med- 
icine ■ Cour* [-4 meet the entrance require- 
ments of me lical colleges, but 9-13 are recommended in addition. 
i-:   GSHERAI  Zool . including lext atsiiwmcnti. 
lectori I animali.   In the second 
ilidered. including ihe pro- 
Itopia   Mike nature. Fee. $1.25 per 
hour of credit     I and l-l I, 4 1 I    ••    Mon., Wed., I.   Laboratory and 
Tu, Thur.. I-II, Fri., 1-IV. 
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j-4. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. The fint se- 
metter*l CUM work includes a study of ihe definite structures, ancestry and ecol- 
ogy ol the vertebrates, while during the second semester the comparative anatomy 
animals is considered. Laboratory work consists of detailed studies of 
the dog-fish, an amphibian, a reptile and a mammal, with other work at the dis- 
cretion of the instructor. Prerequisite. Zoology 1-2. Lectures Mon.i Wed.. II. 
Laboratory same period as Zoology 1-2.     Fee. $1.25 per hour of credit.    4 hours. 
5.    PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.    A study of the normal functions of the human 
mmon causes of impairment, and the proper conduct of the physical life 
of the individual.   Open to all students. IV. 3 hours. 
6a. BIOLOGICAL THEORY. Readings and discussions of the theory of evolu- 
tion, including the evidence from the different branches of science and the salient 
theories of method. Prerequisite. Zoology 1-2, or may be carried with Zoology 
2 by special permission. Ill, 2 hours. 
7a. BIOLOGICAL THEORY. A study of heredity; lectures and assigned readings 
of the progress of recent years in this field.   Prerequisite. Zoology 1-2.  Ill, 2 hours. 
8a. HISTORY OF BIOLOGY. The leading men of Biology and their works, from 
the time of Aristotle to the present. Recommended to accompany or precede 
Zoology 6a.    Prerequisite. Zoology 1-2. IV. 1 hours. 
9-10. EMBRYOLOGY. A study of the formation of the germ cells, cleavage* 
the germ layers and the development of adult structures. Laboratory work in 
the preparation of embryological material, and studies of the frog, chick and pig. 
Prerequisite. Zoology 1-2. Fee $1.25 per hour of credit. 4 hours. Lectures 
Til. Thu.. Laboratory Wed.. Fri.. III-IV.    (Omitted 1923-24). 
11-12.    HISTOLOGY AND CYTOLOGY.    Individual laboratory work in histologi- : 
cal method and a study of the student own preparations.    Fee $1.25 per hour of 
credit.    Prerequisite, Zoology 1-2. hours to be arranged. 
13. THE THEORY or INVOLUTION. Open to general election. Students who 
hav:- had Z-wlogy 6a may lake this c >urse without credit. IV.   2 hours. 
The Conservator)' of Music 
KARL 11. EICBUAN, A.M. 
Frllotc of the American Guild of Organists 
Director and Proftssor of Music 
Graduate oi Dcniton Conservatory in Piano and Organ; 
Graduate Student. Harvard University, 1911-11, under Walter 
R. Spalding and Edward Burlintrame Hill; 1912-13. under Hugo 
Kaun and Piano under Victor Heinle, Berlin. 
FAHNII  JUDSON FARRAR 
Head of Piano Department 
Pupil in   Piano of J. F.mil  F.cker, Toledo, Ohio; Constantin 
Sternberg, P hia; Bertrand Roth, Dresden; Tobias Matthay 
and   Claude   F.   Pollard,   London.    Student   in   Vienna   and   in 
Musi   il Kil      •. irti        I Mr-. Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago. 
GATLE IN-GRAHAM SMITH 
Violin 
Pupil of  A.  R.  Bunk B and  Luigi  von  Kunit», 
Pittsburg.     Arti I    the    Cincinnati   Conservatory 
under Tirii and Edgar Stillman Kelly. 
MART   RICK\RI>   FITCH 
Poire 
Pupil oi D. A. Clippinger, Hannah Butler and Lemuel Kilby, 
Chic;..- . Head o( Voice Department, Academy of Our Lady; 
Instructor in Lyceum Art- Conaervatory, (':. 
R.   F.DGAR  VKITH 
Voice 
Pupil of John Hoffman, Frederick  Root and Campanari. 
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ROWLAND P. DOWNING, MUS. B., 
Organ and Piano 
Graduated, O. W. U. 1913; Denison Conservatory Diploma 
in Organ, 1918; Mus. B., Betliany College, 1920; Head of Music 
Department,  Howe   School,   Indiana;   Pupil  of  Hcinroth  and 
Arthur Kraft. 
MARTHA V. LOUCH 
Public School Music 
Graduate of Public School Supervisor's Cousre under Karl 
\\ . (iehrkins; graduate of Oberlin Conservatory; director of Music 
in the Marian Public Schools, Kentucky; supervisor of music in 
the Granvillc Public Schools and instructor in Theory of Music 
in the Conservatory. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
There arc no formal entrance requirements beyond the evi- 
dence of ability to profit by the instruction offered. The work 
of the year is divided into two semesters (see the University 
Calendar on page 5), and students may best enter the Conserva- 
tory at the beginning of a semester, although private lessons may 
be taken up at any time. No registrations are accepted, however, 
for less than the remainder of the semester. 
COLLEGE CREDIT 
Denison University grants college credit for work in the theo- 
retical courses of the Conservatory, on an equal footing with 
other elective studies, and a course leading to the degree of Bache- 
lor of Philosophy may be taken with the Theory of Music as its 
major subject. Thus students working for the diploma of the 
Conservatory may at the same time apply the theoretical part of 
their course toward a bachelor's degree from the University. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
A—MUSICAL STUDIES 
Requirements for Conservatory Graduation are outlined on 
the basis of 128 semester hours, on pages 9-10 of the Conserva- 
tory Bulletin which can be secured from the Director. 
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B    LITE*MW STUDII * 
In Addition 1 required, candidates for 
graduation e full requirements f«»r c'ntrance to the 
n class ol  Denison  I niveraity, and complete  two years 
i   ',      I n in  the Department of Philoso- 
. preferably 
:::   I >ng 
I )|PL0M \x  w :> CERTIFICATE! 
. mimendation of 
the I ->■ Faculty to students who have completed the 
lepartmenta, together 
iritfc        general requirement vc.    I'.ach candidate 
for the diploma must .■ . ijring the senior year. 
To a  certain amount   ol work   in  Normal 
[raining or public school  music for the graduating recital and 
giving teaching, a certificate is granted 
v
' atisfactorily any 
irtmenta of 
the Consei than a ycar"s study, may 
tether with 
I'l III i      - Ml   ||( 
A three outlined in full 
in the I (p,   12-13        \  fourth  year  may 
igh the requirement in Ohio and 
! Igh and adc- 
quai<  •   : i     ; :.. tice teaching in the 
' the State I Certificate without 
furthei 
KARY 
The music branch of the University  Library, consisting of 
over seven hun I literature and music, is housed 
at th« I .,liable on the same terms as the 
main  library.    There  is  also a  collection of  primitive  musical 
Wttrumen  t of which have been presented 
by Denison alumni. 
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PRACTICE PIANOS 
The  Conservatory  is equipped  with   practice  pianos of the 
highest grade.   Hours and rooms for practice should be engaged 
at the time of registering, and no other use of instruments or 
rooms is allowed without special permission. 
RECITALS AND CONCERTS 
Semi-private student recitals take place frequently through- 
out the year, and students are expected to attend. A public 
recital is given by the more advanced students near the end of 
each semester. All students are under obligations to perform 
at recitals when so directed by their instructor. Students are 
not allowed to perform in public without the knowledge and con- 
sent of the instructor. 
Besides the festivals of the Choral Society and various other 
concerts, a number of faculty recitals are given during the year, 
and several artist recitals, most of which are free to Conserva- 
tory students. Each year an historical series of recitals is given, 
presenting informally the music of individual composers or 
periods. 
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
(a) The Engwerson Choral Society. Mr. Eschman, Director. 
Membership is open to all who can read music sufficiently well. 
The dues are fifty cents a semester. Two principal concerts 
are given each year, with notable artists assisting. According 
to the present custom, Handel's "Messiah" is sung each year at 
Christmas, while Gcibel's "Nativity," Rossini's "Stabat Mater," 
Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise," "Elijah" and "St. Paul," 
Brahms' "Song of Fate," Bruch's "Fair Ellen," Ware's "Sir 
Oluf," Debussy's "Blessed Damozel," Haydn's "Creation," 
Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawatha," Verdi's "Aida," and Wagner's 
"Lohengrin" are other works recently given. Rehearsals are 
held on Monday evenings throughout the college year. 
(b) The Denison Orchestra. Mr. Eschman, Director. Mem- 
bership is not limited to students in the University, but offers 
to anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing classical 
■( 1*1 NISON   L*MI\ IRSITY 
under suitable direction. The Orches- 
tra assists ma of its oratorios, 
besides giving at least one concert independently in the spring. 
Regular rehearsals are held on Thursday evenings throughout 
the colli            .-'.!■'.                                        • admitted. 
(c) The Drnison GUl Club. This is an organization of 
twenl men chosen by annual competitive examination 
from the men of the University community. About twenty 
concerts are given each year, engagements being filled in Ohio, 
Pennsylvania. New York, Michigan. Indiana, and Illinois. The 
programs consist of classical nun ;ar glees, and college 
songs. 
(d) The Shtpardjo* C'.rr (,'.':..»>. This club consists of twenty 
four girls, and with the exception of the officers is reorganized 
each fall by competive examination. An annual concert is given 
in May The club . the best voices of Shcpardson 
College and Denison Conservatory. 
SCHOLARSHIP 
An annual scholarship, the gift of Mrs. E. S. Shepardson, is 
at the disposal of the Conservatory Faculty. 
CONSERVATORY BULLETIN 
An annual  Bulletin is published containing additional infor- 
mation regal Conservatory.    A copy may be obtained 
by addressing Denison University, Conservatory of Music, Gran- 
villc. Ohio. 
EXPENSES IN" CONSERVATORY 
TUITION PK.R SEHESTEI 
In Piai   I rti. \   ice, Oi [an, or Violin 
I •'■       • I :.te lessons per week $40.00 
One private lesson per week      22.00 
In Advanced Harmony, Counterpoint, or History of Music 
Class lessons, three hours per week    12.00 
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In Form, Canon and Fugue, Composition.    Public School 
Music.    Class lessons, two hours per week     8 .00 
In   Elementary   Harmony,   Appreciation,   and   Physical 
Basis of Music, Class lessons, two hours per week...    8.00 
Students paying regular college tuition may elect the last 
three courses without extra charge. 
In Solfeggio, or Normal Training 
Class lessons, one hour per week     4.00 
Rent of piano for practice, per semester hour (i.e. one 
hour a week for a semester)     1.00 
Rent of pipe organ for practice per hour 15 
Students taking Conservatory work equal to the cost of 
college tuition may elect college work, in addition, at the rate of 
t} per semester hour. 
Rebate. Students dropping music before the middle of the 
semester must make arrangement for the rebate with the Director 
of the Conservatory. 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
THEORY AND HISTORY 
PROFESSOR ESCIIMAN 
College credit may be obtained for any of the numbered cour- 
ses.    Those who intend to complete the theoretical course are ad- 
vised to take courses 3-4, 7-8, 9-10, and 13-14 in consecutive years. 
1. The Appreciation of Music. A non-technical course, 
open to all students of the University The object is to point 
out the structural principles of musical art and to show what 
constitutes real merit in any field of musical activity. The 
work embraces lectures and analyses, collateral reading and criti- 
cal  reports of current recitals. VII, 2 hours. 
2. The Physical Basis of Music. 
The fundamental laws of acoustics, governing the production 
and character of musical tones, are demonstrated by apparatus 
from the Physics department of the University. This course 
includes instrumentation and conducting. A lecture course, 
without prerequisites in music or science.    VII, 2 hours. 
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-,-4.    Elementary Harmon)     I: r iu equivalent U 
prerequ ■     It embraces a summary of 
of musical notation, 
the ,i in icale writing, transposition 
and tl the clefs.    The with a study of 
elemei nnection. IV, 2 hours. 
5. Hiltoi teenth Century. The work 
consists largely with written reports, tests 
and these! A colleci : primitive instruments serves to illus- 
trate the early Itagei of music, and typical music of the successive 
periods is rendered in clatl so far as possible. VI, 3 hours. 
6. History of Music from tie Eighteenth Century to the 
present time.    Continuation of C VI, 3 hours. 
7-8. Advanced Harmony. Review of intervals and triads; 
dominant and secondary chords; suspensions; augmented and 
altered chords; modu.: irmonization  of 
given melodies in bass or I fir; arts   and the 
composition of simple original pieces.    Solfeggio and elementary 
theory are ; ren th knowledge of thi rte suittcicnt 
at least to play an or :i-tune at sight. IV, 3 hours. 
9-10. Com if harmony applied to 
liotll treatmei I ice parts in combina- 
tion, free harmonizai two, three, and 
four ; art counterpoint in I . ■ ntrapuntal and 
mitative treatment of subjects in different voices for organ or 
string 1 .: ea 7-- are me 1 1 ficiency in 
piano playing is required. Ill, 3  hours. 
11-12,    Musical  form.    St atic construction and 
elemi I the principal in- 
and modern 
composers.    Practice  is  given  in  c of   the  smaller 
inn-tunes, and the dance forms of the 
1
 7- must ordinarily precede this work, but 
!>> 1 may be taken in tie same year.     111,2 hours. 
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13-14. Strict Composition. Analysis and composition of 
canon and fugue and the advanced forms of polyphonic music. 
This is a necessary preparation for the larger and freer forms of 
composition. Courses 7-10 are prerequisite, with some profic- 
ciency in pianoforte or organ playing. VI, 2 hours. 
15-16. Free composition. First semester, original vocal 
settings of selected texts; analysis of standard choral works 
and songs; composition of short pieces for men's or women's 
voices and for mixed chorus unaccompanied. Later, types of 
accompaniment figures are studied and settings made with piano 
or other accompaniment. Second semester, analysis and com- 
potition of vocal and instrumental music in the larger forms, with 
writing for orchestral instruments; practice in forms, with writ- 
ing for orchestral instruments; practice in reading from vocal and 
orchestral sources.     Prerequisite, courses 9-14. I, 2 hours. 
17-18. Public School Music Methods. This course covers 
in detail the work of the various grades and all methods now in 
use in the schools. Related problems in the psychology of teach- 
ing are discussed. I, 2 hours. 
21-22. Choral and Ensemble Training. Three hours are re- 
quired for one hour college credit. The course can be repeated 
in successive years but not more than four hours may be applied 
toward any degree. One hour a week is required in either the 
chorus or orchestra. The remaining two hours may be elected 
in chorus, orchestra, chapel choir, or church choirs. 
PIANO 
MISS FARRAR 
MR. DOWNING 
No set course is specified, but the work is adapted to the in- 
dividual pupil, and the teaching preserves the cultural point of 
view as much as the professional. Foundations are thoroughly 
laid in a study of the instrument itself and of the natural laws of 
tone production. Technical facility and velocity looking toward 
an adequate technique are considered merely the basis of artistic 
interpretation. The principles of expression are taught by means 
of the music of both classic and romantic composers. 
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VOICI 
DM   nrcii 
" 
The object of t] the <  met placing of the 
voice, so that the 1 firm throughout the entire 
range,    Strew i* laiJ on the ! the breath, rhythm, and 
phrasing, together wil presence.    Use is 
maJc of the clai I all schools, especially the 
German, and of our i*. nriters. 
■ 
A certain facility ling is neces- 
sary and this m . '.-faction of the instructor, 
who may advisable 
in prcparat to and stac- 
.:c the objective 
aims. 
Rink and Bach's 
Little !'■ the gr   in . work of study. 
Thi? is 1            I bj n, Merkle, Guilmant, 
Dul     , B     Iman, I.cmarc. IScst, Hollins, 
Buck and  Parlci I hymn playing, 
accompanying and registral                                  radical needs of 
churcl 
VlOl I*   IKD  V'lOUNCI II'. 
Ml I 11 
MR    WELLS 
pi tion  and  clear  intonation   receive a  large 
share of attenti  • ed by itudii                i cial exercises to 
mc< i the  individual.   As   the   student  becomes 
more natas,  and concertos by classic and 
modei ■ idied.   It is the purpose to work not 
only fc.r technii y, but also for the higher and broader 
conception and interpretation.   At least two 
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semesters of piano study are required of candidates for graduation. 
Students are encouraged in ensemble playing, and those sufficiently 
advanced are admitted to the University Orchestra. The ex- 
perience thus gained is not the least valuable part of the training, 
and is required of candidates for graduation. 
ENSEMBLE CLASSES 
(a) Solfeggio. One hour per week, both semesters. Two 
years of this work, or a satisfactory equivalent, are required of 
candidates for graduation in any department of the Conserva- 
tory. 
The course is provided to meet the needs of all who are in any 
degree deficient in the fundamental principles of music, such as 
rhythm, intervals, and scales, or who are unable to read vocal 
or instrumental music readily at sight. It includes both car- 
training and sight-singing. 
(lb) Normal Class—Miss Farrar. This course is offered at 
the request of piano students, and is designed as preparation for 
the teaching of piano. One semester of Theory or Solfeggio ia 
required for entrance. 
(ic) PianoClasses—Miss Farrar. Ensemble classes are main- 
tained in piano, both duet and quartette work being done. The 
classes are free, and this work is required of all pupils suffic- 
iently advanced. 
(id) String Classes.—Miss Smith. As far as material offers 
practice is held in trio and quartette work, with performances in 
public on suitable occasions. Advanced pupils are coached in 
ensemble with piano. 
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THE SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI 
President 
SAIIUI I. 1!. BRISKLY, '75 
\oi< N rtl   I sSalle St.. Chicago, 111. 
: li:    U    MM COUNCIL 
•Iti 
1 1 1M.UN \\'. SWEET, Chairman 
KIRTI 1 Y F. MATHER, Secretary 
\V II. JOHNSON, Treaiurer 
Members 
1 Expire June, 1923 
LoRENA WOODROW Bl'RKE. 'c/>. Pittsburgh 
KIRTLET F. MATHER, '&I. Granville 
FRANKLIN W. SWEET. '01, Cleveland 
Terms Expire June, 1924 
SAMI 1 L B   BRII KIY, '75, Chicago. III. 
\Y. 11  JOHNSI N, '85, Columbus 
JUSTIN W. NIXON, 'O;, Rochester, N. V. 
Ten:.-   1   x I 
MARY MCKIBBEN COLBY, '07. Man-field 
FRANCIS W. SHEPARDSON, '-:. Chi igo 
W. ()i \K SFI NCER, "07. Hi 
;,' are   member, of the Society of 
the Alumni.     Former 81 f the Granville institutions, who 
1 ' honorary degrees, members of 
the B >ai I of Ti I the Faculty, who have 
been rs, are received inti membership 
the annual  1! 1        :   :'. 00.    This society was 
. 1 -: .. '■'•      ■  ■ P  Kerr, '45 being the first Presi- 
I Society ii to bind the alumni together 
in friendship wil in loyalty to Alma Mater. 
Nearly 3000 membei em    ed     Vn . lal meetings arc held 
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in commencement week. The Council was organized in 1921, 
and holds quarterly meetings. The Society maintains the 
Denison Alumni Bulletin, a monthly published at Granville, Ohio, 
under the editorship of the President of the Society. 
Denison clubs have been organized in many of the chief 
cities of the United States and in foreign lands, as auxiliaries of 
the Society. These clubs have been established in the following 
localities—New York City, Washington, Rochester, Buffalo, 
Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Dayton, Springfield, Cincinnati, 
Columbus, Indianapolis, Chicago, Minnesota, Missouri Valley, 
Colorado, San Francisco, Southern California, Japan and West 
China. 
DOANE ACADEMY 
Since its foundation, Denison has had a preparatory depart- 
ment. In 1895 it was given a separate organization and named 
in honor of the late Dr. William Howard Doane, who gave the 
splendid Academy Building. The Academy is now one of the 
strongest secondary schools in the Middle West and prepares 
not only for Denison but also for any American college or uni- 
versity. 
While students of the Academy enjoy all the general advant- 
ages of connection with the larger institution, the school has 
its own endowment, its separate faculty, its own literary societies, 
athletics, school spirit, and social life. 
The Academy is of peculiar advantage to those college stu- 
dents that are deficient in their entrance credits. Sometimes at 
a saving of considerable time in the combined college and pre- 
paiatory courses, these deficiencies are made up in connection 
with the regular college work. 
The Academy is a specially congenial place for those young 
men and women whose education is for any reason belated. 
They find here an atmosphere and social situation free from the 
embarrassment that might be experienced in the home schools. 
The Academy also meets admirably the requirements of those 
parents who desire better advantages than the local schools afford. 
A copy of the catalogue and full information will be gladly 
»ent upon application.    Address H. R. HUNDLEY, Granville, Ohio. 
Degrees Conferred in  1922 
N   RARY DEGI 
K ■ Liwi 
1 lity 
Lawi 
S 
LOR OF  VRTS 
William!; 
Dorothy 
'■' 
i Franct I     rr.er 
BACH! LOR OF 
: urn 
Henry 1 
■ 1 
iroan 
Donald R 
I   '   f Sin    - ((jckrrr 
Harry McMil 
■ 
Kay Hunt 
rnann 
R     N  n    M  I 
Clarke I I 
Glen S; 
R   nuted 
I 
I 
■ lama 
Isabel R 
Coral i . i:u» 
WM :ery 
Frai Prieat 
Opal Lurea StaaJbrth 
Flora Beatrioa Whitacre 
PHILOSOPHY 
Clara Tattle Brumback 
. 
rctt 
Merit Col fnbM 
I» •  th] !>aub 
•-. (.-rland 
■ 
L   • Ma]  ((.net 
C LucUt Ladd 
i Elizabeth Maty 
ubeto Franca Nicholson 
Clara Louite Olney 
luneSchaad 
Marjorie Elizabeth Schairer 
Marian Southwick Simpaon 
Mary I   lerSmaUey 
GwUdyi Spencer 
Emily Elizabeth Taylor 
Era Marie 11 
Ruth Wciirnbarjrer 
I     u \     B| "A ,yini 
Letha Claire U'KKT 
Margery Ardith Young 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Richard Richards Barrington 
George WayUnd Bennett 
Elmer John Christian Bergman 
Carl Henry Biefcld 
Ix-land Arthur Brown 
William Emerson Burke 
Carey G. Croncis 
Edmofuton John Davii 
Ricardo Dussan 
Clifford Frederick Edwards 
George Herman Gleiss 
Harold Witter Haggard 
John Mark Hanna 
Charles Herbert Haskins 
August Fabel Jones 
Willis Fdward Laws 
Ralph Gordon Lusk 
David Seldon Mathews 
Ralph William Mead 
Frank Julian Olney 
Marcus Oliver Orr 
Edgar B. Pendleton 
Harold Earl Perry 
Eugene Field Pfanner 
Harold Auburn Picffer 
Joseph Sylvester Pomerson 
Robert Edwin Rcttig 
Edwin Lincoln Roe 
Raymond Eugene Schaad 
Herbert Frederick Schneider 
Henry Craig Seasholes 
William Howard Smith 
Willis Ward Spencer 
Williard Burton Stone 
Richard Morrison Tilton 
William Kenneth Wildman 
Harold Meadr Wiley 
Harold Lcroy Wilson 
Thclma Baker 
Helen Cleophia Beeney 
Mary Viola Boyer 
Mary Margaret Bruce 
Amy Luella Firestone 
Ella Grace Howell 
Kathcrine Isabelte Hunt 
Lctha Cornelia Jackson 
Mary Frances King 
Erne Mapel 
Evangeline Nellia 
Edna Louise Patterson 
Grace Jennesa Ruhl 
Marguerite Elizabeth Schulte 
Ruth II. Twining 
Violet May Webb 
Fern Curry Wheeler 
Fern Whitney 
Grace Camilla Wolfe 
Mcridith Agnes Young 
COMMISSIONS IN THE OFFICERS RESERVE CORPS 
UNITED STATES ARMY 
SECOND LIEUTENANTS or INFANTRY 
George Herman Gleiss, B. Sc. 
Howard Gordon Lindemann. B. Ph. 
Lawrence Eugene Smith, B. Ph. 
August Fabel Jones, B Sc. 
Edwin Lincoln Roe, B. Sc. 
Adolph Frank Talbot, B. Ph. 
DIPLOMAS IN CONSERVATORY 
Mildred Hall Jenkins, Voice 
Gladys Shreve. Voice 
Lois May Jones, Piano 
Honors and Prizes Awarded in 1922 
MtvitMl ■■' ill  P ii  Bi ■» K*rr* 
Ralph G   1  Ilk, ':: 
Henry C. Seuh     -. ':: 
II Chandler. *sj 
Mary I    i ':: 
Frances C. Innri, 'iZ 
Grace Jennesi Ruhl. '22 
I IwUdjra Spencer. ':; 
•-. Wetaenbarfer,'-: 
I   GUL'ij 
Albert T 
THE <> •   IN   MAiiitUATics 
■ 
First. Glidyi Smith Second. Ruth Sunderland 
II   ROM   ID   I'M:!   «   nn 
■     •      ; 
. BISLI READING 
I   rst, ■■■•:.;.. i,:; Second. Charles Road*rmel. 1921 
I MI. I.i 1*1    C urn   i  Pi IZI - 
■ 
0 H       mG.M 
I     .;.. Hcrrick T. Bai 
. Henry Crai* Seuholci 
Students in Granville and Shepardson Colleges 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES 
l^-mnn. Hcrschel B.. Mathematics Granville 
Pratt. Dclbcrt R.t Biology , Granville 
Rupp. Edson CM Mathematics Granville 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Davii. Edtnonsion J Hammond, Ind. 
Kao. Chung Kwai Hoking. China 
Liu, 1'ao Tsing Kiangsi, China 
Mather, Airier K Granville 
M       lith.« 'lliam Granville 
Obana. Tsutomu Tokyo. Japan 
Seasholei, Margaret Granville 
Shcpard. Nina B Granville 
SENIOR CLASS 
Austin. Richard. Ph Chicago. Ill- 
Bawdcn. Herbert. Sc Granville 
Bcnnoy, Carol L., Sc Mt. Vernon 
Bcrnhisel. Donald M.. Sc Quincy. III. 
Calvert. Richard B. Sc Houma. La. 
Chambers. David A.. Sc Granville 
Chandler, Burton, Sc Norwalk 
Clark, Ralph. Sc Mt. Sterling 
Crane. Roger A.. Cl Cincinnati 
Dawson. J. Dudley. Sc Haskins 
Dean. Darleigh Edgell. Sc Richwood. Va. 
Decsh, Charles W.. Sc Dayton 
DeGron*, Dale. Sc West Unity 
Ducro. John. Ph Ashtabula 
Gnagey. Theo. P.. Ph Ashland 
. John, Q Massillon 
Hall. Herbert C. Ph Cleveland 
Halteman. Fred C. Sc Dayton 
Helbing. Albert. Ph Toledo 
Jefferson. Howard B.. Cl Norwalk 
Jenkins, William. Sc Cambridge 
Jones. Edward W., Ph Middletown 
Keelcr. Clyde. Sc Marion 
Kceiian, Frank, Sc Newark 
.," DCNISOM UNIVEMITV 
Dayton 
 Cleveland 
Wallingtord,S St. Marys 
, ( ; !!. V Minneapolia, Minn. 
I Pi    . !' Cambridge 
, H. K.. C Mt Veroon 
.       Fresno 
C Lincoln, Neb. 
Morrow. Karl S. P NV« Athena 
!   . I'ii  . Waltham, Mast. 
1'..'•;■-. S (iranville 
P .'A     imGeo. S ..Toledo 
M Undaville, W. Va. 
Poorman. Fred Simon, S Coshocton 
Potter, Wentworth McK Nrwark 
!'      . : 'A abler.S . .HilUboro 
Proctor, Don Shanghai, China 
I. PI  Toledo 
Hyannis. Matt. 
K   l  llaskins 
, Kenneth. S McConnelsvillc 
t N.. S Loi Angcte*. Cal. 
Newark 
Mori that, Japan 
NrwCasrle. Pa. 
     (iranville 
'.' Ralph. S St. I,nuisville 
E..& (Iranville 
ft II  . 11..   - W .(' Washington C H. 
ft Washington C. H. 
V. Clinton. 111. 
Windle, Frank Lcland. S Newark 
 I'iqua 
Barbour. Ph Chicago, 111. 
Burl. M Huntington, W. Va. 
 Vtica 
M..P Wheaton. IlL 
 Ames. Iowa 
Crist, Sara. P .  Nrwark 
 Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Dai renccD..G I-it«l.l.ursr. Mass. 
Deia. Delta.)  Kichwood.W. Va. 
I) n. Hel      I) . PI St. Catherines. Ont. 
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Edn  ndson. Margaret C. Ph Parkersburg. W. Va. 
Ellison, Geneva, Ph West Union 
Erway. \clle A.. Ph Olean. N. Y. 
Forsythe. Margaret, Sc Alexandria 
Gill. Maude E.. Ph St. Catharines. Ont. 
Harrison. Daisy. Ph Clarksburg. W. Va. 
Marina. Marion 0.. Ph Zancsville 
Hendricks. Ruth. Ph Dayton 
Howard. I.illis. Ph Tecumseh, Mich. 
Jillson. Either, Ph Beaver Dam. Wit. 
. (iladys. Ph Kcuka Park. N. Y. 
Kissling. Irlcne, Sc Urbana 
Komoriya* Tsuruyo. Ph Tokyo. Japan 
Kurtz. Fdith May. Sc Kalamazoo. Mich. 
I.argent. Carolyn. Ph Springfield 
l.indronth. Lillian. Ph Newark 
I.inehan. Margaret. Cl Newark 
McClure. Catherine. Ph Toledo 
McCrillis. Grace. Cl Norwalk 
M QlMte, Marion. Sc Litchfield 
Marshall. Thelma, Sc Zancsville 
Mayer. Mildred. Ph Newark 
MUlrr. Althca V.. Ph Pomeroy 
Oesper. Margaret. Ph Cincinnati 
Olney. Minerva. Ph Waltham. Mass. 
Packer. Mary. Cl Toulon, III. 
Patterson. Mabel. Ph Granville 
Perry. Burnice. Ph Granville 
Price. Eva Jane. Ph Granville 
Randal!. Alice. Sc Charleston.  W. Va. 
Rice. Vera M.. Ph Park Rapids. Minn. 
Robinson. Helen B.. Sc Cambridge 
Stark. Mary F... Cl Granville 
Tribolrt. Marguerite. Ph Chicago. III. 
Wbcaton. Dema 1„. Ph Hebron 
Whitnum. Kathrrinc L.. Ph Warren 
WhittiiiKion. Dorothy, Ph Akron 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Amos, Hugh. Sc Cambridge 
Baldwin. Lawrence, Ph Mt. Vcrnon 
Becker, R. R.. Ph Dayton 
Becker. Sam R., Sc Dayton 
Berry. William D.. Ph Hammond, Ind. 
■   ' 
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.      Newark 
Libr.ry. P.. 
Kokomo. Ind. 
Bran. I        I. S Clarence Center. N. Y. 
'C, Ml E. Cleveland 
v
     ~ Liverpool 
Calven. William. Sc Houma, I.a. 
Alexandria 
Chamberlain. J      ,S   Granville 
Chingking. China 
Adameton. W. Va. 
Veita. Minn. 
Filch, lame. I     - Chicago. 111. 
Foot. Harry. P  Coihocmn 
Garril        R        - I! . !' Newark 
H-. O Newark 
HoluH - Reading. Pa. 
Hopkini. Robert E.. S .. .Granville 
... Granville 
Johw I' Ilrockport. N. Y. 
P., S  Newark 
M Hintaio View. Okla. 
Sprinfrficld 
Flyria 
Granville 
Granville 
Granville 
 Dayton 
Zane.ville 
Detroit. Mich. 
Ottrander 
Nakatr. Vokoiuka. Japan 
Petty. Julian J.. S .    Wartworth. N. Y. 
.    Philippi, W. Va. 
Pot I-.S     Mt.Gilead 
'' ' New Caitle. Pa. 
Loogmont. Colo. 
" Harold A . -    Chicago. III. 
    Dayton 
Bucyrul 
Milton. S .    Sandusky 
S    ■ Newark 
Martin. Ferry 
Smith. Kuland L.. Sfl Newark 
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Snodgrass. Raymond, Sc Xcnia 
Steadman. Livingston T.. Sc Granville 
Taylor, Frank S.. Sc Newark 
Thiele. Howard, Sc Dayton 
Trcharnc, Thomas, Sc Dayton 
Van Net*, l-conard K.. Ph Hubbard 
Weaver. Donald E., Ph Cincinnati 
Weaver. Victor G.. Ph Bowling Green 
White. Marcellus, Sc Western. W. Va. 
Williamson, Clifford, Sc Dayton 
Winicrmute. Henry O., Ph Mt. Vcrnon 
. Jeanctte. Ph Cincinnati 
Alspach. Mary T.. Q Newark 
Ashley. Jerrine. Ph Chicago. 111. 
Bovington. Marguerite. Ph Cleveland fits. 
Breeze. Eleanor Dorothy. Cl Granville 
Brown. Ruth, Ph Granville 
Browne.  Ruth L-. Ph Haskins 
Burt. Marian. Ph Huntmgton. W. Va. 
Chamberlin, Frances, Sc Granville 
Clark. Dorothy P.. Ph Pittsburgh. Pa. 
Darrow. Louise, Cl Granville 
Davis, Rose L., Sc Hammond, Ind. 
Dodd. Lucille, Sc Newark 
Ellison. Josephine, Ph WilHamsburg. Ky. 
Fellman. Eunice, Ph Milwaukee, Wis. 
Goodrich, Ireta, Sc Oberlin 
Graves, Dorothy. Ph Newark 
Hall.  Indus  M„ Sc Granville 
Hanna, Margaret, Ph Huntsville 
Hawkins, Margaret, Sc Canton 
I lovey. Ruth, Sc Brooklyn. N. Y. 
Hughes. Elva Irene, Cl Newark 
Jesscl. Elfreda. Ph Buffalo. N. Y. 
Kinney. Marian. Sc Denver. Colo. 
Koeker, Louise, Sc Dayton 
Larsen, Charlotte, Ph Dayton 
Lu»k. Loii. Sc Granville 
McConnell. Sara. Ph Newark' 
Mullen. Margaret, Ph Huntington, W. Va. 
Myers. Helen. Ph Erie. Pa. 
Neel.  Helen.  Ph Granville 
Phypers. June. Ph South Euclid 
Place. Edith. Ph Cblumbu* 
IOO Hi NISOM UNIVERSITY 
P   ■       . M la I.. Pb Newark 
Hunlington. W, Vi. 
.Granville 
M.. CI-......... Newark 
R I     !':■ Newark 
Mooretbara, Pa. 
Sumiif       Mdvina. <  Marion 
Suihi"       . '.! S BouMtf) Colo. 
Tavent , ,n .Newark 
Tucli-. Lunar, I 
1 Mabel. P Cranville 
W >■ l'h Orcenville 
Wellman, Fannie^ Ph (iranviltc 
« -  Bucyrui 
W    iraa. Kathei     , PI llimmond. Ind. 
Vi Marian E-. Pb Prairie Depot 
W •        ''       l'' Parkenborc W. Va. 
Yrak,:. II L.( Chicam. III. 
SOPHOMORI  (l 188 
Abernc Washington. I). C. 
Baeolod. P. I. 
Allen, C tiantk 
v Cambridge 
S MiddletowB 
Newark 
Lima 
Dayton 
I'tica 
Rocheater. Minn. 
Toledo 
B
 Hon (i-anville 
\,■■;.-! 
'' Warren 
CaMM 
. Oman 
1
      ' Wjiiiran 
ikonda, India 
PI 
Dicl Wlckllffa 
" MUolatown 
Zaneivillc 
1
 ■!'•' Daftoa 
1
' 'lak Park. III. 
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Gtbele, Ralph. Sc     Norwalk 
Gay, William Ernest, Sc Zanesville 
Gibson. Charles, Ph Cambridge 
Gilbert. Norton H., Sc Bowling Green 
Glasgo. Eugene. Sc Loudonville 
Glasgo, Forest. Sc    Loudonville 
Griffith. Albert R.. Sc Martins Ferry 
Heiaer, Wallace B.. Ph Berlin Centre 
Henderson, Robert L.. Sc Norwalk 
Him-linr. Clarence, Sc Pt. Clinton 
Holt, Kilburn. Cl Reading. Mass. 
Hundley. William T..Sc Granville 
Hunt, Cressy J. E. Ph Conneaut 
Johnston. Warren. Sc Granville 
Jones. Alfred K.. Sc Granville 
Jones. Evan Winthrop, Sc Cincinnati 
Jones. V'asilc, Cl Roumania 
Kato, Chosaburo. Ph Fulcushima. Japan 
Keyt, Bernard, Ph    Piqua 
King. George. Ph Detroit 
Klinck. Earl F.. Sc Toledo 
Knapp. James L. Ph Zanesville 
Koehler, Paul H.. Sc. Youngstown 
Koelb. Howard E., Cl Stonington. Conn. 
KreaKer. Donald. Sc Alexandria 
Leasure. Wm.. Sc Middletown 
Lang. Charles. Ph Newark 
Lincbaugh. John. Sc Dayton 
I-ovclcss. Forest. Sc Granville 
McCann. Franklin, Cl Dayton 
McConnaujfhey. Robert, Sc Dayton 
McCullough. John I... Ph Cleveland 
Mapet, Bliss. Ph Lincoln, Neb. 
Martin, John, Sc Bapatla. So. India 
Mayer. Charles D.. Sc Newark 
Messerly, Warren. Sc Martins Ferry 
Michael. Lloyd S.. Ph Ml. Vernon 
Miller, Edgar, Ph Mt. Gilead 
Moore. Frederick R., Sc So. Charleston 
Moore. William C. Sc Lima 
Nessley. Carl. Ph Pickerington 
Nott, Theodore. Sc Marietta 
Padelford. Norman. Ph Newton Highlands. Mass. 
Pirsch, Geo. S.. Ph Zanesville 
IOi 111 NItOM    I'NII i RS1TY 
Price, H Chicago, III. 
( Plymouth 
R Moline. III. 
R          i;        '■ P* Dayton 
Cl Wnahingtoo C. H. 
T.. S .Cooneant 
Roger»,1 S Wilmington 
i;
 ■ Ph SanJufky 
Cambridge 
I'' Manartcld 
(iranville 
Scn» ~ Chicago, 111. 
'•■Ph MJ.IIctown 
Toledo 
Shide. 1!      PI (iranville 
R • Pk Bainbridge 
ConndUrillc, Peon. 
Seville 
1
 • .....   Dayton 
Attica 
Dayton 
' '■' Continent*! 
Berlin Center 
Wellm (iranville 
;' " Prairie Depot 
Toledo 
Huntington. W. Va. 
\ ' G  Quincy 
Allington. M '.  •       rt. Mich. 
' Mt. Gilead 
Paula 
Granvilla 
River Foreat. III. 
Cleveland Heighu 
.  Zaneavilk 
. I.akewood 
Fort Wayne. Ind. 
Boaton. N. Y. 
GranvlUc 
'"■'■ Sc Shdbyvflle, Ind. 
1
 Elizabeth. I (iranville 
' Hale. Mich. 
(iranville 
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Davis, Coral Lois, Cl Gallipolii 
Dcwey. Dorothy, Ph Newark 
Dicterich. Vivian M., Ph Hammond, Ind. 
Dodge. Wra L.. Ph Mannington, W. Va. 
Dunlap, Hazel. Sc Granville 
Bverhart, I-ois K.. Ph Middletown 
Folger, Elizabeth. Ph Dayton 
George, Hilda I,.. Ph Youngstown 
Helen M . Ph Cleveland 
ive. Violet G.. Cl New Straitsvillc 
Griffin. Margaret. Cl Munhall, Pa. 
i.in. Margaret, Ph Dayton 
Ihnhy. Helen L., Sc Newark 
. Christine. Ph  . Cincinnati 
Hcndrichs, Margaret, Cl , Dayton 
Jones. Alice I... 1'h    Farmington. Mich. 
luanita, Cl Granville 
Kile. Florence Mary. Ph Ccnterburg 
Kimball, Ruth. Sc Dayton 
Kramer, Louise, Sc Dayton 
Krcbt. Frances, Ph Newark 
Lorenz, Ida. Ph Granville 
I. «e. Katherine. Sc Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
». Sarah. Ph Carlinvillc. III. 
". Frances, Ph Detroit, Mich. 
Luce. Eleanor, Ph Yonkers. N. Y. 
M Cann, Jane. Cl Dayton 
M aure.Colline.Ph Toledo 
McCutclieon. F.vclcna. Ph Mi. Lookout. W. Va. 
M I iilliard, Hazel. Ph Dayton 
M Millen, [Catherine. Ph Newark 
M Minn. Lucilr. Ph Wheaton. III. 
Martin, Muriel, Ph Ougole. India 
Maxwell, Josephine, Ph Rcynoldsburg 
Miller. Frances, Ph Wadsworlh 
M irm. Carol*, Cl Minneapolis, Minn. 
. Helen L, Ph Cincinnati 
. Edna M.. Cl Newark 
Palmer. Margaret. Ph Napoleon 
Powell. Nellie. Ph Mt. Gilead 
Prcscott, Anne F... Ph Cleveland 
Proctor. Helen. Sc Shanghai. China 
Ransom. Harriet. Ph Moline, III. 
Ray. Frances, Sc Newark 
Reed, Florence Kenton 
io4 DENISON UNIVERSITY 
Riegel. Frances. I'h Nilei 
Roberts. Anni. C!  Marietta 
. I . ■    \. P Oak Park. III. 
K  .  ■    •< ith A   i'  Newark 
K we. Mariai C..PI  Milford. Mich. 
- Mai  in.Ph  Oak Park. III. 
Smith. Dorothy. Ph Hartford. W. Va. 
Smith. !> ■  Granville 
Smith. Florence. Ph .Cleveland 
Smith. Louise, Ph   Granville 
Stalnakcr. Rul      -  Granville 
Stratv ■ . Dorii. S New [x>ndon 
Stun. i'  Oak Park. III. 
Sunderland. Ruth. C! Omaha, \eh. 
Taylor, Edna.) 
Thomas. Laura Char'  " . P 
Thomp«-.n. Miriam. I'h 
T 
Valentine. Barbara. Ph 
White. Francea, Ph 
White. M ,a 
■  a. I'h 
n 
H • . Martha. Ph 
Croton-on-thc-Hudson. N. Y. 
.CUCMB.aU 
Newark 
Norwalk 
Waverly. N. Y. 
Shanghai. China 
Brooklyn. N. Y. 
 Xenia 
Bucyrul 
 WelUton 
Mansfield 
mi-MIMW CLASS 
AlexanJvr, Wilbur, Sc 
\ I       . Ph 
11    •    P., S 
■   - 
. i 
Bennet, I        L..S 
i      I, Sc 
ter.S 
Bar]   iG.. S 
th. C1 
Ph 
t,Sc 
Paul.P 
.    Clarion. Pa. 
.   Newark 
 Troy 
 Warren 
Chicago. III. 
Mt. Vernon 
Klyria 
 Dayton 
Vesta. Minn. 
 Ulica 
 Cleveland 
   Granville 
Klizabeth. N. J. 
 Granville 
Palisade. Pk.. N. J. 
 Toledo 
Nilei 
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Carstenson. Arnold, Sc Port Clinton 
Case. Leland, Ph Granville 
Case, Robert. Sc Washington C. H. 
Clutter. Eirl. Ph Utic« 
Cockrum. Wide. Ph Evansville. Ind. 
Cook. Chester Herbert. Sc Columbus 
Courtier. William. Sc Pataskala 
Crouch. Wcntworth. Cl Rochester. N. Y. 
Crawford. Ira J,. Ph Dayton 
Davii. Richard P.. Sc South Bend, Ind. 
Davis, Sara. S.. Sc Cincinnati 
Hawkins. Carl E.. Ph Granville 
Deed*. Dalton, Sc Loraine 
Douglas. Maxwell, Sc Frazcysburg 
Ducro. Fred. Ph Ashtabula 
Duncan. Marshall. Ph Ashley 
Earps, James G.. Ph Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Edgar, John C. Cl Troy 
Knglchart. Robert. Ph Cleveland 
Kwart. Wesley A.. Sc Milwaukee. Wis. 
Farber, Harold. Sc Stryker 
Fielding, Howard, Ph Youngstown 
Ford. Robert. Sc Youngstown 
Forgjr. Thomas J.. Sc New Carlisle 
Frasch. Robert R., Sc Bremen 
Frye. Frank. Sc Sunbury 
Kullerton. Leslie. Sc Huntsville 
Fundaberg. Charles. Sc Newark 
Gale. H. W„ Sc Mills 
Gogolyak. John. Ph Canton 
Greene. Charlei N.. Sc West Park 
Haas. Florian. Sc Dayton 
Halliday. Ralph G. Sc E. Cleveland 
I lanenkrat. Merle, G Bellefontaine 
Hawkins. G TH SC Berlin Centre 
Henderson. Paul. Cl Norwalk 
Herron. John Abbott, Ph Mt. Vernon 
Hincklcy, Stuart. Sc Cleveland 
Hla. David. Sc Bassem. Burma 
Hoaaktr, William. Sc Plymouth. W. Va. 
Hood. Homer A.. Ph Toledo 
Huffman, Howard. Sc Stryker 
Imhoff.Geo. B.. Sc Wooiter 
James. Harold A.. Ph Youngstown 
Jonei. Marshall. Ph Farmington, Mich. 
IO(i DENISON   I'SIVERSITY 
Wilbur. P Lakewood 
 Granville 
Kr,-I.- I   Ratine. Wu. 
irdC S C.ranville 
K Crookavilk 
K ■ ■     PraiU I P.,Ss Somerset 
Kunden ,S Alpha 
Umb. Laclede P.. Ph l.akewood 
I..-,. Rol    • I . - Ml. Blanchard 
Congo Beige. Africa 
..1       I W   • M ddletown 
...   Bucyrus 
M Clanahan, Jamea A.. Sc West Union 
11 . - Pataakala 
..  . I' Martins Ferry 
Lenneth. S Pittisville 
M  Michael. Harold. & Bucyrui 
Martii Mi. Vernon 
\1 . v Lincoln. N'clt. 
| Miltoi   E., S  Sunbury 
I' [award D.. O ■   Canton 
I Miller. Stephen A.. S Toledo 
M Newark 
Sandusky 
i>       I. Ph Cannichaela, Pa. 
Granville 
, S Port Thomas. Ky. 
Zanoville 
Edwin. S Newton Centre Mass. 
\.- Warren 
|., S Frazeyaburg 
Nickels. «    - New Philadelphia 
l.akrwood 
Hucyrus 
.........Di anil ID 
1
 Wi      iel     rt. S Dayton 
Perkins. Howard C. P .Carey 
P H m. S..S Akron 
Pickett.JustisC.Sc. Moundavillc, W. Va, 
!' l.tjiivillc 
I'   -. I'   il Weaver. Newark 
Newark 
I ZaneaviHe 
I   . S Middletown 
Frank. Jr.. 8 Clarksburg, W. Va. 
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Rian. Carlos, Sc    Newark 
Rice. I Icrman. Sc Johnstown 
Roberts, Bruce. Ph Cleveland 
Roberts. Willis, Sc Cincinnati 
Robinson. Ivcr. Sc McConnclsville 
Roth. Ray. Sc Alexandria 
RoutsonR. Clair, Sc Dayton 
Rush. Not D. Sc  Columbus 
Sanford. James. Sc Strylccr 
Schddlcr. Richard R.. Sc Newark 
Sellers. Fred W.. Ph Wellston 
Sheldon, Frederick, Sc Columbus 
SUbenutgeli Wynne M.. Sc Columbus 
Smith. F.rnest, Ph Conneaut 
Smith. I larold. Cl Chillicothe 
Smith. Cedric Leland. Ph Wake-field. Mass. 
Smith. Robert F.. Ph Cleveland 
Snyder, Mir:/., Cl Dayton 
Spcicher, Joseph, Sc Swatow. China 
Spencer. Paul D.. Ph Canton 
Springer. Vcrnon L,. Sc Crooksville 
Steinbar^cr, John. Sc St. Paris 
Stevenson. Ralph. Sc Dayton 
St. John. Arthur Frederick Waslcy. Cl Columbus 
StibitZ. Cicorife B. Cl Dayton 
StockcUle. C. F... Ph Sandusky 
S«i(t. RobertG..Sc Avalon. Pa. 
Tallmadffe. Trafford, Ph St. Louis, Mo. 
Thomas. I loracc, Sc Alexandria 
Thomas, David A.. Sc Coraopolis. Pa. 
Thomas, John. Ph Cincinnati 
Tilton. LouU, Ph Dayton 
Tippett. Robert. Sc Johnstown 
Uberus. Delmar. Sc Cleveland 
Urquhart, John. Sc New Straitsvillc 
Vannoy, Ivan. Sc Buckhannon. \V. Va. 
Veldran. Edwin D.. Ph Oradell, N. J. 
Vian. John Cecil. Ph Mt. Vernon 
Wallace, (i  Ivan. Sc Racine. Wis. 
Warren. Millard. Ph Medina 
Waters. Herbert, Ph Granvillr 
Weaver, John A.. Sc Grceley. Colo. 
Weis. Karl G.. Ph Sandusky 
enbarffer, Harold C, Sc Greenville 
Wellman, Gerald S..CI Granville 
to* DENISON UHIVBMITT 
H .  i.l Wellington 
William I..S  Dayton 
Wiae.W    un.S Bueyrui 
H                  in L., Ph Mansfield 
Wright. Alt    i Robot. Pk   Gr»n«illc 
W™. I loyd 1   . - Fayette 
Bccwjrn. III. 
Adams. Lucy M . Ph New Mariinsvillc. W. V.. 
Agncw. Hud Ml. Vernon 
Alexander. Mildred. Ph Spring Valley 
Aldenon, B   I.. 5 Newark 
Alapach. Naomi. O Newark 
Anderson. Mary. Ph C.ranville 
Andrews. Dorothy. Ph Newark 
. M . Ph Columbus 
suatin. Flora A.. Cl Painsville 
l. Ellen. Pb Newark 
Batcman. Mary Elil , Ph . Zanesville 
Baxtrr. Margaret. Ph  Marion 
II ■■-. II.           P Granville 
Betl. Eleanor. Ph ...   Farrell. Pa. 
Bon. Helen M Newark 
Brooks. Margaret, Ph Granville 
I)'   A  ■. O   le. Pb.................... Haskini 
Callihan. Margin t, P Cambridge 
Ci      ■  . Mai   • . Ph Haikint 
Capehart. H       M, PI East Liverpool 
i    i A.. Ph Uhrichsville 
Ames. Iowa 
i Maty. Pi  Granville 
ll . O Newark 
Cook. Anne A.. P Pittsburgh. Pa. 
M Clarenden. Va. 
■■■■. Ph  Nilei 
Cu         D            . 1' New Richmond 
Cult     1   . ... PI .   .                                                                                  Xenia 
Dickerton. Either. P .......    Paiaskala 
 Newark 
Jriup, la. 
I ...en. TMmi. Ph Newark 
Farr. I   ■     r. Ph Saiton'i River. Vt. 
I              silene, Ph Cincinnati 
Fellman. Eather, Ph Milwaukee. Wi». 
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Flint. Lillian. Ph Eric. Pa. 
FOM. Helen I... Ph Chic«(to, 111. 
Frederick. Margaret M . Ph Wheeling. W. Va. 
Fullerton, Marjoric. Sc Greenfield 
Galloway. Margaret, Sc Xenia 
Gihbs. Esther H.. Sc Canton 
Gill, Winifred. Ph Ontario. Can. 
Green, Cleo. Ph Johnstown 
Kuthl... Ph Chicago. III. 
(iritlith-Williama, Helen. Ph Chicago. 111. 
Dailies, Helen. Ph Troy 
Hamilton. Irma. Ph Frazcysburg 
Hawk. Thclma. Ph Dover 
Huen, Elizabeth, Ph Erie. Pa. 
Hcrschlcr, Irene M.. Sc Columbus 
Hobart, Dorothy, Ph Granvilte 
Holden. Evelyn. Ph Wheeling. W, Va. 
HoUinger. Dorothy, Ph Elmhurst. III. 
Horwell. Mildred E.. G East Liverpool 
Hosick, Helen Irene. Ph Granville 
Howard. Mary M.. Cl Newark 
Howe, Katherine, Ph Granville 
Jackson. Courtney C. Ph Springfield 
Johnston. Winifred, Ph Granville 
Jones. Grace I... Ph Springfield 
Jordan. Marion L.. Ph Newark 
Kecler. Helen I... Ph Marion 
Kirby. Winifred I., Ph Elkhart. Ind. 
'Lamson. Alice. Louise Liberty Center 
Lang, Annetta H.. Ph Ashtabula 
MacUnc. Julia. Sc W. Toledo 
McCann. Alice, Cl  Dayton 
\l Creary. Pauline. Cl Newark 
McGuffin. Marjoric I.. Ph  Pettisvillc 
M :Kee, Myra. Ph Frazcysburg 
McKinney, Christine. Ph Vanatta 
Mcl-ain. Mary. Ph Granville 
McMinn. Carlista. Sc Wheaton. 111. 
Machlin, Eleanor B.. Ph Wheeling. W. Va. 
Mann. June. Ph  Frcdericktown 
Marshall. Anna. Ph Zanesville 
Martin. Aileen. Ph Newark 
Miller. Ruth. Q Detroit. Mich. 
Moor, Doris Helen. Cl Granville 
•DasMaae], 
no DBMSOM UNIVBUITT 
Moore, Dorothy C C Lima 
Alciandria 
M     .-. Charleston. W. Va. 
N1
  ••.'••■ Ml Gilead 
U Ph Chicago. III. 
Zanesville 
Pease. II         \    I'. Johmtown 
Pierce. Man     I.. Pi .  Akron 
Pinch. Miry G Zancaville 
Price. Myrtle E.. Sc St. Catharines. Ont. 
R         II. Pauline. Ph New Lexington 
Reed.! Springfield 
Reel. R, bad, Cl Springfield 
Verm B . Ph Toledo 
Richardson. Ijura A . Ph Cincinnati 
Robuck. Roaanna J . Ph West Union 
Pobrer. Ka 5.,Pb      (iranville 
!;
       he. Ph Marietta 
Mt. Vernon 
Scott. <,           E.. Se Cambridge 
Suffer. Marie. C Br.okville. Pa. 
Shannon, Martha L. Ph . Hillsboro 
Simp Cl  Howard 
Smalley. Florence A . Ph Clarion. Pa. 
Smith. I Newark 
Smith. Marguerite. Cl Newark 
' - P Eric Pa. 
Speller. Alice. Ph Cleveland 
Spooner. Alberta M . Ph ..                                                            Weaton. Mich. 
R ■ Ph Newark 
Talbot. Mary. Sc     Tiffin 
• F-.CI Crotoo- D■Hudeon.N. Y. 
Lillian. Ph Paintaville. Ky. 
Baltimore. Md. 
M ■ Ph .... Nocwalk 
T*er»II, Myrtle.! .., Twin.burg 
Tutlle. Gauhati. Assam 
J'""- Ph Buckhannon. W. Va. 
Weddell, Eleanor, Ph    Chicago. III. 
Pittiburgh. Pa. 
'. 5e  Granville 
W<   UW    HUG, Ph Cambridge 
Withol  Dayton 
Wiam    lerti id*. Ph St. Parii 
REGISTRATION HI 
Wiau. Lucy F.. Q Chicago. III. 
Wilcox. Mary L.. Ph Alexandria 
Wllkioi, Mary Thelma. Ph Newark 
Wilier. June, Ph Covington, Ky. 
Wilson. Lena. Ph Fredcricktowu 
Wolf. Katherine M., Cl Dayton 
Woltjen. Virginia. Ph Newark 
Wright. Betty. Ph Indianapolis, Ind. 
Wyatt. Lulu F.. Sc New Richmond 
FRESHMEN OMITTED FROM ORIGINAL LISTS 
Archer. Eugene. Sc Newark 
Bcnninghoff, Earl. Sc Cleveland 
Blackmur.   Robert.  Sc Cleveland f 
Blackwell.   Robert. Sc Greenville 
Chriitensen. Mariui, Sc Columbus 
Davy. Harold. Ph Dayton 
Denlinger.  Everett. Ph Cincinnati 
Dibble. Herman, Sc Binghampton, N. Y. ; 
Diefenderfer, Lloyd. Sc Sharpsville. Pa. 
Flower. Bertram. Ph Boyne City. Mich. 
Gurley. Stephen, Ph Fairport Harbor ! 
Haynes. David, Ph  Youngstowo 
Hcikett. John, Sc Bethesda 
Hicks. Beryl M.. Sc Columbus 
Holcomb. J. Stanley. Ph Columbus 
Jones. Karl. Sc Alexandria 
Kneiblcr. Arthur. Ph Binghampton, N. Y. 
Lane. Croyle, Sc Youngstown 
Layman.   Floyd, Ph Newark 
Lucchesi. Paul. Sc Bellaire 
McCaron. Neil. Ph Mt. Gilead 
Megaw, McCoy, Sc Granville 
Moore, Burress, Sc Monongehela City, Pa. 
Packer. Henry. Sc   Toulon. 111. 
Paden. Merle. Sc Grandview. Wash. 
Perkins.  Alden. Sc Youngstown 
Rogers.  Gene. Sc Morral 
Smith. Hugh. Sc Granville 
Smith. Norman. Sc Cleveland 
Williamson. Weaver. Sc Belfast 
Xrller, Alton, Sc Port Clinton 
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Dorothy C. C l.imi 
Moore. Mary, C Alexandria 
M Charleston. W. Va. 
M         .         .   - Ml  Gilead 
\   tola,               L. Ph Chicago. III. 
Zaneiville 
\ . Ph Johmtown 
P.r:.r. Mir. :. I. . Ph Akron 
Pinch. Mary Zaneiville 
Price. Myrtle E..S Si. Catharines. Ont. 
:. Pauline. Ph New Islington 
RerJ. Eleanor, Cl  .   . Springfield 
Reed. Ra.ha- Springfield 
Reed. Vcrna B . Ph   .   . Toledo 
Richardson. Laura A.. Ph Cincinnati 
. i'h West Union 
. Katherine S. Ph   .  Granville 
be, Ph Marietta 
Scott. H          '. Ph Mt. Vernon 
i idyl E..SC  Cambridge 
Shaffer. Marie. 0.. Brookville. Pa. 
Shannon. Martha I.. Ph Hillsboro 
Howard 
Smalley. Florence A . Ph Clarion. Pa. 
Smith, Newark 
Smith. Marguerite, Cl  Newark 
P Erie, Pa. 
Spri!'-. V     ,PI ..   Cleveland 
Spooner. Alberta M . Ph U'eston, Mich. 
Steventon, Esther R.. Ph Newark 
Talbot. Mary. Sc  .     Tiffin 
I..'   ■. Violet J., C Croton-on-Hudson. N. Y. 
in, Ph Painuville. Ky. 
■-.e. Rose, Ph Baltimore, Md. 
M.I'.  Norwalk 
Twerell, M Twinsburg 
Tmtle. Lucille, Cl Gauhati. Aiiam 
Vannoy. Jan«T. Ph Buckhannon. W. Va. 
 Chicago. III. 
W   • . Ferae II . Ph Pittsburgh. Pa. 
A I    i   •. - Granville 
Wi t, Wi  naG., Ph Cambridge 
Withoft. Evelyn, Ph    Dayton 
Wiant. Gertrude. Ph  St. Parit 
REGISTRATION HI 
Wiatt. Lucy F.. Cl Chicago. III. 
Wilcox, Mary L.. Ph Alexandria 
Wilkins. MaryThelma. Ph Newark 
Wilier. June, Ph Covington. Ky. 
Wilson. Lena. Ph Frederick town 
Wolf. Katherine M.. Cl Dayton 
Wohjen. Virginia. Ph Newark 
Wright. Betry. Ph Indianapolis. Ind. 
Wyatt. Lulu F.. Sc New Richmond 
FRESHMEN OMITTED FROM ORIGINAL LISTS 
Archer. Eugene, Sc    Newark 
HennlnghofF, Earl, Sc Cleveland 
Blackmur,   Robert. Sc Cleveland 
Blackwell.  Robert,  Sc Greenville 
Christensen. Mariut, Sc Columbus 
Davy. Harold, Ph Dayton 
Denlinger. Everett. Ph Cincinnati 
Dibble. Herman. Sc Binghampton. N. Y. 
Diefcnderfer. Lloyd. Sc Sharpsville. Pa. 
Flower.  Bertram. Ph Boyne City. Mich. 
Gurley. Stephen, Ph Fairport Harbor 
Haynes. David. Ph Youngstown 
Heskett. John. Sc Bethesda 
Hicks. Beryl M., Sc Columbus 
Holcomb. J. Stanley, Ph Columbus 
Jones, Karl. Sc Alexandria 
Kneiblcr. Arthur. Ph  Binghampton, N. Y. 
Lane, Croyle, Sc Youngstown 
Layman. Floyd. Ph Newark 
Lucchesi, Paul. Sc Bellaire 
McCaron. Neil. Ph Mt. Gilead 
Megaw. McCoy. Sc Granville 
Moore. Burress. Sc Monongehela City. Pa. 
Packer, Henry. Sc ,  Toulon. III. 
Paden. Merle. Sc -Grandview. Wash. 
Perkins. Alden. Sc Youngstown 
Rogers. Gene. Sc Morral 
Smith, Hugh. Sc Granville 
Smith. Norman, Sc Cleveland 
Williamson.  Weaver. Sc Belfast 
Zeller. Alton, Sc Port Clinton 
Aldri.I..      I 
trtbui . 
■ i  'A 
Hitc.Vir|   A 
.  i 
Mf     ■.. Karl 
M     ' c.W.lUrdC 
S      ■•. R :. n 
Trctcott, D*l<- 
Y.np. Ifu 
DsiflSOM   UmVBfttITT 
UNCLASSIFIED 
. Norwalk 
.Liming. Mich. 
 Midvale 
Ml   Rlanchard 
Newark 
Szechwan. China 
Cincinnati 
I'. rtsmouth 
Washington C. H. 
. . Norwalk 
China 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Eizner. Lorraine Km Forest. III. 
French. H F.ric. P»- 
Jordan. Anna Mac Granvillc 
. Iris Charlciton. W. V». 
Locke. Trcva. Ph Granville 
I If •. Helen. Ph Johmtown 
Ranney. F.. Roth Columbut 
Smith. Anna Mac Pittsburgh. Pa. 
Tapper. Thclma Dayton 
Conservatory of Music 
BENIOR CLASS 
Frances Crozier, Piano Ann Arbor. Mich. 
Dorothy Helen Dickinson, Organ St. Catharines. Ont. 
Helen Louise Oesper, Voice Cincinnati 
Minerva Olney. Organ Waltham. Mast. 
Eloise Sanford. Voice Granville 
William H. Rhoadcs. Piano Toledo 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Lacy Mae Adams New Martinsvillc, W. Va. 
Mildred Alexander Spring Valley 
Lcnora Elizabeth Allen Piqua 
Ralph B. Allen Newark 
Mildred Allinglon Northport, Mich. 
Mary Anderson Granville 
Dorothy Elizabeth Andrews Newark 
Vella M. Andrews Columbus 
Either Apple *. Newark 
Flora A. Austin Painesville 
Mary Elizabeth Babcock Johnstown 
Dorothy L Baker Passiac. N. J. 
Turpta Chambers Bannister Lima   ; 
Ellen Barnes Newark 
Wendell Grecr Barnes Granville 
Margaret M. Baxter Radnor 
Dorothea Bawden Granville 
Winona Beall Granville 
Russell Be r gold Cleveland 
Eleanor Best Farrell, Pa. 
Urec Black Granville 
Ruth Bolen Coshocton 
Helen MaeBosa Newark 
Philips. B. Boycr Library, Pa. 
Ermcl Elden Branatetter Kokomo. Ind. 
Floyd C. Bratt Clarence Center. N. Y. 
Eleanor Dorothy Breeze Granville 
Cecile Browne Hatkins 
Geneva Brown Newark 
Clyde V. Campbell Newark 
Esther Jane Cary Boston, N. Y. 
Robert Isaiah Case Washington C. H. 
Phyllis Faye Caul Ames, Iowa 
Mrs, Mary E. Chase Marengo 
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..   Granville 
Emerald l  C .   Granville 
Dorothy P. < Pittaburgb, Pa. 
Mrs. Leo Newark 
Hale Lake, Mich. 
Anna Augusta I Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Roger A. Crane Cincinnati 
Grace Cran>*        Mrs Newark 
Geraldine Cr>>w Nilea 
Arthur Cuitil Granville 
1
 Curtis Granville 
Xenia 
Karl Dan kina Granville 
D. I   ■ Rich* od.W.Va. 
Sononu ! Newark 
Vera II MaoniogtoQ, W. V*. 
Irene Dunn  . Toledo 
Paul Ebaugh Granville 
Margaret C. Ed Parkersburg, W. Va. 
I Williamihurirh. Ky. 
Jctup, Iowa 
Kmm- : MiJdletown 
H Y,.unsr»town 
Lillian | Krie. Pa. 
'•'■   1     ■ Coshocton 
Cc!ia Foutf Newark 
1   ■     I Welliville 
Ralph Gal KorwaO 
.New Straitavillc 
•' Mi. Vernon 
—en I   'initowo 
]J
 ■' ago. III. 
Munhall. Pa. 
Helen Alice Hainea Troy 
Granville 
• hire. Newark 
.Dover 
1 Krie, Pa. 
Berlin Center 
I B. H< i dri  kl Dayton 
Irene Marach H . Columbus 
1 H Wheeling. W. Va. 
..  Reading, Maaa. 
'" (iranville 
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Helen Irene Hoiick Granville 
Mary Kathcrine Howe Granville 
'ITiomas Hundley Granville 
Dorothy Hubbird Newark 
Courtney C. Jackaon Springfield 
Winifred A. Johnston Granville 
Graee L. Jonea Springfield 
Sarah Jonea Granville 
Anna May Jordan      Granville 
Florence Kile Centerburg 
Marian Alger Kinncy Denver. Colo. 
Mary Ella Reevea Kirby (Mre.) Jorhat Assam, India 
Tauruyo Komoriya Granville 
Ruth Krcagcr Aleiandria 
I)..ris Kurtz Granville 
Edith May Kurtz Kalamazoo. Mich. 
Klcanor Kurtz Granville 
Carolyn E. Largent Springfield 
John D. Latta Granville 
I .nil Latta Granville 
Margery G. Latta Granville 
Mary E. Latta Granville 
Henrietta Lieaer New Comerstown 
I.orcnz. Ida L Fremo 
Cheiter H. Loucka Minneapolia. Minn. 
Martha V. Lough Granville 
Julia Joy MacLane West Toledo 
Bliss Cuahman Mapea Lincoln. Nebr. 
Anna Corrine Marshall Zanesville 
Aileen Virginia Martin Newark 
Miles Maatere Granville 
Leslie Mayea Lincoln. Nebr. 
Alice Beaver McCann Dayton 
James McClanahan Weal Union 
Kenneth McGuffin Pettesville 
Christine Irene McKinney Newark 
Beatrice Eugenia McLeca Utica 
Lewis Lee Meara Granville 
Arnold S. Miller Pomeroy 
Elizabeth F. Miller Granville 
Lillian A. Minard Mt. Vernon 
Donald Minor Carmichacls, Pa. 
Doris Helen Moore Granville 
Helen Moore Pataskala 
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Lillian C. Morrison  Newark 
Helen Neel  Granville 
Carl Fussing Nessley Pickerington 
Helen Ogle Johnstown 
EnMttOwca ...Granville 
Norman J   Padelford Newton Highland. Man. 
Mat]  \  Pajrae .   . Johmuown 
Helen Alydian Pease Johnstown 
I Granville 
ind Pickett M.mr.Jiville. W. Va. 
Marian 1.. Pierce . ....   Akror 
William Pritchard \rw Castle. Pa. 
Helen Praetor, Granville 
|une Phyphers Cleveland 
(
        '   
! Plymouth 
.''inn. I   !i.-m,.nt. Colo. 
Pauline Randolph New Islington 
' Reed Springfield 
Rachel M. Reed Springfield 
Katherine Richardf  . (Iranville 
OtisRigg* Newark 
R        " Ri'ey Dayton 
G.B. t X rthboro. Ma.a. 
Charles Carter K adarmel Haskint 
Ruth Anna Rotten .     .Newark 
K        fine Rohrer   . ,   Granville 
Sanduaky 
.  Johnstown 
Paul R • Mansfield 
\   Schmitz Granville 
.   Chicago. III. 
Scott ..   Cambridge 
Mt. Vernon 
Granville 
Broolmlle, Pa. 
-'■.•■■ Hillsboro 
rdaott. . .. .Granville 
Bhcpardaon, Granville 
M-. I •: SI .mal-r Granville 
Katherine Sillirr... Granville 
"Pton.  Howard 
Roreiice A. Smalley ..  Clarion. Pa. 
Ii  ■   • hy March Smith. . Hartford. W. Va. 
v
«™ Spe«*  Newark 
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Alberta Spooner W*ston, Mich. 
Esther Ruth Stevenson Newark 
George R. Stibitz Dayton 
William Hyatt Stuart New Caitle. Pa. 
Melvina Summers Marion 
Paul Swanson Granville 
Robert G. Swift Avalon. Pa. 
I lan.ld Tanner Granville 
Laura Charlotte Thomas Chicago. III. 
Lillian M. Thomas Paintsvillc, Ky. 
Manfred Hall Tucker Newark 
Hazel Tucker Ijmar. Colo. 
Lucille Brendette Tuttlc Granville 
Stephen D. Tuttle Granville 
Barbara Valentine Wavcrly. N. Y. 
Janet Pauline Vannoy Charleston, W. V«. 
H. L. Vickcrs Berlin Center 
Donald C. Wallace Philadelphia. Pa. 
Herbert Ogden Waters Granville 
R. C. Watson Baltimore 
Helen Weaver Marengo 
Victor Weaver Bowling Green 
Williamson Weaver Belfast 
Eleanorc Mary Weddell Chicago, III. 
Wilma Geraldine West Cambridge 
Ward Almon Whitcomb Toledo 
Mary Dodge White Brooklyn. N. Y. 
Dorothy K. Whittington Akron 
Lucy Frances Wiatt Chicago, III. 
Mary I.ouise Wilcox Alexandria 
I Tomer Wilson Sparta 
Lena Helen Wilson Fredericktown 
June Wilier Covington, Ky. 
Vivian Willis Wellston 
William Joseph Wise Bucyrus 
Kathryn Wolf Dayton 
V. L.Woltgen Newark 
Martha E. Wooden Mansfield 
EarlWymer Newark 
1 
Subject   Index 
Academic Halls, a 
Admits* 
\»*ociation. oo 
Beavei i     I M 
Bulletin  of   the   Scientific   Labor-1   :- 
Calendar. \ 
I : Music 
. "" | 
1> : urtment* o( Initruciion. 80 
Faculty. 75 
l Tl,   76 
I 
D '. - 
■-. 29 
:nents and C 
Astronomy. 46 
Botany. 47 
Chemist 
I Education, 54 
■ ;»g. 50 
.  ■ 
I Liu "Jture and Rhi* 
Gi    k. 55 
II ' and  P  liti  •>'■ Science. 57 
Latin, 59 
I ■ matics. 6l 
■:,ce and Tactics. 63 
Modern I-anruages, 64 
.66 
Philosophy, 67 
:., 69 
P    lies. 71 
Public Speaking. 7- 
Zoolugy. 7} 
Doane Academy. 8; 
Kndowment and Property, 17 
I   I 1 4' 
.   regulation*   respecting, 
44 
Extra charges for certain course*. 41 
lUtion fees. 41 
Special I 
Student employment. 45 
Tuition and general fee*. 41 
Faculty. Committee* of the, 13 
Faculty of Instruction. 7 
Gates and Walks. 17 
Ground* and building*. 17 
History, 15 
.. 16 
Matter'* Degree, 4 
New Campus. 17 
- i*traliun. II 
■-l 
' student*. 35 
us. 36 
Adviien, 3$ 
Classification of Student*. 37 
menu       for     Baccalaureate 
St, 38 
Subject* open to Freshmen. 35 
Rcacrvi   01 Training Corp*. 25 
Residence Halls. 18 
rship Award* 
11      ral It Ma lion, 28 
Phi Beta Kappa, 28 
- 
Rhodes Scholanhip*, 29 
Scholarships. 30 
Student Organizations, 30 
Administrative. 30 
Religious :: 
Academic, 3 1 
Musical. 31 
Recreational, 32 
Social. 32 
Swasey Chapel, 23 
Trustees. Board of, 4 
Trustees, Committees of the Board, 6 
Index of Students 
Abernethy, Alice. 108 
Abernethy, Theodore, 100 
Adams. Lucy M.   10H,   113 
Afc-tirw, Hazel,   108 
AgUllati Joir, 100 
Alhau*rh. Mary Eliz., 10; 
Albicz, Jeanettd 99 
Alderton. Betty. 108 
Aldrich. EUvyn,  112 
Alexander, Mildred. 108. 113 
Alexander, Wilbur. 104 
Allen. Chas.. 100 
Allen. Elizabeth. 96. 113 
Allen. Ralph. 104. 113 
Allen. Richard, 104 
AUingtODi Mildred, 102. 113 
AUpach. Mary T., 99 
AUptcIx, Naomi. 108 
Amos, Henry. 100 
Amo>. Hugh, 97 
Anderson, Mary, 108. 113 
Andrew*. Dorothy. 108. 113 
Andrews, Vclla M.. 108. 113 
Apple. Either. 113 
Archer, Eugene, ill 
Aihley, Jerrine. 99 
Ashworth. Robert A., 100 
Athey, Lawrence, 104 
Austin. Flora A.. 108. 113 
Austin. Henry P.. 104 
Austin, Richard, 95 
Babbs. Charles P., 100 
Babcock, Mary Elizabeth. 113 
Bacheldor. Thclma, 102 
Baker, Dorothy, 102 
Baldwin. Frank Kendrick, 104 
Baldwin, Lawrence, 97 
Bannister, Turpin. too, 113 
Barbour. Elizabeth. 96 
Barker, Vernon, 100 
Barnes, Ellen. 108. 113 
Barnes. Wendell G.. 113 
Bartholomew. Fred, 104 
Bash. Frederick, 100 
Bateman. Mary Eli?., 108 
Bawden. Dorothea. 113 
Bawden. Herbert. 95 
Baxter. Margaret. 108. 113 
Beall. Winona, 113 
Beaven. Webley, 100 
Becker. John W.. 104 
Becker. R. R.. 97 
Becker. Sam R., 97 
Belt. Harriet. 108 
Bendix, Lester 1L. 104 
Bennet. Fred I... 104 
BenninghotT. Ear). 111 
Bennoy, Carol L., 9; 
Benson, Carl A.. 100 
Bergold. Russell, 113 
Bernhisel. Donald M.. 95 
Berry, Wm. D-, 97 
Best, Eleanor. 108. 113 
Biefeld, Louise, 102 
Bishop, Alvord. 104 
Black. Uree. 113 
Btackmur. Robert, 111 
Blackwell, Robert. Ill 
Bogga, Horace, 100 
Bolin, Ruth, 113 
Bone, Leslie, 100 
Bonncll. Barhyt G.. 104 
Boss. Helen Mae, 108. 113 
Bovington, Marguerite. 99 
Bowen, William Chester, 104 
Boyd. John B.. 98 
Boyer, Philips, 98. 113 
Branc. Theodore, too 
Branstetter. Ermel E., 98, 113 
Bratt, Floyd. 98, 113 
Breeze. Eleanor Dorothy, 99. 113 
Breeze, Kenneth, 104 
Brelsford. Ernest C 98 
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Brewer, Conde, 104 
Bi Igir, 100 
Brooks. Margaret. 108 
Brought ita Harriet, 10; 
* leaeva, 113 
. R:.::.. 9 / 
Browne, ( . I   -. 11 ; 
!■:   roe, Margaret, ic: 
Bi 1 ne. Ruth L, 99 
Bukcr. Helen. 102 
Itr, Helen. 102 
Butt. Margan l 
Burt. M 
Charles, 104 
'. Paul. 104 
( , Eric V.. of 
( .      in, Julia. 10: 
( in. Margaret. 108 
G ;:. 
Calvert. V, 
Campbell, Clyde \\. 113 
I . ■■ .   ■ 
Ci ih!:.   ■ 
1
 -.100 
1 ■       ■ 
1
' 1. 108 
*   .-      . I     .   \.. 108 
I .104 
I '■■ 1   * 
I .11113 
■ 
... 
Chat; 
. Margaret, 102. 114 
Cham!" rlin. Frai   en.  ,, 
1
 ma, 102 
Chambers. David A .  .; 
Chai th, 102 
Chair. M     Mar] E .. 113 
I ■' -aid I.,  I 14 
I . Mary. 108 
Christensen. Maiius. Ill 
Clark. Dorothy P.. 99. 114 
Clark. Ralph.  .; 
Clinr, Mn. Lea., 114 
I       . Lucille. 10:. 114 
Clutter. Earl. 104 
C-.krum. Wade. 104 
I a, Lillian. 108 
I !   . IOO 
I   teatei Herbert. IC4 
Marian L.. 102 
Anne A.. 108. 114 
- key. 98 
W     in, 104 
L, -v 114 
Cranston, Mn. Graoa, 114 
'd, Tra. 104 
Criiwell. Marian. 108 
Crouch. Went worth. 104 
Crow. Geraldine. 108. 114 
Croi   r, France*, 96,113 
Curtii, Arthur W.. 100, 114 
Curtii. Dorothy. 108 
Curtii. Eleanor Locinda. 114 
Cuiiii, Kula, 108. 114 
Daniels, Florence. ',6 
■ 
Davit, G>ral l,oii, 102 
Davis. Kdmoniton J„ 95 
Davis. Richard P.. 104 
Davis. Roae L, 
Davit, Sam S.. 104 
[>..-.   ,Hai    1.111 
Dawkint. Carl Edward, IC4. II 
11 iwton. J Dudley. 95 
D  1 . .;. ■ 14 
I >■ .. s :. ma, 114 
Dcedi. Charles W . Oj 
Deed*. Dallon, 104 
DeG    F. Di 
Deitt, Delta. 96 
DeDrn*, Crawford. IOC 
INDEX OF STUDENTS 
Denlinger, Everett Eugene, in 
Dewcy, Doroihy, 102 
Dibble. Herman Benedict, ill 
Dickcrson, Hither. 108 
Dickinson. Helen D., 96, n j 
Dickinson. H. Richard, 100 
Diefenderfer, Lloyd, m 
Dictcrich. Vivian M., 102 
I).-d J. Lucille Marie, 99 
Dodge. Vc« I-.. 102. 114 
Dorey, Margaret. 108 
Doty, Donald, 100 
Douglas, Maxwell, 105 
Ducro. Fred, 105 
Ducro. John. 95 
Duncan. Marshall S., 105 
Dunlap, Hazel, 102 
Dunn. Irene Thereia, 114 
Earps, James G., 105 
Ebaugh. Paul, 114 
Edgar, John C, 105 
Kdmonson. Margaret. 97.  114 
Eiizner, Lorraine, 112 
Ellison, Geneva, 97 
Ellison. Josephine, 99, 114 
Emerson, Edith. 108 
Hnglchart. Robert, 105 
Enrejr, Nclle A., 97 
Evans, Russell, 100 
Evrrhart. Lois E.. 102. 114 
Ewart. Wesley A., 105 
Eweri. Thclma. 108 
Falbuih, Aileen. 108 
Farbcr, Harold, 105 
Farr, Esther, 108 
Fawcett, Keith R.. 98 
Fellman. Esther, 108 
Fellman, Eunice, 99 
Fielding. Howard, 105, 114 
Fitch, James, 98 
Flint, Lillian. 108, 114 
Flower, Arthur, 112 
Flower, Bertram, III 
Folger, Elizabeth, 102 
Foot, Harry, 98,  114 
Ford, Robert, 105 
Forgy. Thomas J., 105 
Forsythe, Margaret, 97 
Foss. Helen L., 108 
Fouts, Celia,   114 
France, DeWayne, 112 
Frasch, Robert R , 105 
Fraser, Lewis. 114 
Frederick, Margaret W.. 108 
Freehafer, Charles A., 100 
French, Helen, 112 
Frye. Frank, 105 
Fullerton. Leslie, 105 
Fullerton, Marjorie, 109 
Fundal>erg. Charles, 105 
Funk, Donald. 100 
Gabele, Ralph, 100,  114 
Gale. Hoyt W.. 105 
Galloway, Margaret, 109 
Garrison, Robert H.. 98 
Gay, William Ernest. 100 
George. Hilda L-, 102 
Gibbs. Esther H.. 109 
Gibbs. Helen M.. 102 
Gibson, Charles, 100 
Gilbert, Norton H., 101 
Gill. Maude E.. 97 
Gill. Winifred. 109 
Glasgo, Eugene, 101 
Glasgo, Forest. 101 
Gnagey. Theodore P., 95 
Gogolyak, John, 105 
Goodlivc, Violet G., 102, 114 
Goodrich, Ireta, 99 
Grandle, Esther Louise, 114 
Graves, Dorothy, 99 
Green. Cleo, 109. 114 
Greene, Charles N., 105 
Gregg, Ruth L., 109, 114 
Griffin, Margaret, 102, 114 
Griffith. Albert R„ 101 
Griffith-Williams. Helen. 109 
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Gurlcy. St<   ben. ill 
Hats, Florian, 105 
Hainei . 11       .1     . 114 
[erbertC.9S 
Marie Indus, gg. 114 
Ha . 1  ; 
Halteman. Fred C . *; 
Haltrman. Margaret, 102 
Hamilton, Irn. 1 
li ..■■:-:■■■,   M .114 
Hanby, Helen 1. . l 
Hanenkrat. Mci    . 1   ; 
: . . 
Hanna. V 
Harper. I 
Han 
.114 
Hawkii 1, Charles 1 . 1   | 
Haw kji -. Margan t, 
it- in 
Hazen. Elizabeth, 1 ■-. 114 
HaxJett, Pa il, ifl 
Heiter. U..... .• B.» I 1.114 
Hclbiogi ' 
Henderson. Pi 
Hcnd . 1  1 
Hendi ■ :'. . 1  :, 1 14 
Hendriclu, Ruth, ,~ 
Hcrrooi J •:. 105 
Herschler. Irene M , D,, 114 
.111 
k. in 
Hinckley, 5i lart, 1  • 
Hiiu   ne. ( .ircnce. 101 
Hile. Virgil \\  ,  11; 
If   ...   ,'».,.     |,   ]     : 
H       «nbi J. Stanley, 1II 
Holden, Evelyn, ic/y, 114 
Hollinjrer. Dorothy, 109 
Holt. Henry, 98 
Holt, Kilburn, 101, 114 
Hooaker, William H.. 105 
Hood. Hoaner A., 105 
■ E . .-. 115 
H rwcU, M drcd E . i»> 
Hosick, Helen Irene. lev. 1*5 
Hovey. Ruth. 99 
Howard. LOUa,  )•) 
H    -wrd, Man   M., 109 
Katherine. loj. 115 
Huhbard, LX-roihy. 115 
Hudson. Forrest Stanley, m 
Ua, H> ward, 105 
I   ra Irene. 99 
Hundley, Bernard L.. 98 
, Wl   Jin Thomat, lot,  115 
Hunt. Craacy J. F... 101 
::'. I <'    Iff B . 105 
Jackson, Courtney, 109, 115 
James, Harold A., 105 
Jefferson, Howard B.. 95 
Jenkins, William, 95 
Jessel. F.lfreda. 99 
Jillson. Esther. 97 
Johnson. Melvin W.. 98 
Johnston. Warren. 101 
I A      (red. 109. 115 
Jones. Alfred K.. 101 
Alice I... 103 
i  !ward W\, 95 
I    tt iithrop, 101 
J' nes. Gladys, 97 
. Grace L, 109. 115 
Jones, Juanita, 103 
Jones, Karl. 111 
Jones. Marshall, 105 
Jones. Sara, 115 
Jones. Thomas Felix. 98 
Jones, Vasile, lot 
Jones, Wilbur, 105 
Jordan, Anne Mr, 112, 115 
Jordan, Harold, 105 
Jordan, Marian I... 109 
INDEX OF STUDENTS 1*1 
Kao, Ching Kwai, 95 
Kato. Chosahuro, 101 
Rceler. Clyde. 95 
Kceler. Helen L., 109 
Keeler, Howard H.. 10$ 
Kcciun. Frank, 95 
Kenney, Edward C, 105 
Kcyt. Bernard, 101 
Kile. Florence Mary, IOJ, 115 
Kimball, Ruth, 103 
Kimball. Spofford, 96 
Kincaid. Dahlton R.. 10$ 
King. Daniel P.. 98 
King. George B.. 101 
Kinncy. Marian. 99. UJ 
Kintz. Francis P.. 10; 
KIT by. Mary Ella Rievea (Mrs.). 115 
Kirby. Winifred I., 109 
Ki»Iing. lrlene, 97 
Klinck. F.arl F.. 101 
Knapp. James L.. 101 
Kneibler. Arthur. 111 
Knight, Iris May. 112 
Koehler. Paul H.. 101 
Koeker, Louise, 99 
Korlb, Howard E„ 101 
Komoriya, Tsuriyo. 97. 115 
Kramer. I-ouise, 103 
Kreager. Donald. 101 
Krcagcr, Ruth, 115 
Krebs. Frances, ioj 
Kundert. toward C. 105 
Kurtz. Doris. 115 
Kurtz, Kdith May. 97, 115 
Kurtz, Eleanor. 115 
I.amb, Larlede P., 105 
Lamson, Alice L., 109 
Lane. Croylc. 111 
Lane, Donald. 98 
LaHR. Annetta II., 109 
Lang, Charles. 101 
Largent. Caroline. 97 115 
Larsen. Charlotte. 99 
Latta, John D., 115 
Latta. Lois. 115 
Latta, Margery G., 115 
Latta. Mary !■'.., 115 
Layman. F'loyd, in 
Leasure, Wm., 101 
Lee, Robert J., 105 
Leet. Lewis Donald. 96 
I-cmon. Herschel B.. 95 
Leslie, Donald. 10$ 
Levering. Miles, 96 
Lieser. Henrietta. 115 
Lindrooth, Lillian. 97 
Linebaugh. J., 101 
Linehan, Margaret, 97 
Liu, Pao Tsing, 9$ 
Lockard. Floyd W.. 106 
Locke, Treva. 112 
Lorenz. Ida, 103. 115 
Lose, Katherine, 103 
Loucks, Chester, 96. "5 
Lough, Martha V., 115 
Lovelcss. Forest, toi 
Loveless, Sarah, 103 
Lovett, Frances. 103 
Lowmiller. Henry. 106 
Lu. Ping Tsing. 112 
Lucchcsi, Paul, ill 
Luce. Eleanor, 103 
Lusk, Lois, 99 
Lyman, Russell W.. 98 
Lyne. Paul. 96 
Mac Lane. Julia. 109, 115 
McCann, Alice. 109, 115 
McCann. Franklin, 101 
McCann, Jane, 103 
McCaron, Neil, in 
McClanahan, James A., 106, 115 
McClurc. Catherine, 97 
McClure. Cullinc. 103 
McConnaughey, Robert, 101 
McConnell, Sara, 99 
McCreary, Pauline, 109 
McCrillis. Grace. 97 
McCullough, Elson D., 106 
1*4 DlNItOM  I'NIVERSITY 
Me( '.ii 
IW-. 1 6 
.11. 
U log 
Mckci. 
McKii Cl -  i . i .'.. 11; 
IIS 
McMil •n, Kathei oe, l   | 
M '■' 
:   ' . i   ; 
.    - 
Machlin, I    .     . i g 
i •. 
Maprs. Bliss, i   I, 11$ 
Marsha      V   ■ .  i 9, 115 
Martha   .  I 
. 1   ,. 115 
. 101 
Martin, i 
Martin, '■■' .        i 
, 11a 
MaateUer, H. Kennct: 
<>; 
Mather. Wm   « 
Mauri:. 
Maxwi •. io) 
Mayer, ' 0   101 
Mayer. M 
; . 
,   106.  115 
Mead, Ma •   e A., 98 
.  .- 
Mean, 1 
Meeker. Milton E-. !o6 
M . ill 
Mercer, Howard D., 106 
Meredith, Wan 
Mcswrly, Warren. 101 
el, Uoyd S., 101 
Miller. Althea V .  fj 
Miller. Arnold S. 115 
Miller. Ed par. 101 
Miller. Elizabeth. 115 
Miller. Frances, IOJ 
Miller. J Hobarc.91 
Miller. Ruth. 10} 
r, Stephen A.. 106 
MiHisor. James. 106 
Minard. Lillian. 115 
. Dean H., 106 
Minor. Donald. 106. 115 
Mitchell. Curtis. 106 
M    roe, Willard C. 11: 
Moor. Dorothy C. 109 
M ■ re, Burrett, 111 
M ore, I> rii Helen. 109. 115 
Moore. Frederick R.. 101 
M • re, Helen, llj 
. John Francis, 106 
Moure. Mar) ,109 
R tbert H>>tTman, 106 
. Wm  C. 101 
(-.iizaheth. 109 
'.'   -   . Carola. IOJ 
no* Lillian C. 116 
w. Karl S., 96 
. Hawley Fdwin. 106 
Bf, John Reed. 98 
M oner, Julia, 109 
Mullen. Margaret, 99 
Myers. Helen. 99 
Nakamura. Isami. 96 
Ned, Helen. 99, 116 
Nellis. Allen A . 106 
Nessley, Carl F.< 101. Il6 
Nethen. Raymond J., 106 
\   keb, Robert W., 106 
Nickola. Dorothy L., 109 
Notr, Theodore. 101 
Obana, T., 95 
Odebrecht. Louis Andre, 000 
Oesper. Helen l... 103, llj 
Oesper. Margaret, 97 
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Ogle, Helen. 112, 116 
Olney, Chirles EL, 96 
Olney, Minerva, 97. 113 
O'Neal, Margaret Martha, 109 
Owens. Edna M.. 103 
Owen, Frnrsi Tuttle. 96. Il6 
Packer, Mary, 97 
Packer* Henry. 111 
Padelford. Norman, 101, 116 
Padcn. Merle, 111 
Palmer. Herbert. 106 
Palmer, Margaret, 103 
Park. WUlk, 106 
Parr. George. 106 
Patterson. Mabel, 97 
Payne. Mary. 116 
Payne. Wm. G„ 106 
Pease. Helen A., no, 116 
Pedicord. Aileen. 116 
Peoples, Wm. George, 96 
Perkins, Aldcn. 111 
Perkins, Howard. 106 
Perry, Burnice. 97 
Petty, Julian J., 98 
Pfleuger, Wm. S., 106 
Phypcrs, June. 99, 116 
Picked. Hugh Dale. 96 
Pickett. Justis. 106, 116 
Pierce, Marian L.. no, 116 
Picrson. Russell, 106 
Pimm. Walter B.. 98 
Pine. Paul W., 106 
Pinch, George, 101 
Pinch, Mary, no 
Place, Edith, 99 
Fletcher, Mina I... 100 
1'oorman, Fred S., 96 
Potter, Went worth M.. 96 
Powell. Elite, 98 
Powell, Nellie, 103 
Pratt. Delbert R.. 95 
Preicott. Anne Elizabeth, 103 
Price. Eva Jane, 97 
Price. Hugh Glenn, 101 
Price. Myrtle E., no 
Prine. Lewis W.. 96 
Pritchard. Wm. D.. 98, 116 
Proctor. Downing D., 96 
Proctor. Helen. 103. 116 
Pugh. Cloyce, 101. 116 
Quinn, Alonzo. 98, 116 
Quinn. Edward. 106 
Randall. Alice, 97 
Randolf. Pauline, no. 116 
Ranney. Ruth, 112 
Ransbottom, Paul, 106 
Ransom, Harriet, 103 
Ransom, John. 101 
Bay. Frances, 103 
Rece. Anna L., 100 
Reed, Eleanor, no. 116 
Reed. Florence, 103 
Reed, Rachel, no, 116 
Reed, Verna H . no 
Rettig. Ralph L.. 106 
Reynolds, Frank Jr., 106 
Rhoades. William H„ 96, 113 
Rian, Carlos, 106 
Rice, Herman, 106 
Rice, Vera M.. 97 
Richards. Dorothy, too 
Richards, {Catherine, 116 
Richardson. Laura A., 110 
Riegcl, Frances, 103 
Riggs, Otis. 116 
Rilcy, Robert, 101, 116 
Rine, Russell, IOI 
Ringgold, Gordon B.. 96, 116 
Risley. Clarence T., 101 
Roadarmel, Charles, 96. 116 
Roberts, Anna. 103 
Roberts. Bruce, 106 
Roberts. Willis. 106 
Robinson. Helen B„ 97 
Robinson, Iver, 106 
Robinson. Kenneth, 96 
Robion, June A., 103 
1 
126 
Robuck. Rosanna }., no 
K dgert, Ani    M„ IOO 
R pert. Gene, in 
ft gen, R :    \. I   :. i r 
. 
I   S .   I :    .   i i 
W . ioo 
Roacr.e. : 
K . i   i    i i'i 
.   . ■■. i   - 
Rnutaonp. CUir, 107 
Marian C . IOJ 
■'■ 
Rush. N< 
R ■   ■     :   -    ■  (' .   ,; 
Ruthford. Paul. 101 
Saprbicl. Jama 
.11; 
I, jamrs. 107 
Sarbr>, Pi 1!  R .  1    ;. 1 |6* 
Blai   ■  .11 
■   .- 
Schiclv-T. 
Schicdla R . 107 
Schillr*.  I 
Schmitz. Edward A.. IOS. 116 
1   : .  I 1 ', 
P .   »fl 
El. I , IIO, 11' ■
■' 110, lit 
..IT': 
■ . 
il\. 107 
.107 
t. Max, 1.. 
}'.,,: 
.ir 
\r.n. Il6 
Shidc. I i   ■■   r, i   1 
I . 
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Shumaker. Mrs. I'M. 116 
SilbernaRel. Wynne M , 107 
Silcott. Rollia, 113 
Silliman, Katherine. 116 
ton, Dori». no. 116 
Smallrv. Florence A . 110. 117 
:h. Anna Mx. 112 
Smith. Ccdri,- 1. . 107 
Smith. Dorothy. 103, 117 
Smith, Ernest. 107 
Smith. Fentun. io» 
Smith. Florence, IOJ 
Smith. Gladys. 110 
Smith. Harold. 107 
Smith. Huirh. in 
Smith. Louise. 103 
Smith. Marguerite, no 
Smith. Norman. 111 
Smith. Robert F.. 107 
Smith. Ruland 1... 99 
Smith. Russell. 96 
«. Dorothy D . no 
Snodirrass. Raymond, 99 
Snyder. Martz. 107 
Speck. Vera. 117 
Speicher. JoWphi 107 
Speller. Alice, no 
Spencer. Paul D.. 107 
er. Alberta, no. 117 
Springer, Vernon L., 107 
Stalnaker. Ruby. 103 
Starke. Mary I   .  ,- 
Steadman, Fdward, 96 
Steadman. Livingston T.. <>j 
Steinbargxr. John. 107 
Stephens, Mary O.. 100 
VI ns. Franklin. 10; 
Stevenson. Esther Ruth. 110. n; 
Stevenson. Ralph. 107 
Stibitz. George R.. 107. 117 
-.  Arthur Frederick \V.. 107 
*  ikct, Charles. 102 
Stockdale. C. K.. 107 
St   kum I meat. 102 
Stratton, Doris. lot 
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Stuart. William H., 96.  117 
Sturtevint, Margaret, 103 
Summers, Melvina, 100, 117 
Sundcrland. Rutli, 104 
Sutherland, Marjory. 100 
Sutton. Russell, 102 
Swanson. Paul, 117 
Swartzel, Richard, 102 
Swift. Robert G., 107. 117 
Talhot. Mary, 110 
Tallmadgc. Trafford. 107 
Tanner, Harold. 117 
Tapper, Thelma, 112 
Tavener, Zona, 100 
Taylor. Edna. 104 
Taylor, Frank S.. 99 
Taylor, Violet J.. no 
Thicle, Howard, 99 
Thomas, David A., 107 
Thomas, Horace. 107 4 
I'hoinas, John, 107 
Thomas. I*aura Charlotte, 104, 117 
Thomas, Lillian M., no, 117 
Th -mpson. Miriam S., 104 
I rne, Rose, no 
Tilton. Ix»uis. 107 
Tippett, Robert. 107 
I 'by, 1-eona, no 
Toby, Thelma. 104 
'I rename. Thomas. 99 
Tretcott, Dale, 112 
Tribolet, Marguerite, 97 
Tucker. Hazel, too.  117 
Tucker. Manfred Hall. 117 
Tut tie, Lucille, no. 117 
Tuitlc. Stephen D-, 117 
■ Myrtle, no 
'. DeJmar, 107 
Urquhart, John, 107 
Valentine. Barbara. 104. 117 
\ .inuoy, Ivan, 107 
Vannoy. Janet, no. 117 
Van Ncss. Leonard K., 99 
Veach, Lewi*, 10a 
Veldran. Kdwin D., 107 
Vian, John Cecil. 107 
Vickers, H. Lindley. 102. 117 
Vogel. William. 96 
Wallace. Donald. 117 
Wallace. G. Ivan. 107 
Warner, Mabel. 100 
Warren, Millard. 107 
Waters, Herbert. 107 
Watson, R. C. 117 
Weaver. Donald, 99 
Weaver, Helen, 117 
Weaver, John A.. 107 
Weaver. Ralph, 96 
Weaver, Victor G.. 99. 117 
Weaver, Williamson. 117 
Weddell. Eleanor Mary, no, 117 
Wein. Feme H., no 
Weis. Karl G.. 107 
Weisenbarger, Velma, 100 
Weisenbargcr, Harold C. 107 
Wcllman. E. Chester, 102 
Wcllman, Fannie. 100 
Wellman. Gerald, 107 
Wcllman. I,ouise, no 
West, Willma G.. no. 117 
Wheaton. Dema I... 97 
Whitacrc. Hal ford E.. 96 
Whitacre. James, 102 
Whitcomb, Ward, 102, 117 
White, Frances, 104 
White. Marcellui. 99 
White, Mary Dodge, 104. 117 
Whitmim. Katherine L., 97 
Whittinglon, Dorothy. 97. 114 
Whittington. Ruth, 104 
Wiant. Gertrude, 110 
Wiatt, Lucy F., 110.  117 
Wight. Carroll. 107 
Wilcox. Mary I... no. 117 
Wilkins. Mary Thelma. no 
Wilier, June, no, 117 
Williams, Clifford. 107 
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H Grayce, 100 
WillUm*, Katheri-sr. I  I 
Williams. Thelnu. 104 
Will m :, </) 
H , V .111 
WtUia, U UiaHeglei 
Willis, R;   ird R    / 
Willie, Vivian, 117 
Wilson. Homer. 117 
Wilton, Lena. no. 117 
Wilson. I   S     ' 
Windle. Frank Inland, ofi 
Wintermate, Henry O.90. 
Wii 
Wise. William. 107, 117 
W"uher*. Anna. 100 
Withoft. Evelyn, no 
WoH, Katherinc M.. 110,   n 
Wolfe. Norman I... 107 
WoltgCn. Virginia. 110.  117 
W od, John EH 102 
Wooden. Martha, I0(. 117 
Wright. Almcn Robert, 108 
Wlifht, Betty, no 
Wyatt. I.ulu F . 110 
Wymer. Earl. 117 
Wyse. Lloyd F... 108 
Yang. Ifu, 11] 
Veakel. Helen L.. 100 
Zellar. Alton, ill 
Summary of Student Attendance 
DENISON UNIVERSITY 
Men       Women       Total 
Graduate Stud* 9 1 n 
Senior*. 56 
Juniors 62 
Sophomore* 87 
Freshmen. IOJ 
Unclassified n 
Total in the Colleges . 418 
Conserv Ltorvof Muuc ... 66 
I ' U       571 514 
ToUl       the 1 '. lusive of repetitions). .       513 411 
48 104 
49 III 
86 "7J 
1)8 33" 
0 JO 
■47 
35 
75o 
»"3 
1*4 
1087 
914 
■ ■»-■•   
VII. 
Hour, 
■o h. 
mat.1 
4; 4 hn. 
0; 1 hra. 
7-8; j hn. 
p..i..,i. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
Il.ll.n 
9-ior 
(arr- 
17-18;- 
19-Jo; 
5l 
1. u;jhri 
•j hr». 
• »;♦- 
IV. 
VI. 
VII. 
Hour, 
to b. 
>. 2; 4 hn. 
A. li;,- 
la, 2a; 3 hn. 
5. 6; 3 hn 
7. 8; 2 hra. 
2; 4 I 
3 hra. la, 2a; 3 hra. 
J. 4! 4 I 
hra. 
11-12; 2! 
3 hra 
hra. 
3, 4; 3 hra 
1-2; 4 hra. 
•1-2. 3-*; 4. hn. 
(and II.) 
5. 6; 3 hn. 
3. 4J4hn. 
1-2; 4 hra. 
1-2; 4 hn. 
Zoolo,, 
1-2. 3-4; 2 hn 
(and I.) 
6a. 7a; 2 hra. 
5; 3 hra. 
8a; 2 hn. 
11-12; 2105 hra 
•S« p. 79. 
Four-hour courses mretinf at periods 1, II omit Frldayi at periods 111 and IV omit Monday; »t periods VI and Vll omit Wednesday.    Three-hour courMi at period. I and II omit 
Tuesdey and Thuradayi at pariodm III and IV omit Wednesday and Frloayi at parloda VI i nd VII omit Monday and Wednesday.    Tw>-hour courses at the respective periods meet 
on the days  that the three-hour courses omit.    Period V. one-half hour, is reserved for chapel service. 
F • r...,l. Astronomy             Bolonr ChomUtry Onoau   Uoroa.       poll a 1 tioooml.. Eeuootlon EiurlWh I'.li.K Coolotr          Gorman Gi-Mk History 
Zoology 
3; 4 hre. 7-8; 3 hrs. 
(Slid II.) 
(and 11.) 
9-I0; 3 hrt. 
(and 11.) 
> 1, 2: 2 hn. 
(and 11.) 
5, 6; 4 hn. 
3-4; 3 hn. 
1-1; 3 hrt. 
5-6; t hrt. 
16; 3hrt. 
5. 6; 3 hn. 4. 9; 2 hn.    3. 4; 4 hrt. 
7. 8; 3 hn. 
1-2; 3 hn. 
20; 3 hn. 
17a. 18a; 
3 hn. 
II. 
7-S; 3 hrs. 
ud 1.) 
14; 2 hrt. 
1-2. Sec. A. 4 hrt 
(and 1.) 
>-lo;  Fh. tiTssrt. 
(and 1.1 
1-2:; 1 hrt 
1. 2; 2 hrt. 
(and I.) 
10*. 13; 2 hn. 
12; 3 hn. 1-2; 3 hrt. 
3-4; 3 hrt. 
18; 2 hrt. 
in. 
1. 
t. 
1-2; 4 hrt. 
3. 4; 4 hrt. 
11-12; 4 hrs •L. 5 hrs. 1-2; 3 hn. 
15a, 16a; 
3 hn. 
III. 
■V. 
1-1. M  orW. 
(and IV ) 
3-4; 4 hrs. 
(and IV.) 
l-2.Sec.C.2hn 
(and IV ) 
3. 11; 4 k" 1-2; 3 In. 
1-2; 3 hrt. 
3-4; 3 hrt. 
13a. 14.1; 2 
19. 20; 3 hr 
23, 24; 2 h 
1-2; 4 hrt. 
7. 8; 3 hn. 
1. 2; 4 hrs. 7. 8; 2 hrs. 3-4; 3 h" 
O-IO; 3 hrt 1-2. Tu and Th 
and 
M  or W. J hrt 
(and III.) 
3-4; 2 hrt 
(and HI.) 
1-2.Scc.C4hr*. 
(and 111.) 
; '. \l   1 hr. 
(and VI. Vll) 
1, 2; 3 hrt. 
1 for ad- 
vanced    tlu- 
7. 8; 4 hrt. 1-2; 3 hn 
9, 10; 2 hn. 
11. 12; 3 hn. 
3. 4; 4 hrt. •3:3 hn. 
6; 3 hrt. 
1-2; 4 hrs. Al.BI.2hrs 1-2; 3hrs. 
53.6a; 2 hn 
VI. 
la; 4 hrs. 
'with one 
evening hr.) 
la; 4 hn. 
9-10; 2 hrt. 
(and Vll) (and VII.) 
"1;. 16, 5-6;    an 
(and Vll. IV.) 
1. :; 3 hn 
lot (u-h- 
men 
1. 2; 2 hrt. 
(and Vll ) 
4. 9*; 4 hrt. 
IS; 3 hrt. 
1-2; 3 h-t. 5-6; 3 hn. 1-2; 3 hn. 
21-22:3 hrt. 
1-2; 4 hn 3. 4; 4 hrs 
Vll. 
9-10; 2 hrt. 
land VI ) 
1-2. Sec. B. 4 hrt 
(and VI.) 
5-6; 2 hrt. 
(and VI. IV.) 
41. IJ; 3hn 
1, 2; 2 hrt. 
(and VI.) 
16; 3 hn. 
5-6; 3 hn. 
1-2; 3 hrt. 
3-4; 3 hn. 
15; 2 hn. 
3. 4; 4 hf«. 
Hours 
lo bo 
U'OUN 
4i 4 hrt. 
(.; 2 hrt. 
7-8; 3 hn. 
17-18; 2 hrt. 
19-20; 2 to 
5 hrt. 
11-12. 
13-14. ■15. 16. 1 hr. 
17-18. 1 hr. 
1 . 
•iwo period! 
for 9 and 10. 
10 be arranged 
7-8; 2 hn. 7-8; 3 hrt. 
26. 28; 2 hrt. 
lb. 2b; 5 hrt. 
•2   la. tan- art. 
toksrrtsft. 
11-12 
13-14 
'S-'6       1 
ral Sclrnci      »-"- "—■" 
11. 12; 3 hrt 
•3 hn. 
Sociology 
1. 
SpanUh 
P.ri.Kl. 
1. 
Itallaa Latin 
1. 2; 4 hrt 
Mothomotic. 
1,2; 3 hrt 
3b-4b;5hrt. 
Mill,.,, Sclonco 
•7-8; 5 l>" 
Muolc 
15-16; 2 hn. 
•hllooophr 
1. 2; 3 hrt. 
la-2a; 2 hrt. 
(and 11.) 
la, 2a; , hrs. 1-2; 4 hn. 
1-2. 3-4; 4 hrs. 
(and 11.) 
II 
5. 6j J hrt. 
\. B; 4 hrt 
1-2; 3 hrt. 
3,4. "7. »»i 1; 3 hn. 
ia-2a; 2 hn. 
(and I.) 
! . 0; 3 tirs 
. 8; 2 hrs. 5.6; 3 hrs. 
1-2, 3-4; 2 hrs. 
(and I.) 
111. 
IV. 
VI. 
Ml 
1. 2; 4 hrt. 1, 2; j hrt. 
K. ;; 4 hrt. 
•c-6; 5 hrt. 9-10; 3 hn. 
11-12; 2 hn. 
1; 3 hn. 
a, 10; 3 hrs 
3, 4; 2 hn. 
3. 4; 4 hrt. 
(and IV.) 
7. 8; 3 hn. 
9-10*; 2 hrt. 
I. 2a; 3 hrt. a. 6a; 3 hrs. a, 2a; 3 hrs. 3. 4; 4 hrt. 6a. 7a; 2 hrt. 
1. :; 4 hrs. 3. 4;4hn. 
1, 2; 3 hrt. 
lb-2b; s hrt. 
;■,; 1 hrt. 
1:; : hrt. 
'i-6; 5 hrt. 3-4; 2 hn. 
7-8; 3 hn. 
10; 3 hn. 3.4J4 hn. (and HI.) 
1. aa; 3 hrt. 1-2; 3 hrs. 3. 4! 3 *•" 1-2; 4 hrs. 
5; 3 hrt. 
80; 2 hrt. 
11-12; 2 hrt. l-4,tec.A.2hrl.(andVH) 
1.4. tec. It. W. (and VII.) 
5, 6; 3 hn. 
13. 14; 2 hn. 
9! J hn. 
1. 2; 3 hrt. 
3. 4; 4 hrt. 
(and VII.) 
5. 6; 3 hn. 
(and VII) 
33-41; 3 hrs ■•2; 4 hn. 
1, 2; 3 hrt. 1-4, tec. A, W. (and VI.) 
1.4, tec. B. 2 hrt. (and VI.) 
1, 2; 2 hn. 6. T. 3 hrs- 
3. 4i 4 ""• (and VI.) 
5, 6; 3 hn. 
(and VI.) 
11; 1 hn. 
5a, 6; 3 hn. 1-2; 3 hft. 
Hew •4 hrt. credit 21-21; I hr. 8:ito3hn. 1-2,3-4:1 hrt 11-u; 1 hrt. 7-8.5«;3 hn 
•a 4-hr. lab'tory 
period to be 
arrsnged. 
15-16 
11-12; 2toshrt 
•Sec p. 79- 
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William-, i 
William.. 
William..' 
William."' 
Williamson 
Willis. Will 
Willis. Rid 
Willil. Vivi 
Wilson. II 
Wilson. La 
Wiboa, I • 
Windlc. Fn 
Wintrrmulf 
Wircbauph. 
Wise. Wil   . 
Graduate Stu 
Sen ion. 
Junior*  
''   ■ 
Freshmen. 
Unclanified 
Total in theC 
Comer. 
Duan. 
I   • .  ir. theUi 
i 
I 
/ 
/ 
I 

